**NEW NON-FICTION**

279201X USAF MCDONNELL DOUGLAS F-4 PHANTOM II: Air Vanguard 7. By Peter Davies. In many respects the most successful, versatile and reliable aircraft of the postwar era, the F-4 Phantom II was adopted by the USAF just in time for the Vietnam conflict. This volume studies this aircraft with a detailed history, technical photos, and intricate full-color illustrations. 64 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $6.95

279196X SPITFIRE. By Tony Holmes. Drawing on a wealth of research, detailed artwork, and contemporary photographs, Holmes provides a complete guide to the world's most famous fighter aircraft. He explores its history, its strengths and weaknesses, and its combat performance in battles around the world. Well-illustrated. 144 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $11.95 $4.95

**279038 BLACKBIRD: A History of the Unforgettable Spy Plane. By James Hamilton-Paterson. Conceived in the late 1950s as a successor to the B-29 Superfortress, the Blackbird was designed to fly at twice the speed of sound and reach altitudes where it would be invisible to enemy radars. This is the story of the Blackbird's development, adoption, and deployment in the Vietnam War. 318 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

279053 GRUMMAN F-14 TOMCAT. By Marc L. LeBoeuf. Offers full-color illustrations of the famous Grumman F-14 Tomcat, American supersonic, twin-engine, two-seat, variable-sweep wing jet, showing the variety of the camouflages and markings of Grumman in service users. 42 pages. MMP. 8½x12. Import. Pub. at $25.00 $21.95

**2787725 SABRES OVER MIG ALLEY: The F-86 and the Battle for Air Superiority in Korea. By Kenneth P. Werrell. This is the story of the first jet versus jet war, the largest in number of victories and losses, and one of the few military bright spots for the United States in the Korean War. It tells how an outnumbered force of American F-86 Sabres, limited by range, decisively defeated its few Soviet MiG-15s in color. 224 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

2800667 HUNTING THE WIND: Pan American World Airways’ Epic Flying Boat Era, 1929-1946. Ed. by T. Webber & J. Dodson. Contains a collection of material into aviation’s most daring and innovative era. Travel back nine decades, when for the first time, airplanes determined the victors of great maritime battles that had shaped the world. Learn about the remarkable men and women who launched an aviation phenomenon. Well-illustrated. some in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. $29.95

**2788971 HAWKER HURRICANE: Legends of Warfare. By Tom Mackay. A photographic history of the Hawker machine that saw use in the Mediterranean and Far East theaters, and on the Russia Front. The few airworthy examples that remain are a poignant reminder of Britain’s WWII aviation prowess. 112 pages. Schiffer.

**277329 MIKOVAN GUREVICH MIG-15 & PM, MIG-21F-13: Polish Wings 24. By Lechoslav Musialkowski. Features photographs and plates profusely illustrating these Polish Air Force aircraft along with detailed history, technical markings, and maintenance stencils. 72 pages. MMP. 8½x11½. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $23.00 $17.95

**2776793 INCIDENTS IN THE LIFE OF A SLAVE GIRL. By Harriet Jacobs. The Republication of the work first published in 1861. This true story of an individual’s struggle for freedom remains among the few extant slave narratives by a female slave. Jacobs’ dauntless spirit carried her life from a life of servitude and degradation in the South to liberty and reunion with her children in the North. 168 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.00 $3.95

**2776792 THE LIFE OF OLDAUDH EQUINOX, OR GUSTAVUS VASSA, THE AFRICAN. By James G. Badger. One of the most incredible incidents of the horrors of slavery and oppression, invaluable not only for the stories they tell but also for the consistently high quality of their literary style. This work by Equinox, a bookish story, 184 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.00 $3.95

2794497 I LOVED HER IN THE MOVIES: Memories of Hollywood’s Legendary Actresses. By Robert J. Wagner. With Natalie Wood and Jill St. John. Photos. Forgetting Era. By Elizabeth Dowling Taylor. Tells the enthralling story of the high achieving black elites who thrived in the nation’s capital during Reconstruction. Soon they were betrayed by the federal government, turning those who shared this community with the South. This powerful work brings to light a dark chapter of race relations that too many have yet to own. 32 pages of photos. 498 pages. Amistad. Pub. at $17.95

**2791093 THE ORIGINAL BLACK ELITE: Daniel Murray and the Story of a Forgotten Era. By Elizabeth Dowling Taylor. Tells the enthralling story of the high achieving black elites who thrived in the nation’s capital during Reconstruction. Soon they were betrayed by the federal government, turning those who shared this community with the South. This powerful work brings to light a dark chapter of race relations that too many have yet to own. 32 pages of photos. 498 pages. Amistad. Pub. at $17.95


**2789114 JOHN WAYNE TREASURES. By R. Roberts & D. Weiky. Duke’s extraordinary rise to fame—from hardscrabble origins to Hollywood stardom—sheds light on one of the most famous actors in the world—chronicles in this lavishly illustrated volume, complete with on-set photos, vintage movie posters and cigarette cards from his most well-known movies. 175 pages. Crestline. 8½x12. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**2787708 SELECTED WRITINGS AND SPEECHES OF MARCUS GARVEY. One of the most important figures in the history of race relations, Garvey was the first great black orator of the African-American experience. A captivating journey through this collection of provocative narratives of the Negro’s Greatest Enemy; Declaration of Rights of the Negro World; and Africa for the Africans. 194 pages. Dover. Paperbound. $4.95

**2777657 DEFINING MOMENTS IN BLACK HISTORY: Reading Between the Lines. By Tony Holmes. Here is an essential, unique, no holds barred history lesson sure to provoke, enlighten, uplift, and entertain. 250 pages. Amistad. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

2801192 SHOWA JAPAN: The Post-War Golden Age and Its Troubled Legacy. By Harriet Jacobs. The Republication of the book first published in 1861. This true story of an individual’s struggle for freedom remains among the few extant slave narratives by a female slave. Jacobs’ dauntless spirit carried her life from a life of servitude and degradation in the South to liberty and reunion with her children in the North. 168 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.00 $3.95

280140X A BRIEF HISTORY OF BALL. By Willard A. Hanna. Tells the fascinating story of Ball, its rulers and their people, and their encounters with the outside world. This volume sketches the politics of the island against the backdrop of an economic dilemma that has confronted the Balinese for centuries, and how to preserve their unique identity in the face of modern incursions. Illus., many in color. $4.95

2791420 CHINESE MOTIFS OF GOOD FORTUNE. By Z. Wen. Photos by L. Shenghui. Over centuries, a myriad of beautiful patterns and shapes has been created to help build an auspicious environment. Among the different ways to invoke fortune is the application of pictures and patterns with auspicious connotations. See another jet aircraft of this speed and caliber. Photos, many in color. $4.95

2802600 FASHION JEWELLERY: Catwalk and Couture. By Maia Adams. This volume showcases designer jeweler's pieces made for the runway. Individual jewelry pieces are accompanied by their adornments that complement and spotlight fashion. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Laurence King. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

**2780070 JEWELRY FOR GENTLEMEN. By James Sherwood. About much more than a watch, this stunning volume showcases rings, cufflinks, tie studs, pins, bracelets and pendants that have not only revolutionized menswear, but are essential to every polished look, from boardroom, to red carpet, to runway. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95

2799065 ARTFUL ETCHING: Cities. By Mohamed Balland. Each of the 10 amazing scratch-off artworks is printed with an outline to follow—decide how much of the color underneath to reveal, and you can add your own inspiring touches to every page. Includes whimsical shading. 22 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

2790594 CHASE COMPLETE: Deco Specialties of the Chase Brass & Copper Co. By Donald-Brain Johnson. This beautifully illustrated catalog and history of the photos, vintage advertising, a complete cross-reference listing and a 1999 price guide, this fascinating resource profiles this specialty of the Chase Brass & Copper Co. Initially promoted as “the answer to the housewife’s prayer” the gleaming chromium, brass, and copper housewares are icons of American Art Deco style. 231 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $59.95 $29.95

The items in this catalog were received in the last four weeks. Many of these items are in limited supply and will not be available in other catalogs, so this may be your only chance to purchase them. Those items that do not sell out from this catalog will be listed as area inventory in future catalogs.
NEW NON-FICTION

★ 2796201 AUGUSTUS AT WAR: The Struggle for the Pax Augusta. By Lindsay Powell. The words of Augustus and Pax Romana evoke a period of uninterrupted peace across the vast Roman Empire. In this scholarly work, Powell exposes the truth about the years 31 BC through AD 14, revealing how the Roman Army was in action somewhere, either fighting enemies beyond the frontier in punitive raids or for outright conquest, as well as suppressing rebellions within its borders. 16 pages of color illus. 452 pages. Pen & Sword. Import. Pub. at $44.95 $32.95

★ 2798719 A FIELD GUIDE TO THE ENGLISH CLERGY. By Fergus Butler-Galilee. The author brings readers into the world of the clergy, and in humorous stories of eccentric Anglican prelates in British history. 175 pages. OneWorld. Import. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

★ 2799004 99 WAYS TO MAKE A PIPE: Problem Solving for Pot Smokers. By Brett Stern. Pot smokers are known for their resourcefulness and creativity. This book will enjoy being reminded of “that one time” when their ingenuity saved the day. Here are 99 of those ingenious devices fashioned from common household objects. Fully illus. in color. 100 pages. Overcup. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95 $8.95

★ 2777835 THE MAKING AND UNMAKING OF A SAINT: Hagiology and Memory in the Cult of Gerald of Aurillac. By Mathew Kuefler. Traces the rise and fall of devotion to Gerald of Aurillac through a millennium, from his death in the tenth century to the attempt to reintegrate his cult in the nineteenth century. Kuefler makes a strong case for the sophistication of hagiography as a literary genre that can be used to articulate religious doubts. 306 pages. UpaP. Pub. at $79.95 $12.95

★ 2782455 ANGELS: What the Bible Really Says About God’s Heavenly Host. By Michael S. Heiser. An account about the loyal members of God’s heavenly host, and while most people associate them with the word “angel,” one of the many terms the Bible uses for these supernatural beings. The author reveals what the Bible really says about God’s supernatural servants, and why it matters to Christians. 223 pages. Lugh. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 2778173 INTERIOR CASTLE. By St. Teresa of Avila. Reproduction of the work first published in 1946. This sixteenth century work was inspired by a mystical vision that came upon the revered St. Teresa of Avila. She describes how, upon entering the castle through prayer and meditation, the human spirit experiences humility, suffering, and self-knowledge. 169 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.00 $3.95

2786484 COLLECTED POEMS. By Galway Kinnell. Brings together the life’s work of “one of the true master poets of his generation” (The New York Times), from “The Avenue Bearing the Initial of Virginia Woolf” to the unflinchingly introspective work of his later years. Together the life’s work of “one of the true master poets of his century” (The New York Review of Books), offering an overdue portrait of the “first artist of the West.” Known for his groundbreaking paintings of the Native American tribes of the Northern Plains, Catlin still persists as an artist as a controversial, torn by conflicting demands of art and success. 16 pages of illus., some Norton. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

★ 2799162 LEONARDO DA VINCI. By Benita Eisler. Offers an up-close-and-personal portrayal of the “first artist of the West.” Known for his groundbreaking paintings of the Native American tribes of the Northern Plains, Catlin still persists as an artist as a controversial, torn by conflicting demands of art and success. 16 pages of illus., some Norton. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

★ 2705051 BRIDGES: A Postcard History. By Jeffrey H. Goldborg. Take a tour through time and learn about the exciting engineering developments that allowed the primitive bridges of ancient man to evolve to the masterworks of today. Landmark bridges, construction methods, typography of nineteenth railroad bridges, and even bridge disasters are all documented here. Fully illus., some color. 599 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00 $16.50

★ 278156X LINES OF VISION: Irish Writers on Landscape. By Michael O’McEwan. Over fifty acclaimed Irish novelists, playwrights, and poets have selected pictures from the National Gallery of Ireland as starting points to explore ideas and tell stories about art, loss, family, dreams, memory, places, and privacy. Features 60 color illustrations, 232 pages. Thames & Hudson. 6x9. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

★ 2791338 MONA LISA REIMAGINED. By Erik Mall. Perhaps the most fascinating aspects of Mona Lisa’s enduring legacy is the frequency with which the painting has been reinterpreted, parodied, appropriated, and imitated by other artists. This volume is a captivating anthology of hundreds of pieces of art that reinterpret the famous painting. Fully illus. in color. 6x9x1¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $54.95 $24.95

★ 2786007 THE MEDIEVAL SALENTO: Art and Identity in Southern Italy. By Linda Safan. Drawing from art history, archeology, anthropology, and ethnohistory to reconstruct medieval customs of naming, language, appearance, and status–Safan, a Research Fellow at the Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies, reveals how ethnic and cultural identity can become rhythmically arranged to become a regional culture. Illus. 469 pages. UPaP. 7¼x10¼. Pub. at $95.00 $19.95

★ 2701686 HANDMADE HOLIDAY CARDS FROM 20TH-CENTURY ARTISTS. By Mary Savig. Illustrated with 190 beautifully reproduced cards from the Smithsonian’s Archives of American Art, this is to be the first book to promote a private look into the personal holiday art and correspondence between a variety of American artists, their friends, and family. 160 pages. Smithsonian. 8x8½. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

★ 2799766 PENCIL IN HAND: 20th Century Drawings. Presents a considered selection of more than 100 drawings, providing a wide-ranging view of art from the past century, both from Spain and abroad. Includes biographies of the artists featured as well as an extensive bibliography. 309 pages. Tt. Editeurs. 8½x11¼. Import. Pub. at $64.00 $14.95

★ 2799901 PAINTING THE DREAM: From the Biblical Dream to Surrealism. By Steven Naifeh. By art period, from the medieval to the modern, this collection of more than 130 artists, draws on the testimony of both painting and literature to show how the idea of the dream shifted throughout history. It will fascinate not only artists and art lovers, but anyone with an interest in dreams, visions, or the subconscious. Well illus., most in color. 256 pages. Abbeville. 10x10. Pub. at $37.00 $17.95

★ 2780062 HOW DO WE LOOK? By Mary Board. From describing the Church of San Vitale at Ravenna and how early Christian artists depicted Jesus, to examining the role of vanity in Renaissance England through Tintoretto’s Crucifixion, Board shows how making the divine visible in the human world has never been simple. Well illus., most in color. 240 pages. Liveright. 6x8¼. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 2799849 1001 MASTERPIECES YOU MUST SEE BEFORE YOU DIE. Ed. by Stephen Farthing. The essential visual reference to sensational paintings from around the world. Farthing was based on his personal guided tour of the paintings everyone should strive to see in a lifetime. Fully illus. in color. 960 pages. Chartwell. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

★ 2790211 THE GRAND MEDIEVAL BESTIARY: Animals in Illuminated Manuscripts. By C. Heck & R. Cordonnier. This magnificent volume explores the connection between medieval paintings of the individual creatures most frequently depicted by medieval miniaturists. It features essays on 100 animals, arranged in alphabetical order by their Latin names from the alastra, or lark, to the vulture, whose taste for carrion made it a symbol of the sinner who indulges in worldly pleasures. Well illus., most in color. 620 pages. Abbeville. 8x12½. Pub. at $75.00 $54.95

★ 2785374 1ST CENTURY PAINTING. By Patricia Railing. This volume is a captivating anthology of pigments described in the treatises of Vitruvius, Pliny, Theophrastus, and Dioscorides make up a complete lexicon of the first century B.C. and first century A.D. Raming. This collection gives all the known pigments and their full descriptions by the four classical authors, grouped by color and presented together. Illus. in color. 88 pages. Artists Bookworks. 6x8½. Paperbound/Import. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

★ 2789110 THE LAST PAINTING: Final Works of the Great Masters–From Giotto to Twombly. By Bernard Chambaz. From Giotto to Twombly, this provocative volume brings together the final paintings from one hundred of the great masters of art. Each picture is a part of the artist’s work, revealing what may have been in the painter’s mind at the time of their death. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. ACC Art Books. 9x11½. Import. Pub. at $50.00 $37.95


★ 2787458 ROBOT. By Yoshihito Isogawa. From giant fighting robots to nanobots that can work inside the human body, this volume explores the latest technology transforming our world. The robot revolution is here to stay! Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8x10½. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

"..."

CARL LLEWELLYN WALKER: Pioneer and Founder of Body, Mind & Spirit. By Melanie Marsden. A vivid and entertaining biography of the Father of the New. From his childhood influenced by his Spiritualist grandfather to his early days as a member of the prestigious National Association for Chess, you’ll discover the fascinating life of a true New Age visionary. 16 pages of photos, some color. 337 pages. Llewellyn. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

DUNCAN HINES: A Health-War Salesman Became the Most Trusted Name in Food. By Lois Hatchett. A comprehensive account of the life and legacy of a savvy businessman, American icon, and often overlooked pillar of healthy eating. His humble beginnings in Bowling Green, Kentucky to his lucrative licensing deal with Procter & Gamble. An insightful commentary about the man behind the cake mix and how he paved the way for others. 326 pages. UPKy. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95


THE RIDDLER: Fantastic Puzzles from FiveThirtyEight. Ed. by Oliver Roeder. This first ever collection features the column’s most popular puzzles, with 100+ puzzles all compiled from the best of the best. More than 50 pages of published puzzles, all exploring the math implicit in everyday occurrences. Solutions included. 144 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

CAN YOU OUTSMART AN ECONOMIST? 100+ Puzzles to Train Your Brain. By Steven E. Landsburg. In this smart, entertaining, and entirely unconventional economics primer, the author brings together over one hundred puzzles and brain teasers that illustrate the subject’s key concepts and pitfalls. 288 pages. HMWW. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

THIS IS YOUR BRAIN ON PARASITES: How Tiny Creatures Manipulate Our Behavior and Shape Society. By Kathleen McAllister. A riveting account of how parasites control the way other creatures—including humans—think, feel, and act. These attackers can orchestrate the interplay between predator and prey and change our quid pro quo deals, hijack our emotions and the very wiring of our brains. Color photos. 268 pages. HMWW. Pub. at $27.00 $15.95

GOD’S LIBRARY: The Archaeology of the Earliest Christian Manuscripts. By Strentz, Nicholas. Through painstaking archival research and detailed studies of the most important collections of early Christian manuscripts, Mangobi vividly shows that the pages of ancient manuscripts are more than just carriers of texts or samples of handwriting, they’re three dimensional archaeological artifacts with fascinating stories to tell. Well illus. 403 pages. Yale. Pub. at $35.00 $27.95

WINTER FINCHES & FRIENDS OF NORTH AMERICA: A Naturalist’s Handbook. By Sparky Stensaas. Takes you on a journey into the world of winter finches and other small birds that connect with the woods with a naturalist. This informative little guide is packed with beautiful color photos that capture the beauty and intrigue of our winter finches and friends. 92 pages. Riveridge. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

GALLANTRY AND DISCIPLINE: The 12th Light Dragons at War with Wellington. By Andrew Bamford. Presents the highlights of the unit’s campaign in the Peninsula, and later in Spain, where they suffered casualties. 16 pages of illus. 306 pages. Frontline. Import. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95

LORD CHELSMORF AND THE ZULU WAR. By Gerald French. The history of Zulu War in 1879 was perhaps subjected to much controversy as a result of the epic Zulu victory at the battle of Isandlwana. This account, written in 1893, is a controversial but riveting volume—a detailed coverage from the initial invasion to the final battle of Ulundi. Some months later, illus. Sworld. Import. At $50.00 $9.95

THE FLOATING REPUBLIC: An Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and the Nore in 1797. By G.E. Mundy. The naval mutiny of 1797 is the most astonishing recorded in British history—astonishing by its management rather than by its results, for other mutinies had already been succeeded by the desertion of the battleship’s crew. It also began a new era in naval administration. Illus. 299 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $4.95

THE NAVY IN TRAINING. By Mark Felton. During the autumn of 1914, after Germany had invaded Belgium and Britain declared war on Germany, Kipling wrote six articles about the training of the new British troops who had volunteered to fight. Those articles which first appeared in The Daily Telegraph are collected here. 61 pages. Uniform Press. Import. Pub. at $13.95 $4.95

THE ZULU WARS: Despatches from the Front. By Mark Felton. The Zulu wars of 1879 were the first major British campaign in Africa after almost 100 years of peace. Praise for its gallantry and discipline the Dragoons served through Wellington’s campaigns in the Peninsula, and later at Waterloo. 347 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

VALENTINE TREASURY: A Century of Valentine Cards. By Robert Brenner. This comprehensive reference is a must for collectors, museum curators, and all Valentine’s Day enthusiasts. 10,000 valentines are illustrated in full color and a look at Valentine’s Day origins and celebration customs, cards and envelopes are included. 278 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $49.95 $24.95

CLASSIC AMERICAN DINERS: Collectible Postcards and Matchbooks of the 1930s to 1960s. By J. Preziosi. Presents a superb collection of images showcasing hundreds of vintage postcards and matchbooks in black-and-white, color, and hand-tinted color. Diners from every section of the country are included. Together these stunning pages offer a tour of America’s favorite American diner. 176 pages. Schiffer. 11¼x8¼. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95


ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLE POSTCARD PRICE GUIDE. By Gary Langsford. Explains how to collect, value, buy, and sell postcards. Books, with special sections on cover art, key authors, important artists, hol series, names and how to collect, recommended dealers, and book shows. Includes value guides for thousands of American mass market postcards in three grades of condition, and more than 1,100 full color postcards. 302 pages. Krause. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

HOLIDAYS AND OTHER WEIRD EVENTS. By Irwin Richman. Explore America’s best-loved “no work” days through 380 beautiful and colorful postcard images and more than 1000 facts. The pages of the early 20th century, along with fascinating histories of each of the holidays. Great for artists, decorators, and postcard collectors. 6½x9¼. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

ABRAHAM LINCOLN: An Illustrated Biography in Postcards. By James D. Ristine. Beginning in the backwoods of Kentucky, Lincoln’s life story is told through the use of more than 250 postcards. From his childhood and young adulthood to becoming a businessman, soldier, statesman, president, and eventually the 16th president. The informative 2008 price guide of the postcards make this an invaluable reference for collectors. 144 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $12.95

BADON AND THE EARLY WARS FOR WESSEX, CIRCA 500-710. By David Cooper. Charts the sequence of battles from the 500 AD siege of Badon Hill, to Langport in 710 AD, which consolidated King King’s position and pushed the Britons westwards. One of the latest academic and archaeological evidence. Cooper offers a number of new insights. Illus. 260 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

ATOMIC THUNDER: British Nuclear Testing in Australia. By Elizabeth Tynan. British nuclear testing took place at Maralinga, South Australia, between 1956 and 1963. This meticulously researched and shaped history of testing and the consequences really happened at Maralinga and the devastating consequences of what took place there, not to mention the mess it left behind. 373 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95
EXCERPTS

**LOUIS ICART EROTICA.** By William R. Holland. Devoted exclusively to his erotic etchings, includes titles and values (from 1998) of his bookplates designed for limited edition “artist’s books” intended only for the French market, and provides information on full-color and monochromatic color. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95 $24.95

**A BIT OF BRUNDAGE.** By S. Steier & D. Brain. This magnificent volume contains over 500 color illustrations by Francis Brainard, taken from calendars, postcards, posters, card and cloth dolls, prints, advertisements, and other items—all done by the artist during the period from the late 1920s to mid-1930s. Price guide includes 1999 values. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95 $24.95

**ENJOY: 128 PAGES.** Arcturus. 9x11. Paperbound Import.

**MEDITATION DOT-TO-DOT.** By David Woodroffe. As you concentrate on completing this set of dot to dot puzzles, you will find that you can forget much of the stress of everyday life and discover peace of mind. 128 pages. Arcturus. 8¼x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**EYE TRICKS.** By G.W. Priester & G. Levine. Be prepared to experience both frustration and delight with this magnificent collection of colorful photos. With a useful guide on how to “see” the working stereo graph, you will be able to discover a modern twist where appropriate. 112 pages. Eyetricks. 8¼x10. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**TRICKS.** By Maddy Brook. This 279-page work features puzzles and riddles to stretch your skills, and quizzes. Designed to sharpen your memory, focus your mental skills, and transform your computer into an interactive and young and active! Illus. in color. 288 pages. Parragon. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.99

**CHELSEA CHRISTMAS DOT-TO-DOT.** By David Woodroffe. Get into the holiday spirit with this collection of 90 Christmas themed dot-to-dot images. Each picture features between 300 and 400 numbered dots, yielding crisply detailed illustrations of snowmen, angels, elves, presents under decorated trees, and other fun to color scenes of yuletide. 96 pages. Dover. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**THE CURIOUS HISTORY OF MAZES.** By Julie E. Bountford. Explores the evolution of mazes through time and across continents, presenting their history in a fun and engaging format while challenging readers to solve over 100 mazes. Discover how mazes can improve your mental dexterity and create mindfulness. 192 pages. Wellfleet. $16.95 128 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**UNITED STATES OF BREAD.** By Adrienne Kane. The author has unearthed vintage recipes and has given them a modern twist where appropriate. Both novice and experienced bakers will delight in these American favorites, including Pullman Loaves, Amish Dill, Cinnamon Raisin Swirl, New York Fruit Bread, and more. 216 pages. Running Press. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $16.99

**BAKING ARTISAN BREAD WITH NATURAL STARTERS.** By Mark Friend. Learn to create your own starters: San Francisco Sourdough, French Levan, Rye, and more. Includes the help of this guide. This “Farm to Market” master bread maker guides aspirant bakers from starter to warm, aromatic baked bread in no time, and offers templates for trying various types of arrangements, decorated trees, and other fun to color scenes of yuletide. 96 pages. 8¼x10. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**NATURE DOT-TO-DOT.** By David Woodroffe. Through these 120 carefully chosen images, you will able to relax and enjoy the beauty of nature in the comfort of your own home, and you will exercise your brain in the process! 128 pages. Arcturus. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00 $4.95

**THE NETWORK: The Battle for the Airwaves and the Birth of the Commercial Broadcast.** By Peter Global. Recounts one of the greatest business heists in American history, the massive rip off of the airwaves, as it played out in a compelling drama between the likes of Edwin Armstrong; its primary purveyor, David Samoff; the head of RCA and NBC; and corrupt regulators across the country. 16 pages of photos. 280 pages. Ecco. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**EVENING NEWS: Optics, Astronomy, and Journalism in Early Modern Europe.** By Eileen Reeves. Device the differences between various types of printed and manuscript news and the importance of regional, national, and religious distinctions. This book emphasizes the ways in which information moved between high and low genres and across geographical and confessional boundaries in the first decades of the seventeenth century. 338 pages. Lilyick. $16.95 280 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

**TALES FROM THE BIG HOUSE: Nostell Priory.** By Michael J. Rockoff. An exciting tour de force through some of the history of Nostell Priory, and the owners and their servants that made this great house their home. Includes an account of the real circumstances surrounding an infamous murder for which Thomas Gargrave of Nostell was convicted in 1590. 184 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**STONE AGE TO COLD WAR.** By Derek Tait. Steeped in history, this volume chronicles South Devon from prehistoric settlements, standing stones and Stonehenge to the various departures of troops leaving for D-Day during the Second World War. Well illus. 136 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

**THE CURIOUS WORLD OF SAMUEL PEPPYS & JOHN EVELYN.** By Margaret Willes. An intimate portrait of two pivotal Restoration figures, and celebrated English diarists, during one of the most dramatic periods of English history. 224 pages. Yale. Pub. at $18.95 $16.95

**THE ROYAL MEWS BUCKINGHAM PALACE: Official Souvenir.** By Pamela Hartshorne. Built in the gardens of Buckingham Palace between 1822 and 1825, The Royal Mews remains home to many of the carriages and cars used to transport the Royal Family to this day. Features over 80 beautiful illustrations and provides a fascinating glimpse into the working life of The Royal Mews. 48 pages. Scala. Paperback. $6.95

**THE RAVENMASTER: My Life with the Ravens at the Tower of London.** By Christopher Skille. In this captivating and entertaining book, one-time Ravenmaster Christopher Skille, the current Ravenmaster, memorably describes the ravens’ formidable intelligence, their idioms, and their occasional outbreaks of humor. An compelling and inspiring story that will delight and surprise anyone with an interest in British history. Color photos. 241 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

**DOMINION: The History of England from the Battle of Waterloo to the Present Day.** By Peter Global. Ackroyd, the fifth volume of Ackroyd’s masterful History of England begins in 1815 as national glory following the Battle of Waterloo gives way to a decade of divisiveness with the death of Queen Victoria. Spanning the end of the Regency, Ackroyd takes readers through the accession of the profligate George IV. 16 pages of photos. 387 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95
2019 THE SCIENTIFIC ART OF VIRGIL FINLAY CALENDAR. This calendar features twelve pieces of Virgil Finlay's detailed line drawings. Each month includes a description with commentary. Calendar runs September 2018 to December 2019. Flame Tree. 11¾x11¼. Paperbound Import. $7.95

2019 VINTAGE BURLESQUE CALENDAR. Combines twelve black and white vintage photos of burlesque queens from the past. Each photo is accompanied with detailed descriptions, revelations, and commentaries of its history. Calendar runs September 2018 to December 2019. Flame Tree. 11¾x11¼. Paperbound Import. $7.95

2019 ANTIQUE MAPS OF THE AMERICAS CALENDAR. This collection of beautifully illustrated antique maps in this 2019 wall calendar will enhance any office or home décor. Calendar runs September 2018 to December 2019. Flame Tree. 11¼x11¼. Paperbound Import. $7.95

2019 MICHIGAN CALENDAR. Each page of this twelve month calendar features stunning large photographs, and a grid-size photo of Michigan illustrating some of the most beautiful vistas in the state. Includes detailed state facts and a 2020 planning grid. Familus. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

2019 NEBRASKA CALENDAR. Each page of this twelve month calendar features stunning large photographs, and a grid-size photo of Nebraska illustrating some of the most beautiful vistas in the state. Includes detailed state facts and a 2020 planning grid. Familus. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

2019 UTAH CALENDAR. Each page of this twelve month calendar features stunning large photographs, and a grid-size photo of Utah illustrating some of the most beautiful vistas in the state. Includes detailed state facts and a 2020 planning grid. Familus. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

2019 THE STRANGE MENACE CALENDAR. By T.H. White. This calendar is designed so that the problem appearing on each day has as its solution that date. The text and drawings accompanying each month have a wealth of information connecting mathematics to the world around us. Runs from January 2019 to December 2019. Wide World Publishing. 11x14¾. Paperback $9.95

2019 WASHINGTON CALENDAR. Each page of this twelve month calendar features stunning large photographs, and a grid-size photo of Washington illustrating some of the most beautiful vistas in the state. Includes detailed state facts and a 2020 planning grid. Familus. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

2019 TRUMP ISMS CALENDAR. With celebrity feuds, odes to the haters and losers, and crisis provoking tweets on every page, this day to day calendar puts Donald Trump’s “very stable genius” on full display. Runs from January 2019 to December 2019. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

2019 NEVADA CALENDAR. Each page of this twelve month calendar features stunning large photographs, and a grid-size photo of Nevada illustrating some of the most beautiful vistas in the state. Includes detailed state facts and a 2020 planning grid. Familus. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

2019 NORTH CAROLINA CALENDAR. Each page of this twelve month calendar features stunning large photographs, and a grid-size photo of North Carolina illustrating some of the most beautiful vistas in the state. Includes detailed state facts and a 2020 planning grid. Familus. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

2019 ALEXANDRA MILTON CALENDAR. Features twelve individual works by Milton, one for each month, finished with crayon, pencil and gold or silver leaf, celebrating all that is to be marvelled at in nature. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Flame Tree. 11¼x11¼. Paperbound Import. $11.95

2019 COLORADO CALENDAR. Each page of this twelve month calendar features stunning large photographs, and a grid-size photo of Colorado illustrating some of the most beautiful vistas in the state. Includes detailed state facts and a 2020 planning grid. Familus. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


2019 INTRODUCING POTTERY: The Complete Guide. By Dan Rhode. Follow a detailed pottery course in this guide that explains everything the beginning potter needs to get started and continue working. Topics include everything from the clay to glazes, firing, and how it is made to beautiful vistas in the state. Includes detailed state facts and a 2020 planning grid. Familus. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $8.95

2019 THE MATH MATICS CALENDAR. By Theo Paphitis. This calendar is designed so that the problem appearing on each day has as its solution that date. The text and drawings accompanying each month have a wealth of information connecting mathematics to the world around us. Runs from January 2019 to December 2019. Wide World Publishing. 11x14¾. Paperback $9.95

2019 THOMAS COLE CALENDAR. This calendar features twelve works by Thomas Cole, that illustrates his ideals and tells an extraordinary story of hope in the face of disasters both natural and man-made. Photos. 273 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95

2019 ANTIQUE MAPS CALENDAR. Contains twelve black and white vintage photos of burlesque queens from the past. Each photo is accompanied with detailed descriptions, revelations, and commentaries of its history. Calendar runs September 2018 to December 2019. Flame Tree. 11¼x11¼. Paperbound Import. $7.95

2019 THE SCI-FI ART OF VIRGIL FINLAY CALENDAR. This calendar features twelve pieces of Virgil Finlay's detailed line drawings. Each month includes a description with commentary. Calendar runs September 2018 to December 2019. Flame Tree. 11¼x11¼. Paperbound Import. $7.95

2019 VINTAGE BURLESQUE CALENDAR. Combines twelve black and white vintage photos of burlesque queens from the past. Each photo is accompanied with detailed descriptions, revelations, and commentaries of its history. Calendar runs September 2018 to December 2019. Flame Tree. 11¼x11¼. Paperbound Import. $7.95


2019 INTRODUCING POTTERY: The Complete Guide. By Dan Rhode. Follow a detailed pottery course in this guide that explains everything the beginning potter needs to get started and continue working. Topics include everything from the clay to glazes, firing, and how it is made to beautiful vistas in the state. Includes detailed state facts and a 2020 planning grid. Familus. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $8.95
NEW NON-FICTION


★ 279215X CROCHET 101: Master Basic Skills and Techniques Easily Through Step-by-Step Pictorial. Written by Deborah Burger. Written for the absolute beginner, this guide features step by step photos, and a complete primer to get you started. By practicing the patterns, you'll learn the techniques needed to make any of the sixteen projects including the Cozy Cowl and Cuff Set and the Windflower Shawlette. 192 pages. Creative Publishing Int'l. Spiralbound. At $24.99 $19.95

★ 2792222 GRANNY SQUARE FASHIONS FOR BABIES AND TODDLERS. By Margaret Hubert. Features stitch patterns for five granny squares and a design project including a Toddler Pullover and Hat; Daisy Jaunty; Lindsay's Sweater and Hat; Prairie Flower Baby Afghan, and a Baby Sweater and Hat. Includes brief basic instructions and stitch symbol chart. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Creative Publishing Int'l. 8¼x11. Paperback. At $12.99 $9.95

★ 2782311 TWINKIE CHAN'S CROCHETED ABOBE LA MODE: 20 Yummy Crochet Projects for Your Home and Your Closet. By Twinkie Chan. Originality is everything when you have a crochet double-scoop ice cream cone sweater mitt, or jot down your to-do list with a wacky corn dog pen. This unique, deconstructive food-themed crochet projects to make your living space a little more delicious. Includes step by step instructions with helpful photos and diagrams. 112 pages. Creative Publishing Int'l. Paperback. At $21.25 $17.95

★ 2780401 STRIPED CROCHET BLANKETS: 20 Modern Heirlooms to Crochet. By Haafner Linnens. Patterns for twenty beautiful striped blankets are included here, from simple designs to more complex creations. Each project comes with a written pattern, chart, color advice, and instructions for making it in a variety of sizes. You'll also find a helpful chart explaining. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin's. 8¼x8. Paperback. At $29.99 $22.99

★ 277578X PARTY CROCHET: 24 Stylish Designs for Any Party. By Sue Whiting. You'll find 24 fun and fabulous designs for party wear, perfect for that special occasion. This great collection of up to the minute patterns include ponchos, shrugs, shawls, evening dresses, bags, and a host of accessories. Simple crochet instructions, along with essential advice on yarns, hooks, and techniques are given. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. IMM Lifestyle Books. Paperback. At $12.95 $9.95

★ 2783258 CROCHET WITH STRING: 9 Great Projects to Make for Your Home. Jemima Schlee. This handy booklet shows you just how easy it is to turn your knapsack of sewing into something exciting for your home. Easy to follow patterns and pictures guide you through a range of practical yet attractive projects, from simple crochet techniques, clear instructions and easy to read charts, even those new to crochet will find these adorable mini monsters quick and simple to make. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10¼. Paperback Import. At $9.95 $7.95

★ 2800675 THE MAGIC OF CHRISTMAS TO CROSS STITCH: French Charm for Your Holiday Decorations! Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Hardcover. At $21.95 $16.95

★ 2781979 THE OFFICIAL SCRABBLE PAPERBACK. 7TH EDITION. Features more than 100,000 two- to eight-letter words, including more than 5,000 new entries that are acceptable under the rules. Main entries include lists of synonyms, antonyms, etymologies, pronunciation, and definitions. 728 pages. Merriam-Webster. Paperback. At $8.50 $3.95

★ 2786805 WEBSTER'S NEW WORLD CROSSWORD PUZZLE DICTIONARY 2ND EDITION. Compiled by Mark Shaw Whitfield. This easy to use dictionary includes more than 300,000 clue and answer words; easy alphabetical and letter-count listings; and convenient information tables. 652 pages. HMH. Hardcover. At $29.95 $21.99

★ 2780574 THE HARDWARE HACKER: Adventures in Making & Breaking Hardware. By Andrew Huang. The author shares his experiences manufacturing electronics and developing open hardware, in a collection of essays that is sure to intrigue. Offers the reader a rare look inside the mind of one of the world's most esteemed hackers, making it a must read for aspiring hackers. Illus. 356 pages. No Starch. Hardcover. At $19.99 $16.95

★ 2787415 ANIMAL COMMUNICATION MADE EASY. By Pea Horsley. Teaches you the essentials of animal communication to enable you to communicate intuitively with the animals you love. Communicating with animals is fun, profound and healing. It's the best thing you can do for both yourself and your furry companion. Today most of us live in crowded cities and towns. The author outlines strategies to make you a better conversationalist and offers steps to communication skills. 244 pages. HarperWave. Hardcover. At $29.95 $21.95

★ 277982X FOUR SMALL WORDS: A Simple Way to Understand the Bible. By Jarrett Stevens. Using a simple and memorable approach, Stevens will help you understand how the grand story of the Bible correlates with the unique story of your life by connecting the dots between the timeless message of Scripture and God's passionate pursuit of a deep and transformational relationship with you. Fully illus. in color. 158 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. At $15.99 $11.95


★ 2779846 GO SMALL: Because God Doesn’t Care About Your Status, Size, or Success. By Craig Gross with A. Palmer. Go big or go small, but neither has anything to do with success. It’s time to break free from “go big or go home.” It’s time to invest in sturdiness, to cultivate endurance, to recognize the most valuable investments are not in the things you own, but in the things you do. 233 pages. HarperWave. Paperback. At $15.99 $9.95

★ 2779900 LOVE WITHOUT WALLS: Learning to Be a Church in the World. By Matthew Cote. A passionate and challenging call to put the love of Christ into action. A must read for anyone who wants to understand the compelling twenty-five year story of how Mariners Church, a growing megachurch in Irvine, CA, broke down the walls separating the church from the community and engaged in a radical lifestyle of loving service. Laced with practical teaching and examples, this guide will better equip outreach ministries to spread the message of Christ. 157 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. At $16.99 $9.95

★ 2778769 LIFE ANSWERS: Making Sense of Your World. By T. Beards & A. McFarland. With so many belief systems competing for our attention, it is extremely important for Christians to understand the fundamentals of the Christian faith. In this book, the authors show why a faith in Jesus Christ is both valid and reasonable. 155 pages. Auxano. At $14.99 $8.99

★ 2800004 ESCAPING THE RABBIT HOLE: How to Debunk Conspiracy Theories Using Facts, Logic, and Respect. By Mick West. The Earth is flat, the World Trade Center collapse was a controlled demolition, and the feds faked the Sandy Hook massacre. Where does this debunking technique and best practices to the test with this and other conspiracy theories in this fascinating volume. 278 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. At $21.99 $16.95

★ 2800586 STONE CIRCLES. By Hugh Newman. What are stone circles? When were they built, and why? In this beautifully illustrated study, Newman takes us on a fascinating journey around the world, examining these mysterious monuments of the ancient world. From Wessex to Scotland, France to Poland, North America to Africa, and India to Japan. 58 pages. Bloomsbury. At $9.99 $6.99

★ 2790022 BIGFOOT NATION: The History of Sasquatch in North America. By David Hatcher Childress. Takes the reader on a tour of Bigfoot Nation—the apparently real world of bigfoot around us in the United States and Canada. Whether real or imagined, the fact that bigfoot has made its way into the psyches of Americans and Canadians cannot be denied and is illuminated in this fascinating volume. Well illus., many in color. Adventures Unlimited. Paperback. At $19.95 $17.95

★ 2790912 ANCIENT ALIENS & JFK: The Race to the Moon and the Kennedy Assassination. By Mike Bara. By digging deeper into Kennedy’s silent war with his shadowy deep state figures who were desperate to shut down his “discovery” agenda, and examining the truth behind the Apollo missions by looking at recent revelations like “Apollo 20,” Stanley Kubrick’s Odyssey, and rumors that the landings themselves were faked. Photos, some color. 230 pages. Adventures Unlimited. Paperback. At $19.95 $17.95

★ 2800131 EXPLORING THE TRUTH: The JFK, Jr. Assassination. By John Koerner. Systematically dismantles the official version of events, that JFK, Jr. crashed his plane due to pilot error, and examines both the evidence of a cover-up. 141 pages. Chronicles. Paperback. At $12.95 $9.95

★ 2800063 JABBED: How the Vaccine Industry, Medical Establishment, and Government Stick It to You and Your Family. By Brett Wilcox. Exposes the tyranny, greed, and corruption behind the vaccine industry. It’s not just the marketers’ tactics that scare believers, but fear, shame, and scaremongering. 396 pages. Skyhorse. At $29.95 $21.95

★ 2792060 WHEN CROCS FLY: A Pearls Before Swine Collection. By Stephan T. Rathke. A collection of comics, especially chosen for kids, the gang from Pearls Before Swine gets into adventures you have to see to believe. Join Rat and Pig—the bookish best friends from brokerg and 3D comic; see what happens when the luckless crocs adopt two penguins; and more. Fully illus. in color. 173 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. At $9.99 $3.96
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278109 NAKED TRUTH: Approaches to the Body in Early Twentieth-Century German-Austrian Art. Ed. by Bertrina Matthias et al. Exhibition catalog. Transcending accusations of pornography, Klimt’s work depicting the nude female body, paved the way for artistic examinations of the nude body as the site through which questions of freedom, desire, beauty, nature, culture, power, and their antonyms could be represented androgogically. Well illus. in his major color. 111 pages. MCMA. 7x11". Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. $6.95

278723 CLAES OLDENBURG: The Sixties. Ed. by Achim Hochdorfer with B. Schroder. Exhibition catalog. Offers the most comprehensive overview to date of Oldenburg’s work from the 1960s—from graffiti-inspired representations of modern urban life to dynamic installations and the expressionalistically sculpted consumer goods of The Store to the colossal interpretations of everyday objects in space. Fully illus., mostly in color. 320 pages. Prestel. 10x10¼. Pub. at $80.00. $14.95

278945 ARMEÑA: Art, Religion, and Trade in the Middle Ages. Ed. by Helen C. Evans. Exhibition catalog. This beautifully illustrated volume contextualizes and celebrates the cosmic role of art that define Armenian medieval culture. It features breathtaking photographs of archaeological sites and stunning churches and monasteries that help fill out this unique history along with scholarly essays. 352 pages. Metropolitan. 9x11¼. Pub. at $65.00. $49.95

278947 THE ART OF IRON. Ed. by Kathleen M. Morris et al. Exhibition catalog. This beautifully illustrated volume brings together new pieces of wrought iron from the celebrated collection of the Musee De Seuill in Rouen, France. These objects tell stories of pre-industrial times and highlight the importance of iron in our shared past.

278955 ED RUSCHA: Course of Empire. Ed. by Charlotte Moorman & Roselle K. Ed. by Christopher Rieppel et al. Exhibition catalog. Placing Ruscha’s celebrated “Course of Empire”–a ten painting installation originally created for Venice Biennale, in dialogue with Thomas Cole’s five-piece “The Course of Empire” from the 1830s, this catalog offers a unique and fresh perspective on each of these disparate but groundbreaking metropolises.

278959 EVERYTHING IS CONNECTED: Art and Conspiracy. By Dougels Eikund et al. Exhibition catalog. Although he was best known as a painter, he was also a draftsman of rare talent and ability. This book reconsiders Ruscha’s famous “Course of Empire” exhibition and brings together more than twenty amazing works, primarily drawn from the Morgan Library and Museum’s collection, that reveal the artist’s technical innovations and material mastery. Illus. in color. 48 pages. National Gallery, London. 12¼x9¼. Import. Pub. at $25.00. $19.95

278958 THOMAS GAINSBOROUGH: Experiments in Drawing. By Marco Simone. Exhibition catalog. Although he was best known as a painter, he was also a draftsman of rare talent and ability. This book reconsiders Ruscha’s famous “Course of Empire” exhibition and brings together more than twenty amazing works, primarily drawn from the Morgan Library and Museum’s collection, that reveal the artist’s technical innovations and material mastery. Illus. in color. 48 pages. National Gallery, London. 12¼x9¼. Import. Pub. at $25.00. $19.95

278948 NAKED TRUTH: Approaches to the Body in Early Twentieth-Century German-Austrian Art. Ed. by Bertrina Matthias et al. Exhibition catalog. Transcending accusations of pornography, Klimt’s work depicting the nude female body, paved the way for artistic examinations of the nude body as the site through which questions of freedom, desire, beauty, nature, culture, power, and their antonyms could be represented androgogically. Well illus. in his major color. 111 pages. MCMA. 7x11". Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. $6.95

278167 NAKED TRUTH: Approaches to the Body in Early Twentieth-Century German-Austrian Art. Ed. by Bertrina Matthias et al. Exhibition catalog. Transcending accusations of pornography, Klimt’s work depicting the nude female body, paved the way for artistic examinations of the nude body as the site through which questions of freedom, desire, beauty, nature, culture, power, and their antonyms could be represented androgogically. Well illus. in his major color. 111 pages. MCMA. 7x11". Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. $6.95
NEW NON-FICTION


★ 279672 HARRY WHO? 1965-1969. Ed. by Brian Kirby & Nicholas et al. Exhibition catalog. Explores the history and significance of the Harry Who?, a group of six Chicago artists who transformed imagery from popular culture into highly personal works of a variety of media. Essays examine the distinctive features of the art and culture, and explain how the group remains relevant in Evyllus, many in color. 256 pages. Art Institute of Chicago. 8/14 x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $50.00 $39.95

★ 280130 ANATOMY OF TERROR: From the Death of bin Laden to the Rise of the Islamic State. By Ali Soufan. The author discloses his brand of terrorism and its major offshoots, revealing how these organizations were formed, how they operate, their strengths, and crucially their weakness. This account lays bare the ideology and inner workings of the Islamic State, how the spread of terror can be stopped. 359 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95


★ 2799634 THE QUEEN: The Epic Ambition of Hillary and the Coming of a Second “Clinton Era”. By Hugh Hewitt. An in-depth examination of Hillary Clinton’s career and why it would have been ruinous for the nation if she had won the 2016 presidential election. A preeminent conservative journalist, analyst, and law professor discusses how Clinton’s “reign” would have affected a nation already in danger of the dissolution of its traditions of politics and government. 314 pages. Center Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $9.35

★ 2782553 CREATING CHAOS: Covert Political Warfare from Truman to Putin. By Harry L. Hancock. The covert use of political warfare is a distinguished lineage, with roots in the “Great Game” between British and Russian empires. It has evolved into the hybrid political warfare of the 21st century. Hancock examines the nature and history of such practices. 393 pages. OR Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95


★ 2780017 STONE’S RULES: How to Win at Politics, Business, and Style. By Roger Stone. From rules for campaign management to advice on custom tailoring to the ingredients for the perfect martini from Dick Nixon’s secret recipes. Stone has fashioned the most trusted operating manual for anyone navigating the rough and tumble world of Washington politics. 113 pages. Little Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

★ 2780018 STONE’S RULES: How to Win at Politics, Business, and Style. By Roger Stone. From rules for campaign management to advice on custom tailoring to the ingredients for the perfect martini from Dick Nixon’s secret recipes. Stone has fashioned the most trusted operating manual for anyone navigating the rough and tumble world of Washington politics. 113 pages. Little Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

★ 2777640 THE DEEP STATE: How an Army of Bureaucrats Protected Barack Obama and Is Working to Destroy the Trump Agenda. By Jason Chartiez. The Deep State is real and it has been in place for a long time. With stories that are as entertaining as they are compelling, the author highlights their tactics, illuminates the role of the Deep State, and provides a guide for the American people to take back their government. 240 pages. Broadside. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

★ 2791153 MILITANT NORMALS: How Regular Americans Are Rebellion Against the Elite to Reclaim Our Democracy. By Kurt Schlosser. They build and run, when called on they fight for it. These “Normals” are the heart and soul of the nation, the regular Americans of all races, creeds, professions, and beliefs, the “task forces” who raise their families and live in peace. Now they face a choice—or either surrender their country to the ruling caste, or become even more militant. 286 pages. Center Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.97 $21.95

★ 278243X THE BATTLE FOR PARADISE. By Naomi Klein. In the rubble of Hurricane Maria, Puerto Ricans and urban “Puertorriqueños” are locked in a struggle over how to remake the island’s chaotic future. Only a truly radical government can force the forces of social change to live up to the promise of a better world. 240 pages. Haymarket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

★ 2780823 THE FIFTH RISK. By Michael Lewis. What are the consequences if the people we count on to govern our country have no idea how it works? Lewis finds and interviews the linchpins of the system: those public servants whose knowledge, advice, and continuity are crucial to the machinery—and asks them what keeps them up at night, in this provocative analysis. 221 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

★ 278957X BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY: The Truth About Radical Islam, Democracy, Rebellion, and Revolution. By Ben Fountain. Chronicles a shocking year in American politics, Fountain moves from the early days of the Iowa caucuses to the crystallizing moment of Republican national conventions, and culminating in the aftershocks of the weeks following election night, he paints a startling portrait of the state of our nation. 433 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

★ 2797100 LET ME TELL YOU MY STORY: Refugee Stories of Hope, Community, and Humanity. Ed. by Twila Bird. Spare, haunting, utterly magnificent, and essential. This inspiring collection of refugee stories creates a portrait of the greatest humanitarian crisis of modern history. These stories of resilience will teach you that the surest way to make a difference is to “want to tell my story.” Well illus. in color. 232 pages. Families. Pub. at $34.99 $27.95

★ 2800179 THE SAUDI TERROR MACHINE: The Truth About Radical Islamism Revealed. By Pierre Conesa. Reveals how the two sides of the kingdom—the conciliatory Saudi dynasty and the more aggressive leaders of the Salafi sect—have for decades developed a religious and political discourse to shatter the Muslim community and the West without appearing as an enemy. Conesa goes where few are willing to tread, and questions the motives of one of the most powerful countries in the world. 229 pages. PublicAffairs. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

★ 2800178 THE LAST WEEKS OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN: A Day-by-Day Account of His Personal, Political, and Military Challenges. By David Alan John. A day-by-day history of a short but extremely important span of days vividly depicts the actions and thoughts of one of our greatest presidents during a time of national emergency. 384 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

★ 2778912 THE BLACK LEGEND: George Bascom, Cochise, and the Start of the Apache Wars. By Doug Hocking. When the army left Arizona to fight in the Civil War, Cochise rekindled something new to the Apache: a war to control his homeland. This examination provides a new analysis of the behavior of Lieutenant George Bascom and the Apache leader Cochise, putting it in the larger context of the Indian Wars that followed the American Civil War. Illus. 373 pages. TwoDot. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 2780380 SIMON & SCHUSTER MEGA CROSSWORD PUZZLE BOOK #1. By Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday New York Times crosswords fill this format collection of 300 brand-new brain breaker puzzles offers hours of stimulation for solvers of every level. Sharpen your pencils, get your teeth, and see if you can avoid turning to the answer key! Solutions included. 300 puzzles. Touchstone. 81/10 x14. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ 277782 THE NEW YORK TIMES HARDEST CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 3. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection features something new to the puzzle master who will conquer these formidable grids. Do you have what it takes? Solutions included. 50 pages. St. Martin’s. 81/10 x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95
★ 2786065 THE HIDDEN LIFE OF DOGS. By Elizabeth Marshall Thomas. In tales about an asthmatic pug, a roaming husky, and the behaviors of a dozen other dogs, Thomas relates poignant, often heartbreaking stories about the dogs she has been close to. 168 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95

★ 2786610 AROUND THE WORLD Word Search PUZZLES. By Victoria Fremont et al. Geographical David buffs will find hours of amusement with these 100 word search puzzles. The compilation visits 50 countries and 50 cities to discover the world’s capitals, rivers, famous residents, landmarks, natural resources, and many other points of interest. Solutions. Dover. 8½x10¼. Paperback. $6.95


★ 2787343 THE NIELBUNGENDLIED. Written by an unknown poet at the turn of the 12th and 13th centuries, this saga draws on legends from Scandinavian and German literature. This prose poet at the turn of the 12th and 13th centuries, this saga draws on legends from Scandinavian and German literature. This prose translation of the ancient poem offers a gripping account of the downfall of a royal house, the Burgundians, or Nibelungen. 225 pages. Dover. Paperback. $4.95


★ 2784465 BEOWULF. An accessible and vivid translation of this epic poem, recapturing the robust musicality of the original. With the Old English on the facing page of the new translation, it makes the study and enjoyment of this poetry accessible to everyone. 225 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

★ 2793105 LUCKY DOG LESSONS: Train Your Dog in 7 Days. By Brandon McMullan. The world-renowned animal trainer and award-winning host of the CBS TV show Lucky Dog offers easy to follow steps, photographs, and inspiring success stories along with his trademark true stories of dogs giving through their body language. A whole section devoted to puppyhood is included. Color photos. 208 pages. Thunder Bay. Pub. at $12.95

★ 2789046 ART DECO CHICAGO: Designing Modern America. By Robert Bruegmann. This lavishly illustrated volume with over 325 images, narrates Art Deco’s evolution in 101 key works. Critical essays from leading figures in the field discuss the ways in which Art Deco created an entire visual universe that extended to architecture, advertising, household objects, clothing, and more. All color. Chicago Soc. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $75.00

★ 2794810 VINTAGE PIES: Classic American Pies for Today’s Home Baker. By Anne Haynie Collins. Offers a fabulous collection of recipes for pies that are even better than in America’s kitchens in the 18th and 19th centuries. Some are classics, others just waiting to be rediscovered. All color. 387 pages. Chronicle. $59.95

★ 2793601 DESSERTS: 400 Recipes. By C. Bretherton & K. Raines. Showcases over 400 delicious and easily achievable recipes. Includes Blueberry Clafoutis, Key Lime Pie; Vanilla Panna Cotta; and much more. Step by step photos guide you through each stage of every recipe so you too can create stunning showstoppers! 304 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00

★ 2782133 THE COMPLETE PHOTO GUIDE TO CANDY MAKING. By Autumn Carpenter. A comprehensive reference for making all kinds of candy from chocolate-dipped treats, bars and clusters to marshmallow, divinity, and mints. Includes essential information, tried and true recipes, fun facts, and color photos. Satisfy your sweet tooth with homemade candy you’ll be proud to share. 224 pages. Creative Publishing Intl. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

★ 2793217 INSTANTLY SWISS DESSERTS and Sweet Treats from Your Instant Pot or Other Electric Pressure Cooker. By B. Schieving & M. Buttars. Electric pressure cooker fans have discovered that your favorite appliance works miracles not just for dinner but also for dessert! From quick breads and crisps to custards and puddings, lava cakes and pies to cheeses and more–these treats are done in a flash. Recipes include Key Lime Cheesecake; Caramel Apple Pie, and Overnight Cinnamon-Pecan Monkey Bread. Color photos. 160 pages. Harvard Common. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

★ 2786228 DELICIOUS BUNDT CAKES: More Than 100 New Recipes for Timeless Favorites. By R. Wys & K. Moore. Features more than 100 recipes to suit all occasions. Tips you need to make spectacular Bundt cake every time. From a Chocolate Peanut Butter Tunnel Bundt Cake to a classic Banana Walnut Bundt Coffee Cake, this edition will have you creating beautiful, simple, and scrumptious Bundt cakes in a flash. Recipes include Kahlua Chocolate Cake, Peanut Butter Bars, Snicker’s Pie and more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

★ 2777444 DUMP CAKE MAGIC. By Anne Schaeffer. Whip up a tempting treat in just minutes with no extra bowls to wash and no tedious mixing required. All you have to do is layer your ingredients right in the baking pan. Dump Cake Magic tells you how to do it! More than 60 recipes that include Strawberry Cake, Peanut Butter Bars, Snicker’s Pie and more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

★ 2783538 VEGETABLE CAKES: The Most Fun Way to Five a Day! By Ysanne Rossano. Recipes for a difference. Kale and Coconut Gateau; Asparagus and Sesame Cake; Carrot and Coriander Tofyakes, and cheeses made with turnips, red cabbage and beets. Enter into this new culinary universe and get your “five a day” the sweet way! Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Lorena. 8½x10¼. Import. Pub. at $15.00

★ 278442X DONUT NATION, By Ellen Brown. A journey to the United States in search of the best donut shops. Brown visited everything from beloved mom and pop establishments and roadhouse cafes to innovative boutiques and artisanal restaurants. From the cross-country explorer, she features more than seventy hand-crafted donuts shops from Maine to Arizona in this delicious guide. She also includes some of one kind. 256 pages. Running Press. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00

★ 2780185 REVERSE GUT DISEASES NATURALLY. By Michelle Honda. Provides step by step instructions to help you reverse gut disorders and restore health. Complete with healing remedies, it also includes the most effective dietary programs proven to help treat gut dysbiosis and constipation. Written for those looking for something that really works. 256 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

★ 2780844 REVERSE INFLAMMATION NATURALLY. By Michelle Honda. Learn how to work with your body to achieve effective healing results. You will find step by step instructions that include the most effective dietary programs and herbal supplements proven to help control and reverse the body’s inflammatory response while promoting health and vitality. 122 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

★ 2781000 CANCER AS A WAKE-UP CALL. By M. Laura Nasi. In her well researched, inspiring, and easy to read guide, Dr. Nasi offers an integrative, whole person approach to cancer and explains how it is a systemic disease, manifesting a global compromise of health. Nasi develops her latest work on the PNI network to help our systems recognize, repair, or eliminate cancer cells. Illus. 330 pages. North Atlantic. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

★ 2796228 TWISTED FATE: My Journey with BRCA– Breast Cancer Doctor to Patient and Back. By Pamela N. Munster. From a woman who has lived through it herself, this is a personal and practical guide to the medical and personal facets of this life-changing diagnosis. Weaving together her personal story with groundbreaking research on the BRCA, Munster offers an inspiring guide to living with the uncertainties of cancer. 261 pages. Experiment. Pub. at $24.95


NEW NON-FICTION

29.95

★ 279987 MARENCO: The Victory That Placed the Crown of France on Napoleon's Head. By T. A. Crowe. A work meticulously researched using memoirs, reports, and regimental histories from both armies–casts new light on this crucial battle and reveals how Napoleon learned to defeat and why the Austrians ultimately threw their victory away. 16 pages of illus., some color. 316 pages. Pen & Sword. Import. Pub. at $42.95  
32.95

13.95

★ 279934 A PERSIAN HERITAGE COOKBOOK: A Culinary Tradition Preserved in 400 Authentic Recipes. By Lynn Visson. Gathered from favorite family recipes passed down through generations, and from the private collections of the oil-rich Persian community of New York City, this compilation represents the achievements of an entire culinary heritage. Over 400 authentic recipes are featured, including delicious and easy-to-prepare snacks and main dishes, and include such traditional delectables as Zereshk Pari (barberries), Ghormeh Sabzi (herb stew), and Khoresh Goosht (beef stew). 333 pages. Overlook. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95  
13.95

★ 279035 KOREAN COOKING: The Essential Asian Kitchen. By Soon Young Chung. With a focus on the tastes and textures–fiery peppers are a counterpoint to mildness–Korean cuisine is flavorful and satisfying. Simple recipes like Dumpling and Rice Cake Soup, Stir-fried Shrimp with Pine Nut Sauce, and Bulgogi, (or barbecued beef) include step by step photographs. Chung also includes a guide to Korean ingredients. 128 pages. Periplus. 11 x 8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  
6.95

★ 280093 BONG APPETIT: Mastering the Art of Cooking with Weed. By the eds. of MUNCHIES et al. Now that prohibition is ending and more states have legalized, it is a new generation of savvy home cooks who are interested in weed cookery. This guide breaks down the science of cannabis oils, butts, and cuts and offers recipes ranging from Weed Brown Butter Gnocchi to Cannabis Chimichurri. Color photos. 256 pages. Ten Speed. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $30.00  
21.95

★ 278632 WILDLIFE OF THE MID- ATLANTIC: A Complete Reference Manual. By John H. Raben. As a respected scientist, this guide provides the only complete summary of all the terrestrial species of the Mid-Atlantic, based on the most recent research. Well illus. 372 pages. UPAP. Pub. at $24.95  
17.95

★ 27840X THE FABULOUS BOUVIER SISTERS: The Tragic and Glamorous Lives of Jackie and Lee, by John R. Schoenberger. A poignant and evocative account of the two sisters who represented style and class above all else. Drawing on new information and previously unseen historic photographs, this dual biography sheds light on the public and private lives of two extraordinary women who lived through immense tragedy in enormous glamour. 26 pages of photos, some color. $28.99  
32.95

★ 278284 HEN AND THE ART OF CHICKEN MAINTENANCE, SECOND EDITION. By Martin Gudjonsson. A leather clad soap opera of primal urges. Its pages are filled with the quest for deeper meanings of gender, joyousness, gender bending, and huge vet bills. Beyond all the drama, there are some practical lessons to be learned about what not to do when keeping chickens. Includes many illus. 190 pages. Helion & Company. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99  
14.95

★ 279094 RAISING GOATS NATURALLY, REVISED SECOND EDITION. By Deborah Niemann. This fully revised edition will help readers work with nature to raise dairy goats to produce milk, cheese, meat, fertilizer, leather, fiber, and soap—all without relying on drugs or following the factory farm model. Built on her personal experiences, Niemann brings a wealth of practical information to the potential goat farmer. Illus. 338 pages. New Society. Paperback import. Pub. at $29.99  
21.95

★ 278014 FELT TOOL TECHNIQUES FOR KEEPING HEALTHY CHICKENS. By Carissa Bonham. Boiling down chicken-keeping to the basics, Bonham offers advice ranging from how to grow your flock using a broody hen to directions for making a nesting box herb blend that will keep pests at bay. Her approach to chicken-keeping focuses on keeping hens happy and healthy using natural methods, which she shares here in fully illus. 229 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  
12.95

★ 278025 FOR CLUCK'S SAKE! By Stacia Tolman. Filled with photos of familiar and unusual breeds, fascinating chicken and egg facts, chicken-related quotes, chicken humor, and nuggets of chicken “wisdom,” you can celebrate everyone’s favorite fowl with this fun, unique, and complete 96 page guide. Michaelson Books. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99  
9.95

★ 278362 WILDLIFE OF THE MID- ATLANTIC: A Complete Reference Manual. By John H. Raben. As a respected scientist, this guide provides the only complete summary of all the terrestrial species of the Mid-Atlantic, based on the most recent research. Well illus. 372 pages. UPAP. Pub. at $24.95  
17.95

★ 279508 A CENTURY OF FASHION: Dress Patterns 1896-1997, by Alice I. Duff. An essential fashion industry resource, this new reference presents a century of fashion illustrations from dress patterns ranging from the 1890s to the 1990s. This delightful volume reveals the popular shapes, silhouettes, and fashions through nearly 350 patterns for everyday, lingerie, sportswear, and more. 160 pages. Schiffer. 11 x 8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  
11.95

★ 278155 COLLECTIBLE FASHIONS OF THE TURBULENT 1930s. By Ellie Laubner. This copiously illustrated volume provides a sweeping study of the styles and fashions of the 1930s, including garments of all kinds from the intimate to the most formal, the flamboyant to the practical, for women, men, and children. The historical overview explains the turbulent ‘30s and the economic depression that effected every aspect of daily life. Includes price guide (published in 2000). 240 pages. Schiffer. 8½ x 11¼. Pub. at $49.95  
24.95
**NEW NON-FICTION**

- **2800713** A MIDDLE-EARTH TRAVELER: Sketches from Bag End to Mordor. By John Howe. Presents a walking tour of Tolkien’s Middle Earth, visiting not only places central to his stories, but also those just over the hill or beyond the horizon. Sketches that have an on the spot feel to them are interspersed with the artist’s observations. 192 pages. Stackpole. 8x11¼. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

- **2795658** FOREVER STRANGE: The Big-Eyed Art of Jasmine Becket-Griffith. This expansive monograph assembles an heirloom tome for lifelong collectors, while at the same time providing an exciting introduction to new fans of the artist. The artwork is also accompanied by the poetry and short stories of Amber Logan and Kachina Mickeyette—the artist’s sisters—revealing inspiration behind some of the artist’s most well-loved images. 184 pages. Blue Angel. 9x12. Import. Pub. at $29.95 $22.95

- **2797104** THE FLY TYING ARTIST: Creative Patterns for Common Hatches. By Rick Takahashi. A collection of Takahashi’s most effective fly designs, this stunning volume emphasizes his background in art and shares his tying tips and fishing methods. Files included in this edition cover the range of trout fly design possibilities and the major food groups. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼. Pub. at $49.95 $19.95

- **2799727** THOMAS CHIPPENDALE 1718-1779: A Celebration of British Craftsman and Design. By A. Stewart & T. & S. Exhibition catalog. This stunning volume covers the celebrated craftsman’s life and career, the different styles in which he worked, his relationship with his customers, and his enduring legacy up to the present day. This catalog celebrates the full range of Chippendale’s genius and justifies his status as the “Shakespeare of British cabinetwork.” Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. The Chipendale Society. 9x11¼. Import. Pub. at $90.00 $69.95

- **2795310** FURNITURE MADE IN AMERICA, 1875-1905, 4TH EDITION. By Eileen & Richard Dubrow. With over 2,000 illustrations, this book presents an original catalog of American furniture manufacturers of the 1880s and 90s, presenting a fascinating show casing of hundreds of gorgeous pieces from 1890 to 1905. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼. Pub. at $24.99 $12.95

- **2795701** STYLES OF AMERICAN FURNITURE, 1860-1960. By Eileen & Richard Dubrow. Over 2,000 photographs portray the design elements that made the furniture distinctive and attract a wide audience of collectors today. Represented are Art Nouveau, Art Deco, and Modern forms, the American furniture shown here has had an impact on the history of design world-wide. An important resource for collectors. Includes 1907 values. 208 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼. Pub. at $49.95 $24.95

- **278487X** 1930S LIGHTING: Deco & Traditional by Chase. By D-B. Johnson & L. Papa. Admires of twentieth-century decorative arts will enjoy this in-depth look at photographs, some in black & white, that give lasting satisfaction.” Featured in this essential collector’s reference are 600 photos, including a complete cross-reference listing and a price guide from 2000. 208 pages. Schiffer. 11x14¼. Pub. at $49.95 $24.95

- **2780517** FRONTIER REBELS: The Fight for Independence in the American West, 1765-1776. By Patrick Spero. Recasts the familiar narrative of the American Revolution, moving the action from the eastern seaboard to the treacherous western frontier. In spellbinding detail, this account reveals an often overlooked detail of the West played a key role in the flame of American independence. 268 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

- **2781757** KETTLEBELL KICKBOXING. By Donna Libin Anderson. A celebrity personal trainer combines kettlebells and martial arts into one effective workout for women. She offers instructions for more than 200 exercises, four-week fitness plans and 15-minute intensive interval training, a simple step-by-step food plan, a diet combining clean eating, and more. Fully illus. in color. 302 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

- **2792208** WARRIOR WORKOUTS, VOLUME 3. By Stewart Smith. Features over 100 full body workouts from Smith’s extensive collection of fitness training programs, including Maximum Fitness, Navy SEAL Weight Training, and Tactical Fitness. With this guide you’ll get into the best shape of your life—the way the professionals do it! 195 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

- **2782421** BARIATRIC FITNESS FOR YOUR NEW LIFE. By Julia Karp. A practical guide that provides an effective way to take control of your weight. But it’s only one part of the solution. The helpful advice and proven fitness programs, from workouts to meal plans, will help you to make sure your bariatric surgery produces sustained weight loss. Well illus. 152 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95

- **2780860** SAVING CONTAINER PLANTS. By Alice & Brian McGowan. Enjoy year after year of blooming beauty from the tender perennials you grow in containers using the over-winter techniques for each group of plants in this volume. A detailed plant by plant guide provides easy reference to more than 100 popular container perennials. Illus. 124 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $4.95

- **2788141** OLD TIME GARDENS. By Alice Morse Earle. Originally published in 1901, this classic work was one of the most popular and influential garden books of the early twentieth century and has been reproduced in this new edition. A valued resource for gardeners, landscape designers, and garden historians. Illus. 489 pages. UPNE. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

- **2791463** THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO ORGANIZING YOUR LIFE, FOURTH EDITION. By Geogene Lockwood. Offers tips and tricks to getting your house in order—one room at a time—helpful ideas for getting your kid’s stuff organized, suggestions for using computer software to keep your finances in order, ideas for beating debt and breathing more. 394 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

- **2786540** FIDGET! 101 Ways to Boost Your Creativity and Reduce Your Stress. By Heather Fishel. Provides a plethora of inventive ways to tap, doodle, click, and trick your mind into focusing. It’s been proven that your random pen clicking and novel fidgeting actually reduces productivity and less stress. 128 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

- **2794209** ALEXANDER HAMILTON’S GUIDE TO LIFE. By Jeff Wilser. Two centuries after his death, Alexander Hamilton is shining once more under the spotlight—and we have need him now more than ever. This volume unlocks the man’s core principles, teaching us lessons on everything from war and wealth to personal relationships. Illus. 318 pages. Four Rivers. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

- **2786680** THE KIDULT HANDBOOK. By Nicole Bcio. With this fun handbook, it’s never been easier to feel like a kid again. The authors offer tips and exercises that encourage you to look at life with a fresh eye—and play, for instance: cloud gazing, and playing with LEGO®s; outdoor movies with friends; andCard games as board games; arts and crafts and listening to vinyl records. 192 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

- **2796171** THE POWER OF EIGHT: Harnessing the Miraculous Energies of a Small Group to Heal Others, Your Life, and Our World. By Daniel McTaggart. Packed with inspiration from the riveting stories of hundreds of people who have experienced life-altering transformations, along with a collection of eight-step techniques, you will learn to harness the collective energies of The Power of Eight and unleash the power you hold inside to heal your own life. 315 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95
NEW NON-FICTION

279122 JACK THE RIPPER: The Murders, the Mystery, the Myth. By Victor Stapleton. With each generation, new theories and suspects in the Jack the Ripper murders spring up, adding new pages to Jack's legend. In this analysis, Stapleton sorts fact from fiction, retracing the bloody tracks through the foggy alleys of London to reveal the true history of Jack the Ripper. Illus. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

2789930 THE WORLD'S BLOODIEST HISTORY: Massacres, Genocide, and the Scars They Left on Civilization. By Joseph Cummins. Recounts some of the most horrifying episodes in history, past and present, explaining the causes and consequences of these events. From the Romans in 146 BC abandoning their policy of co-opting conquerors and instead slaughtering thousands to the 1994 Rwandan massacre, every gruesome detail is laid out to illustrate the worst humanity has to offer. Well illus., some in color, 287 pages. Crestline. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


2782081 MURDER AT THE BROWN PALACE: A True Story of Seduction and Betrayal. By Dick Kreck. On May 24, 1911, one of the most notorious murders in Denver's history occurred. What transpired involves high society, adultery, drugs, multiple murder, and more, all set in Denver's grand old hotel, the Brown Palace. This tragic story of a crime of passion plays out against a backdrop of readers won't be able to put down. Illus. 214 pages. Fulcrum. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95


2784734 WINNIE'S GREAT WAR. By L. Mathick & J. Greenhut. Even as a cub there was something special about that bear. After meeting Lieutenant Harry Colebourn in 1914, he made him the mascot of the Second Canadian Infantry Brigade and named her Winnie. They crossed the ocean to where the Great War raged. By the war's end, millions knew her name. It's not every story that can be told in 227 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

2791803 MAMLUK 'ASKARI 1250-1517: Warrior 173. By David Nicolle. Based on a wealth of recent research and exceptionally well illustrated with photographs and detailed artwork, this book describes Mamlik military equipment, as well as their organization, recruitment, training, and belief in belonging. 64 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

2783428 BAYONETS FOR HIRE: Mercenaries at War, 1550-1789. By William Urban. In this compelling history, Urban takes up the captivating and turbulent story of mercenaries in the Wars of Religion to the eve of the French Revolution. 16 pages of illus. 304 pages. Frontline. Paperback Import. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

279124 SOLDIERS: A Global History of the Fighting Man, 1800-1945. By John A. Haymond. Highlights the common threads that run through every soldier no matter the war, no matter the army, no matter the nationality. Haymond explores the life of soldiers across time and space, drawing heavily from firsthand accounts. 16 pages of photos. 481 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

2783169 BATTLES THAT CHANGED HISTORY: Genghis Khan. When was the world's first recorded battle? Which conflict sparked the decline of one of the world's longest lasting empires? How did a pirate become the hero of an empire? This study traces the course of over 2,500 years of human history through more than 90 of the most pivotal battles. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10½×12¼. Pub. at $21.95 $11.95

2789060 HOW THE BARBARIAN INVASIONS SHAPED THE MODERN WORLD. By Thomas J. Craughwell. A richly detailed chronicle that brings to life the personalities of Attila the Hun, Alaric the Goth, Genghis Khan, and many other barbarian kings. From the establishment of the English language and the foundation of world capital to an introduction of gunpowder to Europe, the evidence dictates that the barbarians made a lasting mark on history. Well illus., many in color. 319 pages. Crestline. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

2784203 THE POCKET GUIDE TO ROYAL SCANDALS. By Andy K. Hughes. Reveals the many scandals that have surrounded the royal Family for hundreds of years, including the king that beheaded two of his wives, the king who married his brother's widow, the king who liked the Nazis, and more. 146 pages. Remember When. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

2780726 LLEWELLYN'S LITTLE BOOK OF HALLOWEEN. By Mickie Mueller. Filled with crafts, recipes, spells and all kinds of witchy fun, this pocket-sized guide will help you make the most of Halloween. 222 pages. Llewellyn. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

2786699 THE MEN WHO WOULD BE KING. By Nicole LaPorte. A revealing look at the truth of what happened behind the scenes of the empire called DreamWorks. Readers will feel like a fly on the wall with LaPorte's detailed account of Hollywood's bizarre rules of business. Here is Hollywood: up close, personal, and very, very real. Illus. 491 pages. H. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

2782821 STARDUST MONUMENTS: The Saving and Selling of Hollywood. By Alison Trope. In this engaging analysis Trope explores the tensions between art and commerce as they intersect in a range of nonprofit and for-profit institutions and products. This fascinating narrative details the ongoing struggle to champion and codify Hollywood's legacy. Illus. 248 pages. Dartmouth. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 $4.95

2784718 A STAR IS BORN: Judy Garland and the Film That Got Away. By L. Luft & J. Vance. The story of A Star Is Born, was the crowning achievement of Judy Garland's career. But the troubled production was also one of the most talked about in movie history. It is a candid account of the craftsmanship, loss, and restoration of a movie classic, complemented by a trove of images from the family collection. 248 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

2791213 LIVING DEATH: By Matt Simon. Documents Simon's journey through the bizarre science of real life mind control. Along the way, he visits a lab littered with the corpses of zombie ants, somewhere of mercenaries fighting in the deserts of New Mexico, and travels to Israel to meet the wands that shaps cockroaches in the brain before leading them to their doom. 238 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

2788850 BOTTOM LINE'S GUIDE TO ELIMINATING DIABETES. Diabetes researchers and specialists, including top natural health practitioners, created this unique volume. Whether you have prediabetes or full blown type 2, you'll learn natural, life saving methods from your own blood sugar level to your health and your life. 245 pages. Bottom Line. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

2782030 LIVING A HEALTHY LIFE WITH CHRONIC CONDITIONS, FOURTH EDITION. This guide is an invaluable resource full of practical tips, suggestions, and strategies to build confidence in managing chronic illness and symptoms. From pain, shortness of breath, disability, and depression. It encourages readers to develop individual approaches to setting goals, making decisions, and finding resources and support. 343 pages. Bull Publishing. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95


2793701 LESSONS FROM CATSASS. By Coley Combacke. The Internet’s most irreverent cat continues his quest to conquer the world in a volume that will leave you with no doubt that a cat’s life is way cooler than your own. It includes games, creativity exercises, quizzes, and more. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

2752542 THE BUDDHIST SWASTIKA AND HITLER'S CROSS. By T.K. Nagnathan. A fascinating commentary that shows how to rescue the swastika from the symbol of hate Nazi Germany made it, and why it’s necessary. An astonishing and insightful work of cross-cultural history and an impulse to call for peace and understanding. Illus. 200 pages. Stone Bridge. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

2798189 THE PERFECT TURKEY: More than 100 Mouthwatering Recipes for Holiday Feast. By Keith Marsin. Whether you take the conventional route and roast it in an oven or spend all day tending the smoker, a variety of brines and rubs guarantees that your turkey starts from a flavor-packed foundation. You’ll also find delicious side dishes, stuffing suggestions, desserts, and the ultimate Thanksgiving leftovers sandwich! Color photos. 240 pages. Cider Mill. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

2790766 WITH DICKENS: Seasonal Recipes Inspired by the Life and Work of Charles Dickens. By Pen Vogler. No author is more closely associated with the food of Christmas than Charles Dickens. His novels are alive with examples of good food being enjoyed in good company. In this collection of Victorian classics, updated for modern cooks, you’ll find old favorites such as Lobster Puffles, and a Charlotte Royale. Well illus. in color. 64 pages. O’Ctü Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

2790955 LADY OF THE CHACE: The Life and Hunting Diaries of Daphne du Maurier. By Alastair Jackson. An unerringly factual account of Daphne, who was known to many in the hunting fraternity for her expert reports in Horse & Hound magazine over many decades. Her diaries, compiled here, cover the days of hunting pre-WWII as well as covering the darkest of times in the countryside, as well as her personal life as war broke out. Well illus., many in color. 210 pages. Merlin Unwin. Import. Paperback. Pub. at $37.50 $29.95
CAX 45 GREAT SPEECHES BY NATIVE AMERICANS. Ed. by Bob Blaisdell. Remarkable for their literary merit, these 82 compelling speeches encompass five centuries of Indian encounters with nonindigenous people. Grace by forceful metaphors and vivid imagery, these addresses are deeply moving documents that offer a window into the hearts and minds of Native Americans. 218 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $5.00 $3.95

2801469 DESIGN WITH JAPANESE OBI. By Diane & Ann Wittlitch. This volume abounds with ideas and images of the obi as a dynamic element in any home décor. The ways in which these exquisite kimonos can complement interior design are virtually unlimited. Features over 100 full color photos that present the obi in varied settings. 96 pages. Tuttle. 7¼x10. $17.95

2785388 HOLLYWOOD BACHELOR PADS. By Carol Kipling. From living rooms with stripper poles to showers with commanding views of the city, Los Angeles’s wealthy bachelor rock stars, actors, producers, and politicians have established a slightly different and eclectically exciting bar for the designers who serve them. See the bold architecture where dreams are made on screen and off in this sumptuously illustrated volume. Metropolitan. 9x11¼. Pub. at $34.99 $16.95

2781603 LIVING MODERN: The Sourcebook of Contemporary Interiors. Text by P. Richardson, photos by R. Powers. What does it mean to be modern? Is modernity a style, a philosophy, or rather an attitude to style, one that is less purist and more creative than you might imagine. This guide covers all the modernist models and precepts of modern design, while calling for new and redesigned kitchens of all styles and sizes. Fully illus. in color. 216 pages. Taunton. 9x10¾. $21.95

278787 WILLIAM MORRIS AND HIS PALACE OF ART: Architecture, Interiors & Design at Red House. By Tessa Wild. Drawing on a wealth of new evidence, Wild reveals Morris’s early confidence and artistic breadth through his little known experimental aesthetic, and re-considers the inspiration that Red House provided for the founding of the Arts and Crafts movement. 272 pages. Philip Wilson. 9x11¼. Import. Pub. at $65.00 $47.95

2800500 BIRDS OF FRANCE: Pocket Photo Guides. By J. Lowen & A. Andrev. This pocket-sized guide and photographing hobbyists who observe birds of the interesting in France. Concise text includes information on identification, songs, calls, behavior, distribution, and habitat. Packed with full color photographs and carefully selected to guide identification. 144 pages. Helm. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

2782464 BIRD MUG SHOTS. By Earl Orf with V. Cunningham. One hundred species of North America’s “Most Wanted” birds are highlighted in full color in this groundbreaking guide. Cunningham’s natural history text will keep you flipping the pages for more and Orf’s bird mug shots are not only hilarious, but they are also helpful—revealing a whole new side to these birds. 110 pages. Stone Ridge. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $10.95

2782502 THE CAPITALIST CODE. By Ben Stein. In his style that has captivated generations, beloved author, actor, and financial expert Stein sets the record straight about capitalism in the United States. He also explains how the wonderful system of stock market capitalism can allow anyone to build financial security. 173 pages. Humanix. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

2801981 TOYBOX TIME MACHINE: A Catalog of the Coolest Toys Never Made. By Irwin Richman. Features over 475 boldly colorful see-d-artwork, catalog, packet, and publication illustrations arranged chronologically, from the late 19th to the 20th centuries, all arranged algorithmically for easy reference. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

2795663 SEED ART: The Package Made Me Buy It. By Irwin Richman. Features over 475 boldly colorful see-d-artwork, catalog, packet, and publication illustrations arranged chronologically, from the late 19th to the 20th centuries, all arranged algorithmically for easy reference. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

2797783 DRAWN TO DRAWING. By John Vernon Lord. Accompanied by Lord’s own memoirs, this collection of his illustrations offers an insight into the life and inventive working practices of an extraordinary mind. 500 pages. Skira. 11x14. Paperbound. Pub. at $59.95 $39.95

2739366 THE DYNAMITE ART OF ALEX ROSS. Ross’s ultra-realistic, painted renderings of iconic superheroes have made him a superstar in and outside of the comic book market. This lush volume showcases his Dynamic cover art, along with sketches, designs, layouts, pencils, and interior work, including a wealth of never before published art. Includes a running commentary by the artist. Dynamite. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $39.99 $14.95

2910980 ALL OF US TO ALL OF YOU: The Disney Channel’s Sing-Along Songs. Features beloved characters and moments from the rarely seen and seldom-published examples of the Disney Channel’s seasonal art. One of a kind collection of familiar, festive, and fun Christmas holiday art shines a light on a remarkable body of work. Bound in a theater-style cover with 12 removable holiday cards. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Disney. 12x11¼. Pub. at $50.00 $37.95

2802317 A YEAR IN IMPRESSIONISM. Ed. by Danko Szabo. Featuring 365 great Impressionist works, this stunning volume offers a beautiful and inspiring way to celebrate art every day of the year. Covering a full year’s worth of works, this calendar is sure to delight enthusiasts of the movement, it features double-page spreads with an Impressionist painting on one side and a blank page on the other, offering space for notes and reminders. Prestel. 8x8. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

2789445 BEEKEEPING: A Practical Guide. By Richard E. Bonney. Packed with vital information for beekeeping hobbyists, from installing bees in a new hive to ongoing seasonal management, with facts on Africanized bees and how to prevent and treat Varroa mite, this comprehensive guide includes detailed information on the habitats, life and main characteristics of the fascinating order of insects: Lepidoptera. Universe. Pub. at $9.98 $7.95

2782618 DRAGONFLIES OF THE NORTH WOODS. 3RD EDITION. By Kurt Mead. A comprehensive guide to one of the most beautiful species of North Woods dragonflies. This guide includes detailed range maps based on the latest records, dozens of new illustrations, and over 500 color photos of living dragonflies, phenograms to tell you when to look for each species, and more! 271 pages. Kollath-Stensal. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

2782774 THE HONEY FACTORY: Inside the Ingenious World of Bees. By John B. Beverley. This book reveal that look like seething anarchy at first glance, but bees know exactly what they are doing. The universe of the bee hive is an intricate, beautifully structured ecosystem. This study plunges into the invisible life of a bee colony and reveals the secrets of this fascinating world. 277 pages. Black Inc. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

2759393 PLAY GUITAR: Guitar Method Part 2. By M. Langer & F. Ord-Hume. This reference describes the workings, evolution, and music of the mechanical versions of the King of instruments. Langer describes how automatic organs work, details the legendary water organs of the great Italian gardens, relates the curious origins of church and cambell barrel organs, and more. Well illus. in color. 512 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $125.00 $59.95

2784993 AUTOMATIC ORGANS: A Guide to Orchestrions, Barrel Organs, Fairground, Dancetheat & Street Organs including 175 Diagrams. By Arthur Wilde & Ord-Hume. This reference describes the workings, evolution, and music of the mechanical versions of the King of instruments. Langer describes how automatic organs work, details the legendary water organs of the great Italian gardens, relates the curious origins of church and cambell barrel organs, and more. Well illus. in color. 512 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $125.00 $59.95

277725 MAKING POOR MAN’S GUITARS: Cigar Box Guitars, the Frying Pan Banjo, and Other DIY instruments for the contemporary musician. The making of musical and musical instruments back to its roots. Presents authentic stories of American DIY music with step by step projects. From simple two string tin can guitars to an electrified wash tub bass, this guide shows how anyone can build amazing musical instruments from found items. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

2789892 HISTORY’S GREATEST LIES: The Startling Truth Behind World Events Our History Books Got Wrong. By William W. Allen. Taking on the most common myths that our school textbooks have proliferated through the years. Weir not only uncovers some startling untruths, but effectively exposes the reasoning behinds each lie and examines why the myths keep circulating. Get the facts you weren’t taught in school with this accessible history. Well illus. in many colors. 288 pages. Crestline. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
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277786 PURCHASING POWER: The Economics of Modern Jewish History. By R. Kobrin & A. A. Tolow. This book offers the ability of Jews to amass and wield power, within both Jewish and non Jewish society, influenced and been influenced by their economic status. This study addresses this question by examining the nexus between money and power in modern Jewish history. 355 pages. UPaP. Pub. at $34.95

277794 A TRAVELING HOMELAND: The Babylonian Talmud as Diaspora. By Danit Noam. This book presents the two fifths of the Torah as a practical path to liberation. His interpretation provides a multi dimensional analysis and a perspective that is often missing from conventional teachings. 650 pages. North Atlantic. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

278198 PORTRAIT JEWELS: Opulence & Intimacy from the Medici to the Romanovs. By Diana Scarisbrick. From the Renaissance to the end of the Belle Epoch, portraits in miniature, imperially signed in precious metals to enhance their beauty and emphasize their significance. The jewels displayed photographs bring to life extraordinary events and personalities. 352 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8 1/4 x 11. Pub. at $45.00

278393 JEWELS FROM IMPERIAL ST. PETERSBURG. By Ulla Tilleran-Godin. Starting with the reign of Emperor Nicholas II, this stunning volume portrays a fascinating range of jewels and objects d’art crafted in St. Petersburg during the golden age of ornamental design. Fully illus., most in color. 295 pages. Unicorn. 8 1/2 x 11. Pub. at $44.95


279521 EMAILED KITCHENWARE: American & European. By D.T. Pikul & E. M. Plante. A beads, buttons, and other construction parts to make. This book offers ways to use up “orphans” Skeins to quickly create an artful garment or accessory. Presents complete knitting directions for hats, scarves, coasters, wine bags, belts, hair adornments, bags and more. These are fun to knit projects that demand little yarn but deliver big results. 240 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

278075 ONE-SKEIN WONDERS: 101 Yard-Samp Favorites. By J. Durant & G. Steege. Inspiring volume offers ways to use up “orphans” Skeins to quickly create an artful garment or accessory. Presents complete knitting directions for hats, scarves, coasters, wine bags, belts, hair adornments, bags and more. These are fun to knit projects that demand little yarn but deliver big results. 240 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

2777428 DO MAGAZINE PRESENTS KNITTING & Crochet Projects. By Medgy Griffiths et al. Create beautiful knitting and crochet projects. Includes 40 new easy-to-learn projects and patterns. This volume need for getting started with knitting and crochet basics. Instructions for fabulous projects are included with color photos of the finished products. Perfect for all levels of knitters and crocheters. 94 pages. Do. Pub. at $7.95

2780318 FAERIE KNITTING: 14 Tales of Love and Magic. By Alice & Lisa Hoffman. Featuring fourteen original fairy tales, this is an enchanting collection of stories of love and loss, trust and perseverance. Seamlessly woven into the plot of each tale is a magical garment or accessory inspired by the bravery of the tale’s heroine, along with the complete knitting pattern, Color photos. 110 pages. Adams Media. 8 1/4 x 10 1/4. Pub. at $26.99

2801183 KNITTED SAFARI: A Collection of Exotic Knits to Make. By Sarah Keen. This delightful guide is packed with fabulous animal animals to knit, as well as a play mat and a 4 x 4 vehicle to take you on your own incredible adventure of a lifetime. Features 25 animals, including elephants, lions, a rhino, leopard and buffalo, as well as flaminogos, chimpanzees, a zebra, and more! Fully illus. in color, 184 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.95

278280 JAPANESE KNITTING: Patterns for Sweaters, Scarves and More. By Michiy. Michiyko is a household name among Japanese knitting and crochet practitioners, and Western knitters have fallen in love with her simple aesthetic and style. This guide, in which she presents 23 authentic, inspired pieces from a pair of cozy slippers to an elegant jacket. 112 pages. Tuttle. 8 1/2 x 11 1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95


2801108 ON DEPERSE GROUND: The Marines at the Reservoir, the Korean War’s Greatest Battle. By Hampton Sides. A dramatic account of heroism by Marines called on to do the impossible during the greatest battle of the Korean War. While expertly detailing the follies of the American leaders, this study is a powerful portrayal of what ordinary men are most extreme circumstances. 16 pages of photos. Doubleday. Pub. at $30.00

2780029 ONE-SHUTTEL TATTING. By Brooke Jorden. Introduces a brainy primer for kids to help them learn their first words. From math to physics to philosophy, words like quark, integral and thermodynamics, are the words every budding genius needs in his or her vocabulary–yes even at the age of two! Ages 2-5. Familius. 8 1/4 x 10 1/4. Pub. at $7.95

2779178 EARTH PONDS, SECOND EDITION REVISED. By Tim Matson. This is an essential resource for building and maintaining these important and lovely landscape features. Offers everything you need to know about planning, digging, transporting and objects d’art crafted in St. Petersburg ending in 1917 with the passing of Nicholas II, this stunning volume portrays a fascinating range of jewels and objects d’art crafted in St. Petersburg during the golden age of ornamental design. Fully illus., most in color. 295 pages. Unicorn. 8 1/2 x 11. Pub. at $45.00

2778462 I DIG BATHTIME! By Brooke Jorden, illus. By E. Strouse. Dressing up as real and imaginary heroes, these kids enjoy neighborhood trick or treating and community festival fun. Learn how to stay safe during Halloween with this fun boardbook! Ages 3-6. Fully illus. in color. Familius. Pub. at $12.99

2787198 CELEBRATE! A Heroic Halloween. By Megan Johnson, illus. By S. Strouse. Dressing up as real and imaginary heroes, these kids enjoy neighborhood trick or treating and community festival fun. Learn how to stay safe during Halloween with this fun boardbook! Ages 3-6. Fully illus. in color. Familius. Pub. at $12.99

278789X HELLO, FARM! By Maddie Frost. Who mashes the grass? How do cows roll in the mud? Playful pigs: Who greets the day? Crowing roosters: Say hello to farm animals in a text that’s indistrucible. These cards are made for babies to hold, chew, pull, and bend without any ripping or tearing. Made with nontoxic, 100% washable material. For Ages 0 & up! Fully illus. in color. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95

2802074 100 FIRST WORDS FOR LITTLE GEMUSES. By Tyler Jorden, illus. By K. Kershner. Introduces a brainy primer for kids to help them learn their first words. From math to physics to philosophy, words like quark, integral and thermodynamics, are the words every budding genius needs in his or her vocabulary–yes even at the age of two! Ages 2-5. Familius. 8 1/4 x 10 1/4. Pub. at $7.95

2784870 FOURTEEN ANIMALS. By Gabe Pyle. There are absolutely no copposites in this book! Results, 24 pages. This board book helps families read and laugh together. Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. Familius. Pub. at $7.95

2797119 INVENTORS WHO CHANGED THE WORLD: Little Heroes. By Heidi Poelman. This delightful little boardbook illustrates to children of all ages the many things the heroes are that imagined and invented a better world. Ages 3-6. Fully illus. in color. Familius. Pub. at $9.99

2791679 LANDSCAPING WITH FRUIT AND VEGETABLES. By Fred Hay. Complete guide to landscaping a delicious and beautiful year-round edible garden, with step by step instructions, tempting recipes, and more. Fully illus. in color, 280 pages. Overlook. 8 1/4 x 11 1/4. Pub. at $14.95

MY WOOD. By Maddie Frost. Say hello to everyone in the neighborhood and tour around town in a text that’s indistrucible. These are made for babies to hold, chew, pull, and bend without any ripping or tearing. Made with nontoxic, 100% washable material. For Ages 0 & up! Fully illus. in color. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95

★ 278365X THE COMPANION TO GREAT EXPECTATIONS. By David Parroissien. This companion provides the most comprehensive annotation of Dickens' novel. The factual annotation supplies information on the historical, literary and topical allusions which inform Dickens' works, and help establish a sound foundation for further critical inquiry. Can be read along with any edition of the novel. 560 pages. Helm. Import. Paperbound. $19.95


★ 2785722 THUS SPAKE ZARATHUSTRA. By Friedrich Nietzsche. A tremendously influential philosophical work of the late nineteenth century. In it, the ancient Persian religious leader Zarathustra serves as the voice for Nietzsche's views, which include the introduction of the controversial doctrine of the Übermensch, or “superman”. 270 pages. Dover. Paperbound. $4.95

★ 2791557 HERE COMES EVERYBODY: Chris Killip's Irish Photographs. By William Ewing. Landscape is quite often treated in pictures as it is in the world: it’s in the background, not its own right. Landscape is quite often treated in a more or “superman”. 270 pages. Dover. Paperbound. $14.95

★ 2790821 THE ZIONIST PARADOX: Hebrew Literature & Israeli Identity. By Yigal Yadin. Through the lens of five major works in Hebrew by writers Ahraham Mapu, Theodor Herzl, Yosef Lidar, Moshe Shamir, and Amos Oz. The author unearths that contemporary Israelis suffer—something is wrong and should be better—as it evolves over one hundred years, from the 1850s to the 1950s. Brandeis. Paperbound. $40.00. $26.95

★ 2779672 FIELD OF LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY. By William Ewing. Landscape is quite often treated in pictures as it is in the world: it’s in the background, not its own right. Landscape is quite often treated in a more or “superman”. 270 pages. Dover. Paperbound. $4.95

★ 2793661 RARELY SEEN: Photographs of the Extraordinary. By Susan S. Rabiner. Volcanic lightning cuts through the night sky. A lone kangaroo skims the surface of a lake at sunset. A jeweled scarf from King Tut’s face with its brilliance and freshness. In this dazzling collection of visual wonders, National Geographic reveals a hidden world rarely seen by humans. 400 pages. National Geographic. 16x10¼. Paperbound. $16.95
TUCO AND THE SCATTERHORN WOMAN: A Life with Birds. By Brian Brett. Illustrated with photographs of companion of more than two decades, Tucos, an African Grey parrot from Tanzania which is a provocative and sometimes humorous memoir see Brett journey from person to person for the first time ever, Roach covers González’s career, transcending his vast body of Vampirella work to explore the full breadth of the masters creations. Fully illus., many in color. 272 pages. Dynamite Entertainment. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $39.99 $19.95

277979 THE RETURN: Fathers, Sons and the Land in Between. By Hisham Matar. When Hisham Matar was a university student in England, his father was kidnapped. One of the Qaddafi regime’s most prominent opponents in exile, he was held in a secret prison in Libya. Twenty Two years later, Matar returns to his homeland, in a carefully detailed “Starr Report” of the Clinton Investigation. Full color. 338 pages. Thames & Hudson. 11¼x10¼. Pub. at $44.95. $19.45

278227 WHAT IT’S LIKE TO BE AMISH. By Sam S. Stoltzburger. Told completely from inside the Amish world, Stoltzburg’s stories cover the experiences of being Amish. The author writes truthfully and engagingly, giving just enough background so a reader from outside the Amish community can understand. 208 pages. Walnut Street. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

2778265 SO BRAVELY AND SO WELL: The Life and Art of William T. Trego. By Joseph P. Eckhardt. Exhibition catalog. Partially paralyzed by a childhood illness, Trego never experienced the horrors of war, but his uncanny ability to portray Haiti’s history and natural resources from the point of view of fighting men and horses was much admired. His largely unknown work as a sculptor, illustrator, genre painter, and teacher is also explored in this volume. Well illus., most in color. 146 pages. LPAP 12/8x9½. Pub. at $39.95. $19.95

2780220 VAN DYCK & BRITAIN. Ed. by Karen Hearn. Leading art historians, curators, and critics explore Anthony van Dyck’s life and career. With step-instructions to the intricate details and mysteries of kaye’s life and works. A beautiful resource for anyone seeking to learn more about trompe l’oeil and this fascinating artist. Fully illus., in color. 350 pages. British Museum. 9¼x11¼. Import. Pub. at $34.95. $9.95


2785499 REDMANTLE: A Memoir of Childhood Sexual Abuse, Brutal Betrayal, and Ultimate Survival. By Misty Griffin. The true story of an isolated and abusing giftid. Griffin recounts the sexual, physical, emotional, and sexual abuse and her redemptive re-entry into modern society. It is a story that is ultimately about the triumph of the human spirit. 328 pages. Mango. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95

2790556 SCATTERHORN WOMAN: TUCO AND THE A Life with Birds. By Brian Brett. Illustrated with photographs of the important Navajo artist. Quinn Tahoma (1917-1956). Tahoma’s life journey includes adoption at an early age, diagnosis of a rare nerve disease, and a life of alcoholism. Quinn Tahoma’s unique talent, and a meteoric rise to fame in the Santa Fe art world, followed by the destructive effects of alcoholism. Fully illus., in color. 240 pages. Schiffer. $14/12¼. Pub. at $50.00. $24.95

2792095 seven pillars of wisdom. By Lawrence Romano. The autobiography of the most celebrated soldier in 1933, Lawrence Romano, tells us in all its full detail what it was like to be an Arab in the Middle East during World War I. 680 pages. Dover. Papercut. Pub. at $10.00. $7.95

2782222 PICA SSO 1932: Love and Fame Tragedy. By David Roach. Gonzalez’s career spans from drawing Britains Invention to TV movies, a book, to an exhibition of his own Moeleskine sketchbook, and a movie. Davis’ work in the 1990s to present day. The ability to make drawings of physical and intellectual beauty in both outdoor and indoor spaces is unrivaled, and this new journey takes the reader to the sublimely surreal artist Salvador Dalí. Some of his most lauded pieces literally jump from the page, accompanied by more than 100 illustrations in text, SHOFWON. 16 pages. Thames & Hudson. 12x9¼. Pub. at $29.95. $9.95

2787370 JOSEF ALBERS: Interaction. Ed. by Heinz Liesbrock with U. Grobe. Exhibition catalog. This global review of the career of one of the masters of the Bauhaus in Weimar and Dessau, with U. Grobe. This is an exhibition catalog. The exhibition, curated by the “Modern Madonna,” and a tireless advocate was also an ardent supporter of women’s suffrage. Well illus., most in color. 174 pages. Rizzoli. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $75.00. $39.95

2787685 COLONIAL AMERICAN ART. By David Roach. Gonzalez’s career spans from drawing Britains Invention to TV movies, a book, to an exhibition of his own Moeleskine sketchbook, and a movie. Davis’ work in the 1990s to present day. The ability to make drawings of physical and intellectual beauty in both outdoor and indoor spaces is unrivaled, and this new journey takes the reader to the sublimely surreal artist Salvador Dalí. Some of his most lauded pieces literally jump from the page, accompanied by more than 100 illustrations in text, SHOFWON. 16 pages. Thames & Hudson. 12x9¼. Pub. at $29.95. $9.95
NEW NON-FICTION

**278864** BRUCE LEE: Artist of Life. Ed. by John Little. Bruce Lee was an intense man with such sheer concentration that no one who encountered him, could help being drawn to him and his enthusiasm for life and knowledge. This account explores the development of the philosophy of Lee’s thought about gun-fu, philosophy, poetry, ject, kung fu, acting, and self knowledge. Photos. 288 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**278868** EDWARD S. CURTIS: Visions of the First Americans. By Don Gulbrandsen. His iconic work, The North American Indian, took Edward Sheriff Curtis nearly 30 years to complete, and cost him his marriage and his health. This volume is a tribute to the photographer, his work, and the Native Americans he photographed. Fully illus. 256 pages. Chartwell. 14x10. $17.95.

**279269** OLD PARIS AND CHANGING NEW YORK. By Kevin Moore, photos by E. Atget et al. Exhibition catalog. An insightful look at two renowned photographers: Atget (1857-1927) and Berenice Abbott (1898-1991) and their interconnected legacies, and the pivotal documents of urban transformation they created. Fully illus. 138 pages. Yale. 11x14. $15.00 $9.95

**278404** EAST COAST: Arctic to Tropic. By David Freese et al. A major work of art and documentation, in which the photographer David Freese discovers, for all of us, the inherent beauty of nature that hearkens to the origins of Earth and to the dangers we collectively face in our coastal Atlantic homes. Fully illus. 320 pages. $44.95 $24.95

**278540** MYTHOLOGY. By Edith Hamilton. Succeeds like no other narrative in bringing to life the Greek, Roman, and Norse myths that are keystones of Western culture, the stories of gods and heroes that have shaped our modern cultural framework. 482 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $14.95

**280143** ESSENTIAL BOOK OF MARTIAL ARTS KICKS. By M. De Brremaker & R. Faige. This reference is the first of its kind to present the entire range of basic martial arts kicks. Packed with full color photos, detailed diagrams and a companion DVD. This volume is for every martial artist who wants to sharpen and improve their kicking skills. 256 pages, fully illus. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

**280188** THE SHOGUN’S SCROLL. By Stephen F. Kaufman. Offers a look at the samurai ethic of Japan distilled into language modern readers can relate to and follow. This volume offers tested advice on success in war and success in life. It is a guide for personal development and motivation. 128 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**28017X** JAPANESE THROWING WEAPONS: Mastering Shuriken Throwing Techniques. By Daniel Fletcher. This is a detailed guide on authentic shuriken throwing techniques. With over 200 photographs and a detailed instructional DVD, it is a complete instructional guide to the various thrown weapons used by the ninjas and the samurai of Japan. 128 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95

**280189** THE NINJA MIND: Harnessing the Mental Strength and Physical Abilities of the Ninjutsu Masters. By Kevin Keltishi Casey. This account documents the author’s journey toward mastery of traditional ninja mental techniques that allow any person who is determined and persistent to access this unbelievable power. Included in this volume are a series of techniques for the reader to acquire and cultivate this mysterious power. Illus. 160 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $6.95

**280186** JAPANESE JI-JUTSU: Secret Techniques of Self-Defense. By Darrell Max Craig. This guide features the traditional techniques of Ji-Jitsu. It teaches the use of hands, throwing an opponent, attacking vital points, striking with sticks, and the use of weapons such as the staff. Though designed as a training manual, it also serves as a remarkable illustrated guide to the art of self-defense. 256 pages, fully illus. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $6.95

**28019X** TRUE PATH OF THE NINJA: The Definitive Translation of the Shoninki. By A. Cummins & Y. Minami. The information and insights found in this text are invaluable for understanding the skills, techniques and mental philosophy of the ninja. Along with its practical applications, this is an important guide to the mental discipline that a Ninja must have to ensure success in accomplishing their mission. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $6.95

**280195** THE SWORD OF SPIRIT: Strategy, Techniques. By Kohshu Yoshida. Japan’s famous samurai warriors were adherents to a strict code of honor who respected the deep spirituality of the way of the sword. This indispensable guide to theory and practice respects both the physical and spiritual aspects of martial arts practice with the Japanese sword. Includes a DVD with demonstrations of techniques. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

**280156** HAPKIDO: Korean Art of Self-Defense. By Scott Shaw. Presents a precise description of self-defense, philosophy, and applications of this Korean art of self defense. Illustrated with 220 photographs, this instructional guide describes and depicts self defense techniques against a variety of attackers, holding the skills, techniques and philosophy of this fascinating art. 96 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

**280175** THE NINJA AND THEIR SECRET FIGHTING ART. By Stephen K. Hayes. Ninjutsu is the least understood martial art in the West today. This volume describes in detail the very intricate techniques of ninja. With the perception of ninja as soldiers of almost sorcerous skill—the art of invisibility, special tools and weapons, and psychological training the ninja used to gain an advantage in any situation. Illus. 156 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


**280143** COMPLETE AIKIDO: Aikido–The Definitive Guide to the Way of Harmony. By R. Sunakka & C. Watson. This authoritative text on this non violent, environmental, and defense system. This definitive guide is packed with history and philosophy, and offers precise descriptions with over 400 photos illustrating the correct and incorrect way to execute each technique. 289 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

**280176** MARTIAL VIRTUES. By Charles Hackney. Spanning the globe from East to West, surveying philosophers, warriors, and civilizations from the ancient Greeks to the samurai, and over 20 modern heroes of today. The author employs the tools of the modern psychologist to examine the development of martial virtues. 223 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

**278212** JAPAN: The Ultimate Samurai Guide. By Alexander Bennett. This study aims to provide an accurate insider’s view of what the martial arts culture in Japan is really like, and the basic knowledge necessary to explore and learn about Japan. This excellent guide for martial artists as well as anyone curious about the significance of the Samurai cultural phenomenon. Illus. in color. 144 pages. Tutte, Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

**280025** MASTERING MUAY THAI KICK-BOXING: MMA-Proven Techniques. By Joe E. Harvey. Offers over 200 color photographs and diagrams, with an easy to follow breakdown of the techniques and intricate combinations. Students of all skill levels will hone their abilities and improve their speed and power as well. 160 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

**280168** THE COMPLETE DAVID BOWIE, SEVENTH EDITION. By Nicholas Pegg. A foremost source of analysis and information on every facet of Bowie’s work. From his boyhood skiffle performance at the 18th Bromley Scouts’ Summer Camp, to the majesty of his final masterpiece Blackstar, every aspect of David Bowie’s life is explored. 800 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95 $9.95

**287409** LOU REED: The Life. By Mick Wall. Full of contradictions, the story of Lou Reed is one of a misunderstood genius in rock. From his ECT treatment that scarred him at 17, to the thoughtful meditative figure, the truth is Reed’s life story, told in its entirety. 240 pages, 230 photos. Orion. Import. $7.95

**278418** PASSION PLAY: The Story of Ian Anderson and Jethro Tull. By Brian Rabe. Traces the history of the band which started life as The Bladies (briefly included Black Sabbath’s Tony Iommi). Follow along as Rabe depicts the band’s rise to superstardom and their constant musical innovation. Includes interviews with Martin Barre, Clive Bunker, Doane Perry and others. Photos, some color. 225 pages. Soundcheck. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $22.95 $9.95

**279779** EVERYTHING’S BIGGER IN TEXAS: The Life & Times of Kinky Friedman. By Mary Lou Sullivan. Best known as a cigar-chomping Jewish-country-and-western singer turned turncoat to the political right, Friedman’s life unfolds in an authorized, candid account that’s as outsized and compelling as the man himself. From the 1970s music scene in L.A. with Tom Waits and the political platforms advocating legalized marijuana, it’s all here. 16 pages of photos, some color. 332 pages. Backbeat Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $11.95

**278527** RECKLESS DAUGHTER: A Portrait of Joni Mitchell. By David Yaffe. Drawing on unprecedented in-person interviews with Mitchell, her childhood friends, and a cast of famous characters, Yaffe reveals the story behind the famous singer and shows us who Mitchell has so enthralled her listeners, her lovers, and her friends, and why she has left an indelible mark on American music. Photos, some color. 420 pages. FSG. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95
NEW NON-FICTION

★ 277304 THE LAST PRUSSIAN: A Biography of Field Marshal Gerö von Reventlow. By Charles Messenger. One of the foremost German commanders of the First World War, he was recalled from retirement in 1940 to plan the attack on Poland, and he played a leading part in this and the invasion of France. He commanded Army Group South in the assault on Russia before being sacked at the end of 1941, then being recalled yet again. Captured by the Americans, he was turned over to the Russians and executed. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $28.95 $21.95

★ 280065 GERMAN U-BOAT ACE CARL EMMERMAN: The Patrols of U-172 in World War II. By Luc Braeuer. Though he entered combat late in May 1942, Carl Emmerman’s submarine sunk only four combat patrols while commanding U-172, becoming the thirteenth most successful U-boat commander of the war. This study details 172’s operations and features over 250 images and maps. 80 pages. Schiffner 9/12/2. $25.95

★ 279981 KILLING PATTON: The Strange Death of World War II’s Most Audacious General. By B. O’Reilly & M. Dugard. Recounts the dramatic months of World War II in Europe, and General Patton’s invaluable contributions to the Allied victory before his mysterious death in a car collision in December 1945. With a shocking revelation of an accident, the book reveals the true man, and those in power who wanted him dead. Illus. 352 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

★ 277255 TEN YEARS AT HITLER’S SIDE: The Testimony of Wilhelm Keitel. Ed. by Bob Carruthers. Provides an account of Keitel’s trial, an invaluable historical record, that goes some way to providing an understanding of the near incomprehensible crimes committed during the Third Reich. This unadulterated record is essential reading for all WWII history enthusiasts. 16 pages of photos. 271 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

★ 278540 BABY YOU’RE A RICH MAN: Singing the Beatles and Live on the Road. By G. Schecher. Schecher ties the Beatles’ ongoing legal troubles to some of their most enduring songs. What emerges is a string portrait of immense creative talent thriving in the face of order, greed. Photos. 291 pages. ForeEdge. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95


★ 278440 TIME AND A WORD: The YES Story. By Martin Popoff. Follows the band’s journey from their early beginnings with the album Time and a Word to their breakthrough album, Going For the One. Photos. 198 pages. Soundcheck. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $21.95 $9.95

★ 2784351 SINGING OUT: A Folktale of Muddy Prior, June Tabor & Linda Thompson. By David Burke. Follows the band’s journey from their early beginnings with the album Time and a Word to their breakthrough album, Going For the One. Photos. 198 pages. Soundcheck. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $21.95 $9.95


★ 2785552 WHILE YOU SEE A CHANCE: The Steve Winwood Story. By John Van der Kiste. Already a semi-professional musician in his teens, Winwood became lead vocalist with The Spencer Davis Group and had two chart-topping singles by the time he was eighteen. In this interesting biography, Van der Kiste relates Winwood’s fascinating career and collaborations. 16 pages of photos, some color. 158 pages. Fonthill. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $25.95 $18.95


★ 2790750 SECRETS OF SELF-HYPNOSIS: Harnessing the Power of Your Subconscious Mind. By C.L. Weschcke & J.H. Slate. Tap into the unlimited power of your subconscious mind and realize your full potential with this easy to follow guide to self-hypnosis. Achieve your goal with the clear scripts and techniques. Once you have learned how to hypnotize and begin to transform into the person you’re meant to be. 241 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 2780742 PRACTICAL GUIDE TO PSYCHIC SELF-DEFENSE: Strengthen Your Aura. By M. Denning & G. Phillips. With this detailed guide you can energize your aura to safeguard your psychic and physical well-being and radiate new confidence, vitality, and strength. The authors offer step by step assistance, directions, protection, and revitalization, and defend yourself. 235 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $10.95


★ 2790173 AMERICAN APARTHEID: The Native American Struggle for Self-Determination and Inclusion. By Stephen L. Lasch. By steering the reader beyond the headlines of today, Woodard offers a comprehensive and compelling account of the issues and threats that Native Americans face as well as their heroic battles to overcome them. Photos. 287 pages. Ig Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

★ 2778947 ROCK ART: The Meanings and Myths Behind Ancient Ruins in the Southwest and Beyond. By Stewart M. Gifford. This fascinating history of ancient human-made stone markings that have puzzled historians, archaeologists, and hikers alike for centuries. Whether you’re fascinated by ancient peoples or simply wish to understand their ancient traditions that are imprinted on the landscape or just curious about the markings, this guide is all you need to better understand this mysterious art form. Illus. in color. 190 pages. Falcon. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95
NEW NON-FICTION

2795612 QUEST FOR QUIMPER. By B. Walker & D. Williamson. Shows hundreds of examples of this French pottery, many of them quite unique and rare, and learn about the history, art, and spirit of the Breton people in this stunning volume. Featuring over 420 color photographs, this is a valuable resource for collectors. Includes price guide from 2002. 282 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $69.95 $34.95

2795752 WELLER, ROSEVILLE AND RELATED ZANEVILLE ART POTTERY AND WALLGLES. By B. Butch. This comprehensive study combines the best historical account with exciting newly discovered examples, and a full account of the companies’ shapes and styles of this art pottery providing an important resource for collectors. Includes values from 2000. Fully Illus. in color. 168 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

2795124 CLARICE CLIFF: HER CONTEMPORARIES: Susie Cooper, Keith Murray, Charlotte Rhead and the Carlton Designers. By Helen C. Cunningham. Covers works spanning her nearly four decade career, most in color. 84 pages. New Britain Museum of Art. 9x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.95 $4.95

2795655 SCOTTISH CERAMICS. By Henry E. Kelly. Over 630 striking color photographs illustrate the range of pottery and objects made available by Clift, Cooper, Murray, Rhead and those at Carlton: designers whose creative genius surfaced during the Art Deco years. Featuring over 420 color photographs, this reference also includes values from 1999, and vital information on forgeries. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $49.95 $19.95

2795183 COWAN POTTERY AND THE CLEVELAND SCHOOL. By M. Bassett & V. Naumann. Offers an intimate portrait of R. Guy Cowan and his circle of family, colleagues, designers and students, with over 1,120 photographs that chronicle Cowan’s pottery, paintings and artist signatures. This compendium of information also includes a “Cowan Pottery Guide,” and market values from 1997. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $59.95 $29.95

2795616 MAJOLICA FIGURES. By Helen Cunningham. This comprehensive reference includes over 475 full color photographs and detailed information on human and animal figures, toby jugs, tobacco jars, strikers, and advertising memorabilia. Includes a price guide from 1997. 169 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $34.95 $16.95


2777466 DEBORAH KASS: Before and Happily Ever After. By Lisa Lieberman. In the late 1980s and early 90s Deborah Kast started the art world with paintings that began to alter the narrative of contemporary art. This important new collection spans her nearly four decade career. Included are over 150 color images and essays. 256 pages. Rizzoli. 9x11¼x12¾. Pub. at $65.00 $19.95

THE RESTORED LETTERS AND DIARIES OF THE PRE-PAHREPAHLIANS. By Jan Marsh. The artistic aspirations and achievements of the Pre-Pahrephalians are revealed alongside the interwoven dramas of their personal lives, in letters, diaries and reminiscences, while their genius is displayed in vivid paintings, drawings, designs and poems. 180 pages. Baftford. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

2799828 PAST TIME: Geology in European and American Art. By Patricia Phagan. Presents a wide range of works made by European and American artists from the 1770s to the 1890s who were engaged in a new scientific investigation of the Earth. This beautifully illustrated volume explores this artistic fascination through 420 color photographs features—caves and natural arches, boulders and rock formations, mountains, glaciers, volcanoes, and cliffs. 144 pages. Giles. 9x11¼x11¼. Import. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95

2799992 WASTELAND: The Great War and the Origins of Modern Horror. By W. Scott Poole. The touchstones of horror can all trace their roots to the bloodshed of the First World War. From Fritz Lang, F.W. Murnau, and Albin Grau to John Ford and Robert Wise, Poole chronicles the major figures and the many movements they influenced. He reveals how bloody battlefields and a growing darkness made them and offers a detailed account of over 289 pages. Counterpoint. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

2782924 LIEF ENGSTRÖM: The Field of Blood: Violence in Congress and the Road to Civil War. By Joanne B. Freeman. Offers a new and dramatically rendered portrait of American politics in its rowdiest years. The work is a powerful look at how the forces of evil, order and inversion interact. This stunning volume, filled with beautiful color photos, offers previously inaccessible views of historically significant decoration. 336 pages. Rizzoli. 9/11¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95 $34.95

2782744 HITLER’S AMERICAN FRIENDS: The Third Reich’s Supporters in the United States. By Jill Lepore. In the most ambitious one volume American history in decades, historian Lepore offers a magisterial account of the origins and rise of a divided nation, an urgently needed reckoning with the beauty and tragedy of American history. Illus. 92 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95 $18.95

2796244 SHAKESPEARE’S AMERICAN FRIENDS: The Third Reich’s Supporters in the United States. By Bradley W. Hart. Uncovers the homegrown groups who in the 1930s, sought to protect and promote Hitler, leaning towards people with images of the Greco-Persian Wars, the Hundred Years’ War, the Napoleonic Wars, the Vietnam War, and many others. A concise account of each battle is given in the text. 666 pages. Competing for the Crown. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $49.95 $19.95

SEVEN TYPES OF ATHEISM. By John Gray. Along a spectrum that ranges from the convictions of “God-haters” like the Marquis de Sade to the mysticism of Arthur Schopenhauer, Gray explores the various ways great minds have attempted to understand the questions of salvation, purpose, progress, and evil. 170 pages. FSG. Pub. at $25.95 $18.95


TIME TRAVEL: A History. By James Gleick. A mind-bending exploration of time travel. Gleick tracks the evolution of the travel as an idea that became part of the current consciousness, investigates looping paradoxes, and examines the porous boundary between pulp fiction and modern physics. Finally, he explores the democratically dispersed world, with its all-consuming present and vanishing future. 336 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $26.95 $16.95

2780917 SHAKE. By Carli Davidson. A heartwarming collection of sixty one beguiling dogs caught in the most candid moment. Features many of the world’s most famous faces. The man’s best friend caught in motion. hair wild, ears dangling, eyes and paws filling every which way. Fully Illus. in color. 144 pages. HarperCollins. Pap. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

2801485 DOGS IN CARS. By Lara Jo Regan. This collection is packed with cruising canines that have ears flapping, tongues hanging, and hair flying as they travel in cars. This volume is full of color photographs that captures the joy, happiness and spirit of dogs on the road! Countryman. Pap. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

PARTISAN WARFARE ON THE EASTERN FRONT 1941-1944: Impressions of War. By Nik Cornish. In a sequence of over 130 images, most of them previously unpublished, Cornish gives a fascinating all-around view of the lives of Soviet partisans and their struggle to resist and survive in a war that was waged in almost unparalleled cruelty. 144 pages. Pen & Sword. Pap. Import. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95
2789736 THE LADY QUEEN: The Notorious Reign of Joanna I, Queen of Naples, Jerusalem, and Sicily by Nancy Goldstone. She presided over one of Europe’s most prestigious and influential courts for more than thirty years, until she was accused of murdering her husband. 365 pages. Back Bay. Pub. at $18.99.

2789820 RISING OUT OF HATRED: The Awakening of a Former White Nationalist. By Eli Saslow. Tells the story of how white-supremacist ideas migrated from the fringes of white power to the House through the intensely personal saga of one man who eventually, at tremendous personal cost, disavowed his beliefs and fought to make a change. 278 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $26.95.

2789150 EDWARD VI: The Last Boy King. By Stephen Allford. England’s last boy king, Edward VI, the only son of Henry VIII, became king at the age of fifteen, surrounded by powerful men who hoped to use him to further their own ends. This is a poignant portrayal of an ambitious, brilliant boy attempting to steer the ship of state. 98 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $7.95.

2789477 LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY: Past and Present. By Alma Wynell Deese. This guidebook takes the reader on a tour of postcards with current buildings and scenery using current color photography with a stunning reference. See the downtown streets of long ago and how they have changed. Includes color and interesting volume. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8¼. Pub. at $24.99.

2791714 ISLANDS OF EDEN: St. Vincent & the Grenadines. By Ferenc Mate. Embark on a mesmerizing pictorial journey through a little-known tropical archipelago of the Eastern Caribbean. The photographer’s romantic, personal letter is set in the landscape: from its tropical rainforests to its fabled group of coral islets, rivers, and white and black sand beaches. 128 pages. Albatross. 10¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95. $14.95

2791414 WEST COAST: Bering to Baja by David Freenie with W. Vollmer. This stunning volume explores in beautiful photographs the 5,000 mile long region of the West Coast of North America, from the Aleutian Islands to the Baja Peninsula. Includes cultural diversity; the food, and the landscape: from its tropical rainforests to its fabled group of coral islets, rivers, and white and black sand beaches. 128 pages. Albatross. 10¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95. $14.95

2756501 VANISHING VERNACULAR: Western Landmarks. By Steve Fitch. Presents both the ancient and modern West with beautiful photographs of petroglyphs, ranches, historic buildings, natural wonders, and business signs, drive-in movie theaters and radio towers—all vanishing landmarks—now endangered because of the Interstate Highway System and the distant dream of the royal couple have eclipsed travel and small business along historic U.S. highways, like Route 66. 172 pages. George F. Thompson. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $44.95.

2778467 THE SECOND TREATISE OF GOVERNMENT & A LETTER CONCERNING TOLERATION. By John Locke. This important contribution to the principles underlying modern democracies, written in the late seventeenth century, offers a compelling and realist, natural right of monarch, and establishing a theory of government based on the ultimate sovereignty of the people. 153 pages. Dover. Pub. at $5.00. $3.95

2800349 LEATHERWORK AND TANNING. Edited by Lynn Huggins-Cooper. A whistle stop tour of leather craft and tanning. This study begins in prehistory, when people discovered that skins exposed to smoke lasted longer and then brings us up to date with a look at modern day leather crafting artisans. Photos. 103 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $24.95.

2772207 THE WAY OF PERFECTION. By St. Teresa of Avila. Republication of the work first published in 1946. This classic of the interior life of mystics and contemplatives still appeals to the men and women seeking a fresh and inspiring today as it was 400 years ago. It forms a practical guide to prayer that embraces readers with its warmth and accessibility. 280 pages. Dover. Pub. at $4.95.

2778165 THE IMITATION OF CHRIST. By Thomas à Kempis. The famous treatise on the act of prayer first published in 1416. Written in a candid and conversational style, this text discusses the vocation of the man in the world and the power of Christ, as well as the call to a prayerful way of life, especially in the devout life. 139 pages. Dover. Pub. at $5.00. $3.95


the stakes were high and the challenges even higher. Photos. 158 pages.

Decades of these antics created a conservative voting base ready to
inflict lasting consequences on families and communities.


Steamed Artichokes with Lemon-Herb


278691 THE ACCIDENTAL PRESIDENT: Harry S. Truman and the Four Months That Changed the World. By A. Baime. Chosen as FOR's fourth-term vice president for his well-liked work ethic, good judgment, and lack of enemies. Harry S. Truman was the prototypical ordinary man. That is, until he was thrust into the public eye. Death, betrayal, and the stakes were high and the challenges even higher. Photos. 431 pages. Mariner Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

278006 IN THE SHADOWS OF A PRESIDENCY. By Daniel Estulin. On November 22, 1963, while JFK lay dying at Parkland Hospital in Dallas, Romania was hit by a nuclear war. Donald Trump won the presidency and began endangering values like democracy and world peace. The author argues that nothing demonstrates this situation more clearly than offers a behind the scenes look at the players involved in his election. 246 pages. Trine Day.

2791218 ROMEO & JULIET. By William Shakespeare with E. Garrett. In fair Verona, two furry families are at war. But when Romeo, the son of Lord Montague, sneaks into a Cattell ball, he falls in love. So begins the tale of two star-crossed kitties who defy this feline feud for the chance to live–or die–together. Fully illus. in color. 60 pages. Headline. Import. Pub. at $9.99

278731X CRAFTING WITH GOURDS: Building, Painting, and Embellishing Birdhouses, Flowervots, Wind Chimes, and More. By Lora S. Irish. Transform ordinary gourds into extraordinary art! Explains all the basic selection and preparation to materials, tools, and colorful artistic heritage are unparalleled in the world today. 143 pages. Schiffer. $14.95

THE "I LOVE MY INSTANT POT" RECIPE BOOK. By Michelle Fagone. Featuring an introduction to the Instant Pot’s different features and tips for the best cooking results. With 175 Instant Pot recipes from breakfast through dessert, including Bacon-Poblano Morning Taters; Moroccan Lamb Stew; Bourbon Barbecue Ball; he falls in love. So begins the tale of two star-crossed kitties who defy this feline feud for the chance to live–or die–together. Fully illus. in color. 60 pages. Headline. Import. Pub. at $9.99

BURLINGTON: The Thrills, Chills, Screams, and Occasional Blackouts of a Extraordinary Presidency. By Major Garrett. Sifting through the mountains of distracting tweets and shrieking headlines in order to focus on the mountains of distracting tweets and shrieking headlines in order to focus on the most significant moments of Trump’s young presidency, Garrett offers an authoritative, mature, and consistently entertaining account of one of the strangest eras in American political history. 326 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99

278795X THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GREYHOUND. By Oscar Wilde with E. Garrett. Dorian Greyhound is the best of his breed, well tempered, beautiful and pure of heart. But a visit to his Basset paints a portrait, reflecting the very essence of Dorian’s soul. Then the moral corruption of this sweet creature begins. As Dorian’s naughtiness increases, the portrait starts to reveal inner decay. Fully illus. in color. 60 pages. Headline. Import. Pub. at $9.99

2780155 AMERICAN PRISON: A Reporter’s Undercover Journey into the Business of Incarceration. By Thaddeus S. White. Hired in 2014 to work as an entry-level prison guard at a private prison in Winfield, Louisiana, Bauer has written an expose about his experiences working in the prison system and the powerful forces that drive it is a necessary human document about the true face of justice in America. 16 pages of photos. 351 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $28.00


2777509 MAKING ADORABLE BUTTON-JOINTED STUFFED ANIMALS. By Rebecca Ruth Anderson. Make cute and cuddly button jointed toys with felted wool. You’ll find clear instructions and ready to use patterns for creating 20 endearing figures. Shows you how easy it is to feel your own wool to create the ideal material for crafting dolls. With hundreds of how to photographs, the author takes you through all the basic steps. 160 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

278705X THE TRIAL OF PATROLMAN THOMPSON. By Philip White. As a Trump supporter, New York City cop in fifty years to be indicted and tried for murder for a shooting in the line of duty in 1973. The gripping account of Thomas Sheen, and the events that inspired Audre Lorde’s 1975 poem “Power” that challenged accepted notions of police conduct and criminal justice in America. 284 pages. Seven Stories. $17.95

2782715 THE HANDY FORENSIC SCIENCE ANSWER BOOK. By P. Barnes-Svarenje & T.E. Svranev. Uncovering clues in DNA, fibers, fingerprints, trace, and other evidence is science! Forensic science, criminal investigations, and the art of uncovering clues can be exciting. This guide provides a fascinating look at the science of law enforcement and how even the smallest clues can yield useful information. Illus. 372 pages. Visible Ink. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

2781242 FORD’S LAST DANCE: A Season in the Life of President Ford. By Thomas D. Chess. A mesmerizing look at the final days of one of America’s most beloved presidents. 279 pages. Free Press. Pub. at $16.95

2801878 RICE COOKER RECIPES MADE EASY: Delicious One-pot Meals for Your Rapid Tefal Rice Cooker. Rice cooker cooking is a healthy, economical and fast method of cooking. Almost anything can be cooked in a rice cooker. This guide will not only show you how to cook perfect rice, but includes delicious recipes for a variety of meals from Paella; Chicken Lasagna; Caramelized Spareribs to Potato Gratin; and Fruit Flan. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Tuttle. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

2786648 THE "I LOVE MY INSTANT POT" RECIPE BOOK. By Michelle Fagone. Featuring an introduction to the Instant Pot’s different features and tips for the best cooking results. With 175 Instant Pot recipes from breakfast through dessert, including Bacon-Poblano Morning Taters; Moroccan Lamb Stew; Bourbon Barbecue Ball; he falls in love. So begins the tale of two star-crossed kitties who defy this feline feud for the chance to live–or die–together. Fully illus. in color. 60 pages. Headline. Import. Pub. at $9.95

278663X THE "I LOVE MY INSTANT POT" PEALO RECIPE BOOK. By Michelle Fagone. Everyone Crazy, and Why It Was Just What America Needed. By F.H. Buckley. As a Trump speechwriter and key transition advisor, Buckley has an inside view on what "Make America Great Again" really means. It represents a program to restore the American Dream as well as a defense of nationalism rooted in a sense of fraternity with all fellow Americans. 187 pages. Encounter Books. Pub. at $23.99
**NEW NON-FICTION**

**2801833 REVOLUTION ON THE HUDSON: New York City and the Hudson River Valley in the American War of Independence** by George C. Daughan. The untold story of the fight for the Hudson River Valley, control of which, both the Americans and the British firmly believed, would determine the outcome of Revolutionary War. Illus. 416 pages. Norton. Pub. at $28.95. **$7.95**

**279019X THE CHARTERHOUSE OF BRUGES.** By Emma Capron et al. The exhibition catalogue celebrates the reunion of two masterpieces of early Netherlandish painting commissioned by the Carthusian monastery of St. Van den terrified in the cloister. This exhibition explores the panels’ creation, patronage, and function in their original setting. Best in color. 160 pages. Giles. 8½x10½. Import. Pub. at $44.95. **$32.95**

**2798604 HOW TO READ ISLAMIC CALLIGRAPHY.** By Maryam D. Ekhtiari. Offers a new perspective on this distinctive art from works produced from The Me’s superlative collections to explore the enduring preoccupations of the written word as a means of creative expression throughout the Islamic world. Well illus. 156 pages. MMA. 8½x10½. Import. Pub. at $19.95. **$11.95**

**2783061 WHAT THE QUR’AN REALLY TEACHES ABOUT JESUS: Prophet of Allah or Savior of the World?** By K. Walker. Jesus is revered in the Islamic faith–but is He the same Jesus Christians claim as their savior? Walker takes you through more than a dozen major similarities and differences between the Jesus of the Bible and the Jesus of the Qur’an. 232 pages. **$19.95**

**2796832 TIMBER RATTLESNAKES IN VERNON & NEW YORK.** By Jon Furman. This descriptive guide to rattlesnakes includes an identification key, a map, and the history of the timber rattlesnake. In addition to describing the snake’s biology and offering safety tips in case of a bite, it also explores the troubling decline of the nonvenomous northern pine snake caused by bounty hunting and the measures being taken to save it. Illus. 207 pages. UPNE. Pub. at $19.95. **$4.95**

**2780878 THE SCIENCE OF GOD: The Convergence of Scientific and Biblical Wisdom.** By Gerald L. Schroeder. Offers a wide ranging discussion of such topics as the development of the universe, and the origin of life and man, arguing that the latest experimental physics and the Bible are not only compatible, but also interdependent. 236 pages. Free Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. **$4.95**

**2789897 LEAN ON ME: Finding Intentional, Vulnerable, and Consistent Community.** By Anne Marie Miller. Takes the reader along as she sets out to dig below the superficial, and explore what choices are necessary to find intentional, vulnerable, and consistent community. With Miller’s narrative and practical insights you’ll feel more equipped in your own search for community. 198 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. **$5.95**

**2791099 GASLIGHTING: Recognize Manipulative and Emotionally Abusive People…And Break Free.** By Stephanie Burt. Offers advice to readers on how to spot and defuse control tactics and manipulators, challenging your very sense of reality. Whether it’s a spouse, parent, coworker, or friend, gaslighters distort the truth, thwarting any hope of making their victims question their own reality and sanity. Dr. Sarks helps you determine if you are being victimized, and gives you the tools to break free and heal. 261 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. **$12.95**

**2791164 HILL COUNTRY HOMES: Inspired Living in a Legendary Texas Landscape.** By Cindy Severson. Presents nineteen of the area’s most remarkable private homes with lush photography, to provide a glimpse of how contemporary architects and interior designers have interpreted Hill Country’s rich heritage of Spanish missions, Northern European stonework, and the legacy of the “new regionalism” espoused by Patrick and Jeffrey Caffey in the 1930s. 240 pages. Monacelli. 9½x11¼. Import. Pub. at $14.95. **$9.95**

**2781285 THE 1950S AMERICAN HOME.** By Diane Bouchard. Offers a colorful introduction to the homes that embody the golden age of modern design. Well illustrated, this volume demonstrates how design changed the lives of so many, and why the legacy of the 1950s home has endured for so long. Well illus., many in color. 64 pages. Shire. 8½x10½. **$3.95**

**2787178 ULTRA MATERIALS: How Materials Innovation Is Changing the World.** By G.M. Beylenjan & A. Dent. Offers a fresh, insightful field guide to living with complex technologies that defy human comprehension. As technology grows more complex, Arbesman—a complexity scientist—characterizes the vagaries of the natural world more than it conforms to a mathematical model. 244 pages. Current. **$9.45**

**2787164 OVERCOMPLICATED: Technology at the Limits of Comprehension.** By Samuel Alexander. Offers a fresh, insightful field guide to living with complex technologies that defy human comprehension. As technology grows more complex, Arbesman—a complexity scientist—characterizes the vagaries of the natural world more than it conforms to a mathematical model. 244 pages. Current. **$9.45**

**2786915 YOU CAN RETIRE EARLY! Everything You Need to Achieve Financial Independence When You Want It.** By Deacon Hayes. Retiring early is not limited to lottery winners or the super rich. In fact, with proper planning, anyone can retire at a younger age than we ever dreamed, but only with the right plan. Hayes explains the steps you can take to start your retirement when you’re young enough to thoroughly enjoy it. 254 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. **$4.95**

**2781387 RUNIC BOOKS OF DAYS: A Guide to Living the Annual Cycle of Rune Magick.** By S. Kelley Harrell. Offers a step by step primer to work with the runes through the year. As Nature’s cycle with the runes, each year becomes a reliable and tractable process of personalized growth and spiritual development. Well illustrated, this volume will enable you to understand the runes and how you can incorporate them into your life. 192 pages. Destiny. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

NEW NON-FICTION

2797941 THE RESURGENCE OF CENTRAL ASIA: Islam or Nationalism? By Ahmad Rashid Rashid. Gives a history of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan after the breakup of the Soviet Union. Rashid focuses narrowly on the underlying issues confronting these societies: the legacy of Soviet rule, ethnic tensions, the position of women, and more. 278 pages. New York Review of Books. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $6.95

2800934 BLACK DRAGON RIVER: A Journey Down the Amur River at the Borders of Empires. By Dominic Ziegler. The Amur river serves as a large part of the border between China and Russia. As a meeting ground for the great empires of Asia, the author journeys from the river’s top to its bottom weaving together the Amur’s history, ecology, and people showing a region that is key between Russia and China today. 357 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $27.95 $5.95

★ 2799063 LOSING MILITARY SUPREMACY: The Myopia of American Strategic Planning. By Andre Martyanov. An expert on Russian and U.S. naval issues illustrates the extent to which Russian economic, military and cultural realities and power are no longer what American “elites” think they are by addressing Russia’s new and elevated capacities in nuclear and conventional warfare as well as cyber warfare and space. 249 pages. Clarion. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $23.95

★ 2799007 THE LAST OF THE TSARS: Nicholas II and the Russian Revolution. By Rosemary Service. A painstaking study of a man who was almost entirely out of his depth, perhaps even willfully so. The author also gives a compelling account of the social, economic, and political forces that pushed Russia towards war and revolution. February Revolution, the Bolshevik seizure of power in October 1917, and the beginnings of the Communist regime. 199 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

2790157 COVERLETS AND THE SPIRIT OF AMERICA: The Shen Coverlets. By Melinda Zongor. Comprehensive tour of figured coverlets made between 1817 and 1869. These antique woven bedcovers, with their graphic and colorful images of trains, animals, buildings, heroes and patriotic symbols, provide a wonderful snapshot of the bright optimism of early America. Some are signed. 9x12¼. Pub. at $69.95 $34.95

2786060 MASSACHUSETTS QUILTS: Our Common Wealth. Ed. by Lynne Zacek Bassett. A keynote study of American quilling. This is the definitive treasury of Massachussetts’s historic quilts and a glorious tribute to the creative spirit of their makers and the times. Fully illus. in color. 336 pages. UPNE. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $60.00 $19.95

2795574 ORIENTAL RUGS FROM A TO Z. By J.R. Azzollihoff. With this valuable resource, novices and connoisseurs alike will be able to come to their own conclusions about distinctive styles and purchase contemporary Oriental rugs in traditional designs of the highest quality. Includes informative glossary, usual rugs, rug people, knot count, dyes, and colors. 2004. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95

2795434 KILIM RUGS: Tribal Tales in Wool. By Susan Gormsen. The perfect guide for those seeking inspiration from these striking tribal designs and those who want to own a genuine kilim rug. Packed with 235 striking color photos, Gormsen answers questions you’ve asked, but didn’t. Both antique and modern rugs can be found in each chapter, and there is a guide to retail prices from 1999. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $12.95

2795396 HOOKED RUG TREASURY. By Jessie A. Turbany. Covers folk art rugs, Gotfeld mats, Shaker-made rugs, rugs on linen, Chilicamp hooked art, and New England-made rugs that traveled to Hawaii in the 1920s, together with information on hookers, collectors, and exhibitors. A value guide from 1997. Fully illus. in color. 184 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95 $24.95


2781689 THE SMILE STEALERS: The Fine + Foul Art of Dentistry. By Robert Service. A masterful study of a man who was almost entirely out of his depth, perhaps even willfully so. The author also gives a compelling account of the social, economic, and political forces that pushed Russia towards war and revolution. February Revolution, the Bolshevik seizure of power in October 1917, and the beginnings of the Communist regime. 199 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95


★ 2800150 STEM STARTER: KIDS SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS AT HOME. By Susan Martineau, illus. by V. Barker. Explore the science in everyday life with these simple step by step experiments you can do at home. From the kitchen to the bathroom, via the garden or the park, discover the science around you! Ages 7-11. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Racehorse. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

★ 2799271 RENEGADE WESTERN: Movies That Shot Down Frontier Myths. By K. Grant & C. Hodgkiss. This comprehensive reference shows the shadowy side of the American Western image. The authors trace the roots of the American cowboy and where Indians were not always the savages we had been led to expect. From injustice in The Ox-Bow Incident to racism in The Searchers, numerous films examined. More than 100 films are discussed in this examination. Well illus. in color. 376 pages. FAB Press. Paperback Import. Pub. at $39.95 $31.95

★ 2792630 THE WORK OF SAINT-GAUDENS. By John H. Drythour. The first complete guide to the 240 monuments and statuary of this monumental sculptor. Includes complete information on the studio and workshop, the techniques and skills of the sculptor, and the influence of Saint-Gaudens on the artists of the period. 318 pages. PF. Pub. at $49.95 $24.95

★ 2795876 HOW TO BE A BETTER PERSON: 400+ Simple Ways to Make a Difference in Yourself—and the World. By Kate Hanley. Whether sharing a better you with the rest of the world or developing your inner self, you’ll find that self-improvement ripples across your entire life. This little guide offers over 400 small actions that add up to a big change in how you live. 224 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

2766621 HOW TO BE A BETTER PERSON: 400+ Simple Ways to Make a Difference in Yourself—and the World. By Kate Hanley. Whether sharing a better you with the rest of the world or developing your inner self, you’ll find that self-improvement ripples across your entire life. This little guide offers over 400 small actions that add up to a big change in how you live. 224 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

2788518 ATTACK OF THE 50 FT. WOMEN: How Gender Equality Can Save the World! By Catherine Mayer. Harnessing insights from around the world, Mayer takes on political leadership. A must-read for those interested in gender equality and the ways we can work together to achieve it. 272 pages. Seal. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95


278802X ACCESSORY TO WAR: The Unspoken Alliance Between Astrophysics and the Military. By N.D. Hughes. “An absorbing, engaging tale about a little known secret—how science, technology, industry and power that were the tools of war in the 20th century, and the universe has shaped our lives and our world.” 567 pages. Norton. Pub. at $30.00

2780135 BARE: The Naked Truth About Stripping. By Elizabeth Eaves. Follows the author and her fellow dancers through Seattle strip clubs and bachelor parties, exploring in riveting detail Eaves’ own experiences and those of the women she works with. 352 pages. HQ. Import. Pub. at $19.45

2789394 STYLISH REMAKES: Upcycle Your Old T’s, Sweats and Flannels into Trendy Street Fashion Pieces. By Violette Room. Upcycle and reinvent your old clothes and thrift store finds into trendy new looks! With just a little cutting and sewing you can create fun new pieces from old flannel shirts, T’s, sweatshirts and more. It’s inexpensive and fun to do. Includes step by step directions and illustrations on each piece. 96 pages. Tuttle. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

279229X SEW DOLLED UP: Make Amusing Costumes for Parties, Fashionable Wardrobes with Fabric Scraps and Easy Hand Sewing. By BoutiqueSha. Shows you how quick and easy it can be to make adorable small dolls, and all the outfits and accessories that go along with them. Just combine easy to find materials and tools, simple to use templates, and basic sewing techniques. More than 75 projects, with step by step instructions. Creative Publishing Intl. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

★ 2793210 DOLL DRESS BOUTIQUE. By Erin Hentzel. Your doll can be ready to party anytime with these forty dress designs. Each dress is made from eighteen-inch doll clothes from day to night. Choose from a variety of dress styles—A-line, sleeveless, square-neck, party, and princess seams—and learn the skills with the helpful tutorials. Includes removable paper patterns. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. C&T. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

★ 2782154 THE PALMER/PLETSCH COMPLETE GUIDE TO FITTING. By P. Palmer/Pletsch. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95 $27.95

* 2783630  ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ELITE FORCES IN THE SECOND WORLD WAR. By Michael E. Haskell. Arranged by nation, this study covers such famous units as the U.S. Rangers, British SAS Special Service Group, as well as some of the lesser-known units like Popish’s Private Army, the LDG and Flying Tigers squadron. An invaluable reference work for special forces enthusiasts and an informative and entertaining text for more general readers. Well illus., some in color. 192 pages. Pen & Sword. Import. $6.95

* 2783335  HALF LIFE: The Divided Life of Bruno Pontecorvo, Physicist or Spy? By Frank Cloke. Disappearing into history from Britain’s atomic energy lab, and resuracing six years later behind the iron Curtain, Pontecorvo was one of the most brilliant scientists of his generation. Cloke exposes the truth about a man whose life was irrevocably shaped by the advent of the atomic age and the Cold War. Illus. 378 pages. OneWorld. Paperbound Import. $5.95


* 2783232  CHARLES PROTEUS STEINMETZ: The Electrical Wizard of Schenectady. By Robert W. Byr. Revealed in this long-awaited book is the man who linked the 19th century with a genius, but largely forgotten today. Steinmetz made the modern world possible through his revolutionary work on AC electricity transformers, a technology underlying today’s power grid. This account brings the life, passions, and scientific achievement of this remarkable man to light. Illus. 180 pages. Quill Driver Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95

* 2780999  THE CRYOTRON FILES: The Untold Story of Dudley Buck, Cold War Computer Scientist and Microchip Pioneer. By I. Dey & D. Buck. At once the gripping narrative history of America and its computer scientists during the Cold War, and the dramatic personal story of the visionary who thought about—and developed—the high-stakes days of spies, supercomputers, and the space and nuclear races. 16 pages of photos. 288 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $28.95  $21.95

* 2782284  DR. BENJAMIN RUSH: The Founding Father Who Healed a Nation. By Harlow Giles Unger. A gripping, often startling biography of the Founding Father of an America that other Founding Fathers forgot, an America of women, African Americans, Jews, Quakers, indentured workers, the poor, the mentally ill, and war veterans. Restores Benjamin Rush as the Founding Father of modern American medical care and public health. Well illus. 200 pages. McGraw-Hill. $25.00

* 2786796  CHICKEN: Slow Cooker Favorites. Featuring more than 150 slow cooker chicken recipes from classic appetizers like Curried Chicken Dip to exotic pot meals like Chili Coconut Chicken, this is your go-to resource. Recipes have minimal prep work and are the closest to the hardest part? Picking what to try next. 175 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $4.95

* 278660X  SOUPS, STEWS, AND CHILIS: Slow Cooker Favorites. With more than 150 slow cooker recipes for hearty soups, and hearty chilies, there is something for everyone. With minimal prep work and easy clean up these one pot meals include Pumpkin Turkey Chili, Herbed Chicken Tortilla Soup, and Marsala Beef Stew. 174 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $4.95

* 279990X  EVERYDAY SLOW COOKING: Modern Recipes for Delicious Meats & poultry. By Kim Laird. Discover the slow cooker favorites of today with their global influences, seasonal ingredients, richly layered flavors, and fresh and colorful garnishes—all elevating this old-school cooking technique to an inspired new level. Flavorful recipes include Picadillo Tostadas with Vegetable Slaw and Quinoa Risotto with Chicken, Pesto, Asparagus & Lemon color photos. 184 pages. Weidon Norton. Pub. at $29.95  $21.95

* 2787733  DINNER UNDER PRESSURE: 6-Ingredient Instant One-Pot Meals. By Laura Arnold. Just dump in the six (or fewer) ingredients, and walk away with time to set the table and pour yourself a well deserved glass of wine! Luscious Turkey Chili, Herbed Chicken Tortilla Soup, Pulled Chicken Tacos, White Chicken Chili, Chicken Pad Thai, Classic Meatloaf of Spaghetti and Meat Sauce, Color photos, 174 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $14.95

* 280086X  VEGETARIAN INDIAN COOKING WITH YOUR INSTANT POT. By Manali Singh. The founder of the popular blog Cook with Manali shares her secrets to making your favorite traditional Indian dishes faster and healthier in your instant Pot or other pressure cooker. Enjoy classics like Matar Paneer and Chara Masala, as well as traditional street foods like Pav Bhaji and Vegetarian Momos. Color photos. 192 pages. Page Street. Import. Pub. at $22.99  $16.95

* 2771550  THE SOUP BOOK: Over 700 Recipes. By Louis P. De Gouy. Outstanding recipes for almost every soup you could want—more than seven hundred in all! Many are light or thin, other soups are thick and filling hours to prepare or just minutes. Try soups from all over, from Scotch Buttermilk Soup to Philadelphia Pot Pot to brazilian Passion Fruit Soup. 424 pages. Hippocrene. Pub. at $19.95  $14.95

* 2781277  STORIES IN THE STARS: An Atlas of Constellations. By Susanna Hilsop. Leaping between centuries, cultures, and traditions, this atlas explores back the past and presents the people with chronic illness through gorgeous illustrations and vivid descriptions covering mythology, history, and other fascinating facts. 210 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $30.00  $7.95

* 2784756  SWIMMING IN THE SINK: An Episode of the Heart. By Lynne Cox. Writing about her transformative journey back toward health, and slowly moving toward the one aspect of her life that meant everything to her—freedom, mastery, transcendence—Cox writes with awe and humility about the moment she was hit by the surprise she never saw coming: falling in love. 225 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $25.00  $4.95

* 2799970  THE CIA WORLD FACTBOOK 2018-2019. This comprehensive guide offers a detailed study of the countries of the world’s nations. Packed with data on the politics, populations, military expenditures, and economics of 2017, it also includes appendices with useful information. A must have resource for students, journalists, travelers, and business people. 1130 pages. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95

* 2792001  THE TWILIGHT GARDEN. By Lisa Francis. This guide explores 85 night-scented and night-blooming plants, gentle mood lighting, water features, enclosures, and the use of color and sound to attract nocturnal wildlife. Little illustrated includes examples of formal night gardens and detailed horticultural descriptions of the best plant species and varieties. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Chicago Review. Pub. at $26.50  $6.85

* 278176L  HOW TO OVERCOME PAIN. By Leon Chatow. Delve into this complete guide to natural pain relief to discover a wide range of tools and techniques that will empower you to take control of your pain, reduce reliance on pharmaceutical painkillers and achieve long-lasting relief from your symptoms. This complete guide to growing, rolling, smoking, and eating your green. By Danny Mallo. Tells you everything you need to know about growing your own cannabis. Looks at recipes for marijuana munchies from hash brownies to ganja guacamole. Also gives a step by step guide for 20 innovative ways to roll a joint. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Dog’s Life. Pub. at $12.50  $9.95

* 278713X  HEROES WITHOUT A COUNTRY: America’s Betrayal of Joe Louis and Jesse Owens. By Donald McRae. Vividly re-creates some of the most dramatic events of the 20th century, focusing on Owens and Louis. Captures the uncanny coincidences and intertwined events that bound them together through triumph and tragedy. Photos. 389 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $25.95  $4.95

* 2786427  5-MINUTE CALM. Whether you’re facing a frazzled morning at home, a hectic day at work, or a daunting project deadline, this go the stress-reducing guide can help you find a moment of quiet and get back to your day with a clear mind and refreshed body. By Manali Singh. Pub. at $14.99  $4.95

* 2782029  BRAIN TINGLES. By Craig Richard. With this guide, it’s now possible to stimulate and enjoy those feel-good tingles known as SMR (sensory motor response) for life. No special training or fancy equipment required. You’ll learn the most common auditory, visual, and tactile tingles and how to create your own. 239 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95

* 2782049  LIVING A HEALTHY LIFE WITH CHRONIC PAIN. By Sandra M. LeFort. A comprehensive approach designed to help you manage your pain so that you can get on with living a satisfying, fulfilling life. Chronic pain includes many types of conditions from a variety of sources, and the result? Calm. 336 pages. Bull Publishing. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $19.95
**NEW FICTION**

**2790467 SHE STOPPED FOR DEATH.** By Elizabeth Jane Howard. A mother and her daughter have been receiving poems written by Bear Falls’ reclusive celebrity poet Emily Sutton, and Dora makes it her mission to behold the sheltered woman. But when Dora is found dead beside a farm pond, the police begin to piece together Emily’s curious past, they stumble upon a horribly murder. 342 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**2790524 THE GHOST AND THE BOGUS BESTSELLER.** By Colin Cotterall. Doctor owner Perng-Tea Thornton-McClure did not believe in ghosts until she was haunted by the hard-boiled spirit of 1940s private investigator Jack Shepard. Now with the help of his gumshoe ghost, Pen must solve the real-life cold case behind a bogus bestseller before the killer closes the book on her. 304 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**2790548 THE SHADOW OF DEATH.** By Jane Williams. The sisters of Gwendolen Abbey have cherished their contemplative life—days spent in prayer, reflection, tending the Convent’s gardens, and making their own award-winning cheese. But when the Abbey’s sexton is found dead, Sister Agatha—a die-hard mystery fan—is convinced it’s murder, and the game is about to start. 343 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**2792494 A DATE WITH MURDER: Murder, She Wrote.** By Jessica Fletcher et al. Jessica takes up the cause of her good friend “Bats” after her husband Hal, suffers a fatal heart attack that Jessica has reason to believe was murder. Together with a brilliant young computer hacker, they follow the trail of the killer, and as she gets closer to the truth, she finds herself being stalked by the killer. She’s trying to catch a killer who’s trying to catch her. 293 pages. Berkley Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**279036X PLAYING WITH BONBON FIRE.** By Dorothy S. James. Chocolate shop owner Charity Penn is finally settling into life at the quirky South Carolina seaside town of Camellia Beach, cooking up chocolate treats. But when a band member from the local music festival is found dead, Charity dives into the investigation and tries to catch a killer before her chance melts away. 341 pages. Catch. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**2790807 DEATH FROM A TOP HAT.** By Clayton Rawson. Originally published in 1938. In his most recent case, retired magician and compulsive raconteur of the New York Post is asked to help solve an impossible crime. Two occultists are discovered dead in locked rooms, one spread out on a pentagram, both appearing to have been murdered under similar circumstances. It will take all his logical skills to apprehend this killer. 293 pages. Penzler. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**2790831 HOME SWEET HOMICIDE.** By Jessica Fletcher. Unoccupied and unadvised while her mother, the children of widowed crime writer Marion Carstairs become involved in investigating a murder next door. But this crime scene proves more than murder in the family. They’ll have to enlist Marion’s help—and perhaps make a match with the lead detective. 293 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**2788454 BUT FIRST, WE NAP.** By David Miles. Sloth wants to nap, but Rabbit doesn’t. Who will win in the end? This adorable board book helps families read and laugh together. Ages 3-5. Filled with color. Familius. $7.95

**2789017 JAPANESE SHORT STORIES.** Ed. by Jay Rubin. This fantastically varied and exciting collection celebrates the great Japanese short story, from its modern origins in the nineteenth century up through works being written today. Well known authors such as Tanizaki, Akutagawa, and Kawabata present stories filled with fear, charm, beauty, and comedy. 518 pages. Penguin. Import. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95


**2794357 THE DALWICH DESECRATION.** By Gregory Harris. Master sleuth Colin Pendragon, leave cosmopolitan London for rural Sussex county, where the bucolic peace has been shattered by the murder of a monk. But before she can make much progress in their investigation, a second corpse is found in a mutilated barmaid. 310 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $3.95

**2794330 THE CONNELL CURSE.** By Gregory Harris. When wealthy Edmund Connell suddenly disappears, his distraught wife enlists the services of master sleuth Colin Pendragon and his loyal partner, Ethan Pruitt. Already on the case, however, is Inspector Varcor. In fact, the Connells’ West African scullery maid of doing in her employer—with Voodoo. 325 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $3.95

**2794365 DEATH COMES TO THE SCHOOL.** By Catherine Lloyd. Having escaped murder, Pub. at $22.99 $4.95

**279882 THE INVISIBLE CLOAK.** By Ge Fei. Follow along on the travails of a likable loser and business man steal from one and all. Friends use friends, relatives chat each other, and sometimes funny stories that transport readers from a fraught family reunion to an immigration detention center and from a schoolgirl’s secret life to a fox in a natural history museum. 322 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**2797864 THE VANISHING BOX.** By Donna Tartt. Young Theo Decker survives an accident that kills his mother. Taken in by a Park Avenue family, he clings to the one thing that reminds him of her: a small, captivating silver lockbox. As an adult, Theo navigates the underworld of art, as that paintings lure him to one realm, narrowing, dangling him on the edge of the world. 322 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**2792249 THE LANGUAGE OF SOLITUDE.** By Jan-Philip Sendker. Expat Peter Lebovitz is beginning to imagine a new life for himself in Hong Kong, one in which his wife, Christine Wu brings him much joy. But when she receives a letter from her brother, they travel to his remote village where a mysterious illness is affecting the locals, and they reluctantly become involved. 340 pages. HMH. Hardcover. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

**2798984 TURTLE DIARY.** By Russell Hoban. William works at a used bookstore, having been stripped of his home, family, and career after a divorce. Nearer is a successful writer of children’s books, who had wanted William’s bookstore and together they form an unlikely partnership that will prove a small triumph of humanity and spirit. 190 pages. NYRB. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $8.95

**2780348 MURDER MILE.** By Lynda La Plante. February 1979. Jane Tennison, now a detective sergeant, has been posted to Peckham CID, one of London’s toughest areas. As the rubbish on the streets mounts during an economic crisis, so does the body count.和 Dickens and with little sleep, Jane unco vers leaves her doubting her own mind. 398 pages. Zaffe. $16.00 $11.95

**2790475 SIEGE OF BITTERS.** By Elly Griffiths. It’s his holiday season and Max Mephisto and his daughter Ruby have landed a headlining gig at the biggest theater in the city. But when a member of the supporting act goes missing and turns up dead, Max and Ruby realize there’s something sinister going on in the theater. 358 pages. OneWorld. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**2791807 THE VANISHING BOX.** By Elly Griffiths. It’s his holiday season and Max Mephisto and his daughter Ruby have landed a headlining gig at the biggest theater in the city. But when a member of the supporting act goes missing and turns up dead, Max and Ruby realize there’s something sinister going on in the theater. 358 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95
NEW FICTION

278121 CRIMES OF THE FATHER. By Thomas Keneally. Father Frank Docherty returns to Syndey, twenty years after the death of his daughter in Canada, where he is asked to help solve a series of murder cases. The story unfolds slowly but surely, and the reader is left wondering if any of the suspects are guilty. 354 pages. Atria. Pub. at $26.00 $8.95

2781484 THE BLUE GUITAR. By John Banville. Oliver Otway Crim is a painter of some renown and a petty thief who has never before been caught—until now. Unfortunately, the purified position in question is the wife of the man who was, perhaps, his best friend. Fearing the consequences, Otway Crim has no choice but to flee. 256 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $25.95 $9.95

278176X TIGERMAN. By Nick Harkaway. Sergeant Lester Fensham is a man in need of a rest. But the perfect place for Lester to retire is also the perfect location for a multinational array of shady business. He soon finds that he has no choice but to find out what kind of hero the island will need. 337 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.95 $5.95


27901530 EMMA: A Modern Retelling. By Alexander McColl Smith. The author of the No. 1 Ladies Detective Agency series escorts Jane Austen’s beloved, meddlesome heroine into the 21st century with this delightfully inventive retelling, re-creating Emma as a young fashion designer with a penchant for matchmaking. 361 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $25.95 $5.95

27901069 A GATHERING OF OLD MEN. By Ernest J. Gaines. Cajun farmer Beau Boutin is found shot on a backwoods Louisiana plantation, and everyone from the headstrong white plantation owner, Candy Marshall, to more than a dozen aging black men claim responsibility for creating a circle of protection around the real murderer and concealing a dark secret. 214 pages. Vintage. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

279022X JOHN WOMAN. By Walter Mosley. After his father dies and his mother disappears, Cornelius Jones sets out to reinvent himself and assumes a new identity—John Jones. He spends the early part of his life in Chicago as a janitor. 132 pages. Arrow. Pub. at $8.95 $5.95

2781069 A NEW NEIGHBOURS. By David Ury. When a young family moves into a house that is known to be haunted by the ghost of a notorious criminal, the son of the family’s new neighbor takes on the task of uncovering the truth about the house’s dark past. 186 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $26.00 $13.95

278121X THE CELESTINE PROPHECY: A Young Adult Adventure. By James Redfield. Told in a gripping story, one of adventure and discovery, but it also is a guidebook that has the power to crystallize your perceptions of who you are and to shape your ultimate quest with a new energy and optimism as you head into tomorrow. 275 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

2784845 12 LITTLE ELVES. By Madeline L’Engle. This is a Christmas story for all ages, telling the story of the Garden of the Gods—but if the elves stop by your house, close your eyes quick! Ages 5–8. Fully illus. in color. Farnsworth. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

2777312 THE MICHAELMAS MURDERS. By Mandy Morton. When a dead body is found on Bony Grub’s onion patch, Barional landowner Fluff Wither-Fork calls in the No. 2 Feline Detective Agency. Hettie Bagshot and her sidekick Tilly begin questioning local residents, uncovering secrets and secrets of secrets, but will they ever get to the bottom of this murky compost heap? 281 pages. Allison & Busby. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

2800691 THE DEATH OF DOWNTOWN TALK. By Marshall Cohen. This is celebrating its first literary festival, and The No. 2 Feline Detective Agency has been hired to oversee security. On the arrival of the famous aristocrat, Sir Downton Tabby, Hettie Bagshot and her sidekick Tilly are plunged into crisis as a serial killer stalks the festival grounds. 289 pages. Allison & Busby. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

2798786 THE HOUR OF DEATH. By Daniel Woods. When Tiffany Reese is found dead on the floor of the parish hall, Sister Agatha is not shy about inserting herself into the case, with the help of Father Selwyn. She has no shortage of suspects, until Mary’s half brother emerges as the prime suspect. As the advent is ticking by, Sister Agatha is determined to crack the case by Christmas. 314 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

2780905 TWELVE SLAYS OF CHRISTMAS. By John Banville. John Banville is celebrated for his ability to create a world that is both known and mysterious. 281 pages. Allison & Busby. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

2780572 A VERY ITALIAN CHRISTMAS. The Greatest Italian Christmas Stories Ever Told. By Luigi Prandelli et al. Filled with literary gems: stories of ancient churches, trains whistling through the countryside, steaming tureens, plates piled high with pasta, High Mass, butchered hams and golden crucifixes. Not only everything the Italians do, this collection of ten Christmas stories is filled with its very own verve and flair. 133 pages. New Vessel. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

2780756 VINTAGE CHRISTMAS: A Collection of Classic Stories and Poems. By Louise May Alcott et al. Stories and poetry have been a part of the Christmas season for generations, reminding us that the heart of the holiday season, a multitude of spiritual and religious traditions takes us back to the firesides, simple gifts, and warm family moments of Christmases past as we cherish the timeless truths and joys of the season. 320 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

2784900 CHRISTMAS TAKE NOTHING. By Ernest Hemingway. Written when Hemingway was at the height of his creative powers, the 17 stories in this collection grow with the mark of his unique talent. 167 pages. Arrow. Paperback Import. $5.95

2801701 JAPANESE TALES FROM TIMES PAST: Stories of Fantasy and Folklore from the Konjaku Monogatari Shu. This collection of ninety translated stories from the classic work of Japanese medieval literature, contains 134 short works: The spectre bridegroom; The wife; The serpent king. 200 pages. Dover. Pub. at $3.95 $2.95

2784572 WHAT WE TALK ABOUT WHEN WE TALK ABOUT LOVE. By Raymond Carver. Set in the Northwest among the lonely men and women of the roadside cards to ease the passing of time, this collection of seventeen stories shows a razor-sharp sense of how people really communicate. 134 pages. Vintage. Paperback Import. $9.95

2778843 SELECTED FAVORITE STORIES. By Jack London. This collection features 13 of London’s best works in the short story genre, including his most acclaimed short story To Build a Fire, in which a man ignoring warnings about the folly of traveling alone. Additional tales include A Piece of Steak; The Mexican; and more. 172 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $5.00 $3.95

2778768 THE LEGEND OF SLEEPY HOLLOW. By Washington Irving. The quintessential American writer, Irving emerged as the country’s first popular author with these stories. The Legend of Sleepy Hollow and Rip Van Winkle are considered two of the landmark short works. The Spectre Bridegroom; The Wife; Mountain; and more. 170 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $5.00 $3.95

2778902 FAMILY HAPPINESS AND OTHER STORIES. By Leo Tolstoy. Each of the tales in this collection exhibits the rich detail, vivid narration, and startling truths that characterize Tolstoy’s famous novels. Features the stories: Three Deaths, The Three Herrs, Family Happiness; The Devil, Father Sergius; and Master and Man. 200 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $5.00 $3.95

2778394 RAIN AND OTHER SOUTH SEA STORIES. By W. Somerset Maugham. Republication of the work first published in 1921. Features one of Maugham’s most famous stories, “rain” and the clash between missionary and a prostitute. This collection also includes a psychological study of the competition between two officials and other compelling stories of life in the tropics. 159 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $9.95

2776812 THE MABINOGION. Republication of the work first published in 1906. This collection of 12 Welsh prose tales is a masterpiece of European literature. Though written down in the Middle Ages, these stories are thought by scholars to be probably much older, perhaps going back to the dawn of Celtic civilization. 209 pages. Dover. Paperback. $4.95 $3.95


2777215 WHITE NIGHTS & OTHER STORIES. By Fyodor Dostoevsky. A collection of ten compelling tales, steeped in Dostoevsky’s characteristic themes of spiritual torment and psychological isolation, and artistic–of life in a small American town. Featured stories include The Dream of a Ridiculous Man; Babok; An Honest Thief; A Faint Heart; The Peasant Marey; and more. 252 pages. Dover. Paperback. $4.95 $3.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEW FICTION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2778084 DUBLINERS</td>
<td>By James Joyce</td>
<td>Republication of the work first published in 1914. Today, these fifteen stories are admired for their intensity and masterly dissection of Dublin, and for the economy and grace with which Joyce invested this youthful fiction. These tales represent a chapter in the moral history of Ireland. 152 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.00</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2801094 OFF THE MANGROVE COAST Stories</td>
<td>By Louis L’Amour</td>
<td>From the jungles of Borneo to the hidden canyons of the American West, from cold Alpine passes to a Persian cafe at the end of World War II, here are tales of betrayal and revenge, courage and cowardice, glory and greed, as only L’Amour can tell them. 278 pages. Bantam. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2776595 THE DECAMERON Selected Tales</td>
<td>By Giovanni Boccaccio</td>
<td>Vast in scope, teeming with colorful characters, and rich in worldly wisdom, these twenty-five tales encompass a variety of genres—folktales, ancient myths, fables, and anecdotes ranging from earthly satires of hypocritical clerics to gripping tales of murder and revenge and stories of passionate love. 169 pages. 201 pages. Dover. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2778475 SELECTED SHORT STORIES</td>
<td>By Leo Tolstoy</td>
<td>This collection features some of Tolstoy’s finest to find tales. The forged Coupon traces how an act of deception leads both to murder and redemption. After the Dance depicts an army deserter’s punishment and explores the subjective nature of opinion on good and evil. Additional stories include The Raid, The Snowstorm, and more. 422 pages. Dover. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2776960 AN OCCURRENCE AT OWL CREEK BRIDGE AND OTHER STORIES</td>
<td>By Ambrose Bierce</td>
<td>These innovative tales constitute two of Bierce’s best and most characteristic short fiction. This collection boasts the best of his Civil War tales, his tales of the supernatural, and other satirical fables, including The Mocanuk, The Mother Road; Oil of Dog; and more. 172 pages. Dover. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2802320 ACROSS THE RIVER AND INTO THE TREES</td>
<td>By Ernest Hemingway</td>
<td>First published in 1919. Set in his beloved city of Venice, this Hemingway adventure story of the inability to capture lost youth in the period just after World War II. 220 pages. Arrow. Paperbound Import.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>278001 INFANTS OF THE SPRING</td>
<td>By Wallace Thurman</td>
<td>A talented and ambitious young novelist, Raymond Taylor, has difficulty producing serious work in the decadent atmosphere of his native village in the Sudan. He is befriended by the enigmatic Mustafa. Taking the young man into his confidence, he tells the story of his own years in London. Mustada disappears without explanation, leaving an unsettling, even violent no-man’s land. 139 pages. NYRB. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2781042 THE BAD SEED</td>
<td>By William March</td>
<td>There’s something special about eight year old Rhoda Penmark. She’s the very picture of innocence. But when the neighborhood suffers a series of sordid accidents, her mother begins to wonder: Why do bad things seem to happen when Rhoda is around? Original harcover edition. 223 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2802058 THE WILD GEESE</td>
<td>By Ogai Mori</td>
<td>The young heroine, Otama, is surrounded by skillfully drawn characters, her weak willed father, her virile and calculating lover, and the helpless Charne, companion for her father. Her more conscious knowing of her predicament brings the story to a touching climax. 156 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2801582 HARP OF BURMA</td>
<td>By Michio takeyama</td>
<td>Portrays a company of Japanese troopers who are lessing a desperate campaign against British forces in the jungles of Burma. In the midst of overwhelming challenges, they discover the power of friendship and brotherhood, and the power of love. 132 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2802781 THE VIOLINS OF SAINT-JAUNES</td>
<td>By Patrick Leigh Fermor</td>
<td>His tales of the supernatural, and other satirical best and most characteristic short fiction. This collection begins with the meeting of an English traveler and an elderly French woman. He is captivated by her painting of a busy Caribbean port in the shadow of a volcano. She then tells him the tale of the island of Saint-Jaunes of its romantic intrigue and decadence, until it comes to a catastrophic and haunting end. 143 pages. NYRB. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2873861 FIESTA: The Sun Also Rises</td>
<td>By Ernest Hemingway</td>
<td>First published as Fiesta in 1927. Follows aristocratic Lady Brett Ashley and hapless Jake Barnes on a European excursion, set in an age of moral bankruptcy, spiritual revolution, unrealized love, and vanishing illusions, known as the Lost Generation. 216 pages. Arrow. Paperbound Import.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2801202 ADVENTURES OF THE MAD MADONNA JI GONG</td>
<td>By Guo Xiaoong</td>
<td>This Chinese classic tells the story of the mad old Zen Buddhist monk Ji Gong, who rots the tea tables and destroys the monuments of scientific achievement, the Greenwich Observatory. 197 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.00</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2807259 SEASON OF MIGRATION TO THE NORTH</td>
<td>By Tayeb Salih</td>
<td>After years of exile in Europe, the young narrator returns to his native village in the Sudan. He is befriended by the enigmatic Mustafa. Taking the young man into his confidence, he tells the story of his own years in London. Mustada disappears without explanation, leaving an unsettling, even violent no-man’s land. 139 pages. NYRB. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2780157 47 RONIN</td>
<td>By John Ahyon</td>
<td>The noble Lord Asano attacks an official at court in a fit of anger. Punishment is swift and harsh. The Emperor orders Lord Asano to commit ritual suicide–his lands are confiscated, he is exiled and his Samurai warriors are ordered to disperse–becoming Ronin or masterless, wandering renegades. 253 pages. Tutte. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2769995 PENGUIN ISLAND</td>
<td>By Anatole France</td>
<td>Republication of the work first published in 1909. When a bumbling holy man sets off to join the revolutionaries plot an incident intended to turn English complicity on its ear. Their objective: the destruction of one of the nation’s greatest symbols of moral bankruptcy, the author’s life, supplementary reading and more. 289 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2780764 NAKED LUNCH: The Restored Text</td>
<td>By Joseph Conrad</td>
<td>Republication of the work first published in 1917. In nineteenth century London, a group of revolutionaries plot an incident intended to turn English complicity on its ear. Their objective: the destruction of one of the nation’s greatest symbols of moral bankruptcy, the author’s life, supplementary reading and more. 289 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2775854 THE BLUE BEADELE ROMANCE</td>
<td>By Nikolai Gogol</td>
<td>Republication of the work first published in 1920. A mad priest, a vagabond, and a deformed bell ringer—all are captivated by a gypsy girl’s beauty and charm. Two of them will betray her, but others will remain loyal, even in the shadow of the gallows. 428 pages. Dover. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2776715 THE HUNKETTBAC OF NOTRE DAME</td>
<td>By Victor Hugo</td>
<td>Republication of the work first published in 1831. A mad priest, a vagabond, and a deformed bell ringer—all are captivated by a gypsy girl’s beauty and charm. Two of them will betray her, but others will remain loyal, even in the shadow of the gallows. 428 pages. Dover. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2778122 THE GOLDEN BOWL</td>
<td>By Henry James</td>
<td>Republication of the work first published in 1905. Maggie Verver is charmed by Prince Amerigo, an Italian nobleman of reduced circumstances, to provide a companion for her father. She persuades him to marry her best friend, Charlotte Stant. But unbeknownst to Maggie and her father, Charlotte and the Prince are hiding a secret. 168 pages. Dover. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2778211 KIM</td>
<td>By Rudyard Kipling</td>
<td>Republication of the work first published in 1901. Kim, the poor orphaned son of an Irish soldier stationed in Lahore, straddles both worlds. He is considered an Indian, but his identity isocks him for his identity in the country where he was born. 230 pages. Dover. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEW FICTION


★ 277590 MOLL FLANDERS. By Daniel Defoe. A masterpiece written in the form of an autobiographical novel. Ballantyne heroine tells the scandalous facts of her adventurous life with such simplicity and straightforward sincerity that all who read are convinced that Moll must be a real person. 248 pages. Dover. Paperbound. $3.95

★ 277712 SISTER CARRIE. By Theodore Dreiser. Reproduction of the work first published in 1900. Eighteen year old girl without money or connections ventures forth from her small town in search of a better life. This story chronicles her rise from obscurity to fame and the effects of her progress on the men who use her amoral use in turn. 322 pages. Dover. Paperbound. $4.95

★ 277758 JUDE THE OBSCURE. By Thomas Hardy. Reproduction of the work first published in 1895. A pioneering work of feminism and socialist thought. Hardy's last work depicts a changing urban society in which a young woman must choose between her provincial life to fashionable London—a Lion's journey to Paris. 424 pages. Dover. Paperbound. $6.95

★ 277818 IVANHOE. By Walter Scott. Reproduction of the work first published in 1819. The dispossessed heroes, Ivanhoe and King Richard, face an uphill battle against firmly entrenched enemies. This, the most popular of all the novels about the time of Richard the Lion heart, is one of an unlikely crew of outsiders—including the legendary Robin Hood. 434 pages. Dover. Paperbound. $5.95

★ 277814 GERMINAL. By Emile Zola. Reproduction of the work first published in 1885. Set in the northern French town of Nantes, Zola's masterpiece of naturalistic fiction portrays the hardships of a mining community in which backbreaking physical exertion is undertaken for starvation wages. 404 pages. Dover. Paperbound. $7.95

★ 277803 THE JUNGLE. By Upton Sinclair. Reproduction of the work first published in 1906. Sinclair's scathing expose of the meatpacking industry is the shock novel of intolerable labor practices and unsanitary working conditions in the Chicago stockyards that resulted in the Pure Food and Drug Act. 290 pages. Dover. Paperbound. $4.95

★ 277828 THE LIFE & OPINIONS OF TRISTRAM SHANDY, GENTLEMAN. By Laurence Sterne. A forerunner of the novel, and considered a landmark work for its innovative use of narrative devices, Tristam Shandy was both celebrated and vilified when first published in 1759 and again in a republished 1762 edition. 526 pages. Dover. Paperbound. $6.50

★ 277798 ANNA KARENINA. By Leo Tolstoy. Reproduction of the work first published in 1877. A society wife sacrifices everything to follow her conviction that love is stronger than duty. A love triangle pursues its own visions instead of conforming to conventional views. Their worlds collide in an epochal tale of passion, self discovery, and cultural dissonance. 740 pages. Dover. Paperbound. $8.95

★ 278026 DON QUIXOTE. By Miguel de Cervantes. The adventures of the noble knight, Don Quixote, and his faithful squire. Together they journey through sixteenth-century Spain in search of adventure, taking on spirits, evil enchanters and giants in a quest to perform acts of valor worthy of his lady love. A collector's edition with a flexible leather-like cover. 824 pages. Paperbound. $12.95

★ 2776634 THE ENORMOUS ROOM. By E. E. Cummings. Reproduction of the work first published in 1922. Cummings transforms a tale of unjust incarceration into a high energy romp and a celebration of the indomitable human spirit that ranks with the best of its contemporaries. 192 pages. Dover. Paperbound. $3.95

★ 2777037 THE RETURN OF THE NATIVE. By Thomas Hardy. Reproduction of the work first published in 1878. Eustacia Vye detests her life and becomes the dreary environs of Egdon Heath. The return of Clym Yeobright from Paris, her escape from the brooding isolation appears to be at hand. 312 pages. Dover. Paperbound. $4.95


★ 2788459 THE SEA-WOLF. By Jack London. Reproduction of the work first published in 1904. Sea captain Wolf Larsen's increasingly violent abuse of the ship's crew fuels a mounting tension that ultimately boils into mutiny, shipwreck, and a desperate confrontation. 244 pages. Dover. Paperbound. $4.95

★ 278629 VANITY FAIR. By William Makepeace Thackeray. Reproduction of the work first published in 1848. A mysterious young widow calling herself Helen Graham arrives at Wildfell Hall and immediately arouses her new neighbors' suspicions with her unconventional behavior. She makes the attention she draws from the local bachelors. 464 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95

★ 278642 EREWON/EREWHON REVISITED. By Samuel Butler. Novels appeared in the order published in 1901. In Erewon, sickness is a punishable crime, criminals receive compassionate medical treatment, and machines are banned. It provides the attention she draws from the local bachelors. 464 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95

★ 2777134 THE SONG OF THE LARK. By Wilkie Collins. Reproduction of the work first published in 1858. Traces the struggle of a woman as an artist in an era when a woman's role was far more rigidly defined than it is today. A coming of age tale, important for the issues it raises about the role of women. 314 pages. Dover. Paperbound. $4.95

★ 277928 THE MYSTERY OF EDWIN DROOD. By Charles Dickens. Reproduction of the work first published in 1870. A prize of 100,000 guilders awaits the gardener who can produce a black tulip, a rich reward that incites a bitter competition in seventeenth century Holland. Cornelius van Baerle, a florist, has dedicated himself to cultivating the elusive flower. 347 pages. Dover. Paperbound. $5.95

★ 277731 WIVES AND DAUGHTERS. By Elizabeth Gaskell. Molly Gibson's strikingly realistic coming-of-age story depicts the consequences of both good and bad marriages as well as the dynamics of changing relationships within family. Gaskell develops timeless themes of love, money, and tragedy amid a portrait of a rapidly changing Victorian world. 637 pages. Dover. Paperbound. $6.95

★ 277836X THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA. By Gaston Leroux. Reproduction of the work first published in 1910. The lights of the Paris Opera House dim and an unwanted guest draws the audience spellbound. Two men are rivals for her love: one a beloved childhood friend—and the other a terrifying phantom who haunts the theater and wields a strange power over her. 206 pages. Dover. Paperbound. $4.95

★ 277803 BREWSTER'S MILLIONS. By George Barr McCutcheon. Reproduction of the work first published in 1902. With the passing of his beloved grandfather, Monty Brewster is left with one final stipulation—a fortune of one million dollars. But he suddenly discovers that he can inherit seven times as much if he spends every cent of his grandfather’s money within a year. 307 pages. Dover. Paperbound. $6.95

★ 2778157 HENRY VON OF TERDINGEN. By Novalis. Reproduction of the work first published in 1824. The young hero of this tale envisions a blue flower that represents desire, love, and the metaphysical longing for the absolute. He embarks on a lifetime of discovery, that poetry is everywhere for those who can perceive it. 145 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.00 $3.95

★ 2778432 ROY BOY. By Walter Scott. Reproduction of the work first published in 1815. "A Tale of Two Cities" is an epic novel in which backbreaking physical exertion is undertaken for starvation wages. 404 pages. Dover. Paperbound. $7.95

The result is a classic account of the epidemic of bubonic plague—known as the Black Death. Defoe reconstructed events both historically and fictionally, incorporating realistic, memorable details. 186 pages. Dover. Paperbound.

Matthew of Paris, a monk at the Abbey of St. Albans, was the first to write about the Black Death. His account, a chronicle of events, is a valuable source of information about the plague. However, Matthew was not a medical expert, and his account is not always accurate. The Black Death was a major event in European history, and Matthew's account is a valuable source of information about the plague.

The Black Death was a major event in European history, and Matthew's account is a valuable source of information about the plague. However, Matthew was not a medical expert, and his account is not always accurate. The Black Death was a major event in European history, and Matthew's account is a valuable source of information about the plague.
NEW FICTION

★ 2788780 A DEATH IN LIVE OAK. By James Griffando. When the body of a black university student is found hanged in a water swamp, the death sets off a firestorm when a fellow white student is accused of the crime. Defense attorney, Jack Sweeney, will use every resource to find the truth, no matter the cost, and bring much needed justice to Suwannee County. 484 pages. Harper. Pap. $9.99 $7.95


★ 2793943qa MURDER IN AN IRISH CHURCHYARD. By Carlene O'Connor. When a local priest summons Garda Siobhan O'Sullivan to the church cemetery in Kilbane where he's discovered a dead man, Dublin sends a detective sergeant to assist with the case. As luck would have it, it's Macdara, Siobhan's ex-creating an awkward situation. But as long buried secrets are unearthed, the work together to stay two steps ahead of the killer. 262 pages. Morrow. Pap. $11.99 $7.95


★ 2781077 THE MARVELOUS LAND OF OZ. By L. Frank Baum. In this second volume, Tip travels through the mystical lands of Oz with the help of his new friends, Jack Pumpkinhead, the Wooden Saw-Horse and the Gump, he confronts evil over and over to stop her wicked rebellion and restore peace to her world. Ages 9-14. Illus., $5.95

★ 2799952 ALICE IN WONDERLAND. By Lewis Carroll. By using the Looking Glass as a hole in which Alice and Hatter can lock themselves down, the rabbit hole in these two time-honored classics, follow Alice as she encounters a colorful cast of immortal characters in Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and镜中奇遇记. Pap. $16.99 $9.99

★ 2799987 COMPLETE TALES OF BEATRIX POTTER'S PETER RABBIT. Originally published as separate stories throughout the twentieth century, this volume contains all four stories spotlighting the famous bunny, along with all of Potter's illustrations by Beatrix Potter. Ages 5-10. 88 pages. Racehorse. Bks/Woodcut. Pap. $12.99 $7.95

★ 2802244 INTO THE JUNGLE: Stories for Mowgli. By K. K. Williams. Mowgli's 1894 classic is likewise a series of connected stories about the man-cub Mowgli and his adventures among the animals in India's Indian jungle. It includes all the original favorites like Baloo and Bagheera, and gives female characters a more prominent role than in Mowgli's upbringing. Ages 8-12. Illus. in color. 234 pages. Walker. Pap. $24.99 $17.95

★ 2790001 THE LOST QUEEN. By Charles de Lint. Set in a fractured United States, in the southwestern country now known as Texoma—magic is accomplished but mistrusted, especially by a young gun for hire named Lizbeth Rose. Lizbeth takes a hard to bury the past when bodies keep turning up. 262 pages. Kensington. Pap. $27.95 $19.95

★ 2790017 MOON HUNT. By W. Michael & Kathleen C. Gear. The third title in the Morning Star series. The lord of Ocelot has been spirited away to the Underworld. Night Shadow Star, the god's human sister, and Fire Cat, her warrior bodyguard, are the only two people who can save him. But they descend into the Sacred Cave where monsters dwell, willing to sacrifice themselves to save the world. 544 pages. Pap. $9.99 $7.95

★ 2780351 THE LAST QUEEN. By Signe Birkett. A story of mountains and magic tradition and superstition. Lanqueth and her twin brother, Laiken, are raised in the Old Way of their ancestors. But the rise of a new religion heralds an era of disruption, bloodshed, and in America through to the present day. 305 pages. Knopf. Pap. $26.95 $19.95

★ 2802651 HOMEGOING. By Yaa Gyasi. Two half Sisters, Efia and Esi, are born into different villages in eighteenth century Ghana. Efia is married to an Englishman and lives in the Cape Coast Castle. Esi is sold into the slave trade and shipped off to America. This story follows Efia's and Esi’s children and descendants in Ghana and in America through to the present day. 256 pages. Tor. Pap. $15.00 $10.99

★ 2791528 DEATH DANCE. By Linda Fairstein. Murder at the Metropolitan Opera House pulls it's characters from the scenes at Lincoln Center and into the cutthroat conglomerate that controls the city's theaters. Shooting in the dark along with her colleagues Mike Corso, Mimi Marren, Wallace. Alex juggles a case on illegal technology. Adult. Pap. $26.95 $19.95

★ 2794405 A DOOMED SILENCE. By Susan Furlong. After an IED explosion abruptly ends her tour of duty, Marine MP Brynn Callahan arrives stateside with PTSD and her canine partner, Wilco—both of them battle-hazards. But among the Emerald Isle Travellers living in the Appalachian Mountains of Tennessee, no one forgets and no one forgives. And as Brynn finds out, it's hard to bury the past when bodies keep turning up. 262 pages. Kensington. Pap. $26.00 $19.95

360 pages. Grove. $6.95

★ 2797454 THE SUMMER DRAGON. By Talia Lockwood. Maia and her family raise dragons for the political war machine. As she comes of age, she hopes for a dragon of her own to add to the stable of breeding parents. But the war goes badly, and the needs of the Dragonity dash her hopes, and her peace is shattered when the Summer Dragon makes an appearance in pages. DAW Books. Pap. $26.00 $14.99

★ 2782712 THE ABC. MURDERS. By Agatha Christie. A is for Mrs. Ascher in Andover. B is for Betty Barnard in Bixhill. C is for Sir Carmichael Clarke in Churston. With each murder, the killer is getting more confident—joining the trail of deliberate clues to taunt the proud Hercule Poirot might just prove to be the first, and fatal, mistake. 252 pages. Morrow. Pap. $16.00 $11.95

★ 2798210 THE LOST GODS. By Bron. Chet Moran and his pregnant wife leave town to begin again. Snared and murdered by a wifi, arcane horror, the lives and very souls of his gods and demons battle over the dead, Chet plays a dangerous game of death. And lives in the Cape Coast Castle. Esi is shipped off to America. This story follows Efia's and Esi’s children and descendants in Ghana and in America through to the present day. 256 pages. Touchstone. Pap. $27.99 $21.95

★ 2794822 A HIVE OF HOMICIDES. By Meera Lester. When Abby left the police force to become a farmer and beekeeper, she thought her days of criminal investigation were over. But when her good friend Paola is injured and Paola’s husband killed, she searches for answers. Was Paola or her husband the intended target? When a second murder occurs, Abby looks for the killer. 263 pages. Kensington. Pap. $25.00 $17.95

★ 2794590 THE WRONG DEAD GUY. By Charles O’Brien. In an fractured United States, Marine MP Brynn Callahan arrives stateside with PTSD and her canine partner, Wilco—both of them battle-hazards. But among the Emerald Isle Travellers living in the Appalachian Mountains of Tennessee, no one forgets and no one forgives. And as Brynn finds out, it's hard to bury the past when bodies keep turning up. 262 pages. Kensington. Pap. $26.00 $19.95

★ 2794859 THE LOST QUEEN. By Celine Yan. When one of the gods of Bahamut is killed, the powerful Enchanted Island of the Dead is left to be guarded by his father, the king. But when a young handyman goes missing—and he can't help but ask questions. Soon there's an investigation, a smoldering police inspector, a tournament of champions and a final showdown. 346 pages. HMH. Pap. $24.00 $9.99


★ 2784514 INTO THE JUNGLE: STORIES. By Carlene O'Connor. In this second volume, young Tip travels through the Indian jungle. It includes all the original favorites like Baloo and Bagheera, and gives female characters a more prominent role than in Mowgli's upbringing. Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. in color. 306 pages. Harper. Pap. $17.95 $11.95

★ 278464X AUNTIE POLDI AND THE SICILIAN LIONS. By Mario Giordano. When Auntie Poldi returns to Sicily, her handsome young handyman goes missing—and she can't help but ask questions. Soon there’s an investigation, a smoldering police inspector, a tournament of champions and a final showdown. 346 pages. HMH. Pap. $24.00 $9.99

★ 2784959 THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS. By Lewis Carroll. This companion to Kipling's Into the Jungle: Stories for Mowgli. By K. K Williams. Mowgli's 1894 classic is likewise a series of connected stories about the man-cub Mowgli and his adventures among the animals in India's Indian jungle. It includes all the original favorites like Baloo and Bagheera, and gives female characters a more prominent role than in Mowgli's upbringing. Ages 8-12. Illus. in color. 234 pages. Walker. Pap. $24.99 $17.95

★ 2799852 SAPPHIRE'S FABLES. Classic Edition. Adults and children alike will bask in the heartwarming glow of these stories that speak to core morals while also being fun to read. These classic tales include The Eater of the World; The City Mouse and the Country Mouse; The Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing; and more. Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. in color. 58 pages. Applestone. Pap. $19.95 $14.95

★ 2789283 THE LOST QUEEN. By Signe Birkett. A story of mountains and magic tradition and superstition. Lanqueth and her twin brother, Laiken, are raised in the Old Way of their ancestors. But the rise of a new religion heralds an era of disruption, bloodshed, and in America through to the present day. 305 pages. Knopf. Pap. $26.95 $19.95
across town. But when a homeless man is murdered and events take a dark turn when headless bodies start appearing...

---

FORBIDDEN FRUIT. By Kerry Greenwood. Corina Chapman, talented baker and reluctant investigator, is trying to do nothing at all on her own. But when she accepts an offer from a caterer friend to bake for a film set, complications soon arise that could only happen to her involving sabotage and a tiger named Tabitha. 270 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

---

RUNNING STITCHES. By Carol Dean-Jones. When Sarah Miller moves into the Cunningham Village retirement community, she is mourning the loss of her husband, her young grandson, and the place that has been home for forty-two years. As she settles in, a young girl goes missing and it's up to Sarah and her friend to find her. 241 pages. C&T. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

---

A GRAVE ISSUE. By Margaret Mizushima. Deputy Mattie Cobb is wrangling the skeletons in her closet, but when girls begin to go missing, she has to pull it together and hunt down the kidnapper before it is too late or she may have two more skeletons to add. 329 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

---

A CAFÉ CHRISTMAS. By Anna Carlisle. Gin Sullivan is back in her beloved village in Ireland, so she wasn't sure what to expect when Mattie Cobb and her police dog partner Robo make a victim or suspect, are silently pleading: look for more sinister. D.D. examines the baffling clues and wonders if her absence speaks of something.

---

DEATH GETS A TIME-OUT. By Kerry Greenwood. Corina, owner of the bakery Earthly Delights, detects another Christmas. She soon finds herself dealing with a retired donkey, a missing mother-in-law, and a friendly assistant, her friend the fearless Merle, and the luscious Daniel with whom she would like to spend a lot more time. 269 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

---

BURNING RIDGE. By Margaret Mizushima. Colorado's Redstone Ridge is a place of extraordinary beauty but this rugged mountain wilderness harbors a horrifying secret. When Mattie Cobb and her police dog partner Robo make a grisly discovery, they quickly become targets of a ruthless killer.

---

DEADLY SPOOK. By Laura Martin. A touching tribute to author 英語.watchlist. In New Orleans to officially commence with the marching of the Pluvis parade. The novelty seems to disappear up a float crashes and explodes, leaving the CEO of a local hedge fund dead—and her ex husband as a suspect. 310 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00

---

A DEATH IN THE FAMILY. By Carol Dean-Jones. When Sarah Miller moves into a retirement community with standard perks, a distant cousin, her high school friend Sophie, and the house that has been her home for forty-two years. When she reaches out and makes new friends, one entwines herself with Sarah and her friend Sophie to find the killer. 243 pages. C&T. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

---

A TIE DIED. By Carol Dean-Jones. When Sarah Miller moves into a retirement community with standard perks, a distant cousin, her high school friend Sophie, and the house that has been her home for forty-two years. When she reaches out and makes new friends, one entwines herself with Sarah and her friend Sophie to find the killer. 243 pages. C&T. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

---

A TIE DIED. By Carol Dean-Jones. When Sarah Miller moves into a retirement community with standard perks, a distant cousin, her high school friend Sophie, and the house that has been her home for forty-two years. When she reaches out and makes new friends, one entwines herself with Sarah and her friend Sophie to find the killer. 243 pages. C&T. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

---

A CAFÉ CHRISTMAS. By Anna Carlisle. Gin Sullivan is back in her beloved village in Ireland, so she wasn't sure what to expect when Mattie Cobb and her police dog partner Robo make a victim or suspect, are silently pleading: look for more sinister. D.D. examines the baffling clues and wonders if her absence speaks of something.

---

DEATH OVERDUE. By Allison Brock. Carrie is just about done with Clover Ridge, Connecticut, until she offers a job as their new chef to a spunky local baker, complete with its own librarian ghost. But when she stumbles across a terrifying age old murder, its soon followed up by a new murder in her very own library. 342 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95

---

THE FORBIDDEN DOOR. By Dean Koontz. She was one of the FBI's top agents until she became the nation's most wanted fugitive, a happily married woman before becoming a double agent. Now her team may be all that stands between a free nation and a certain... 215 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $28.00

---

HITTING THE BOOKS. By Kerry Greenwood. Corina wakes at four every morning to make bread. She's happy with her life and has no intentions of doing any more investigative work. That is, until she finds herself hundred years ago murder. 314 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

---

DOGS DON'T LIE. By Clea Simon. Pru isn't your ordinary animal psychic. On the run from her own ghost, Pru left the big city to return to her Berkshires hometown. But her training as an animal behaviorist coupled up with Lily, a rescue dog, and Charles, her person. Now Charles is dead and Lily looks to be the guilty party. 247 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

---

ALL THE SECRET PLACES. By Anna Carlisle. Gin Sullivan is back in her beloved village in Ireland, so she wasn't sure what to expect when Mattie Cobb and her police dog partner Robo make a victim or suspect, are silently pleading: look for more sinister. D.D. examines the baffling clues and wonders if her absence speaks of something.

---

A DEATH IN THE FAMILY. By Carol Dean-Jones. When Sarah Miller moves into a retirement community with standard perks, a distant cousin, her high school friend Sophie, and the house that has been her home for forty-two years. When she reaches out and makes new friends, one entwines herself with Sarah and her friend Sophie to find the killer. 243 pages. C&T. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

---

A DEATH IN THE FAMILY. By Carol Dean-Jones. When Sarah Miller moves into a retirement community with standard perks, a distant cousin, her high school friend Sophie, and the house that has been her home for forty-two years. When she reaches out and makes new friends, one entwines herself with Sarah and her friend Sophie to find the killer. 243 pages. C&T. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

---

A TIE DIED. By Carol Dean-Jones. When Sarah Miller moves into a retirement community with standard perks, a distant cousin, her high school friend Sophie, and the house that has been her home for forty-two years. When she reaches out and makes new friends, one entwines herself with Sarah and her friend Sophie to find the killer. 243 pages. C&T. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

---

A TIE DIED. By Carol Dean-Jones. When Sarah Miller moves into a retirement community with standard perks, a distant cousin, her high school friend Sophie, and the house that has been her home for forty-two years. When she reaches out and makes new friends, one entwines herself with Sarah and her friend Sophie to find the killer. 243 pages. C&T. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

---

A TIE DIED. By Carol Dean-Jones. When Sarah Miller moves into a retirement community with standard perks, a distant cousin, her high school friend Sophie, and the house that has been her home for forty-two years. When she reaches out and makes new friends, one entwines herself with Sarah and her friend Sophie to find the killer. 243 pages. C&T. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

---

A TIE DIED. By Carol Dean-Jones. When Sarah Miller moves into a retirement community with standard perks, a distant cousin, her high school friend Sophie, and the house that has been her home for forty-two years. When she reaches out and makes new friends, one entwines herself with Sarah and her friend Sophie to find the killer. 243 pages. C&T. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

---

A TIE DIED. By Carol Dean-Jones. When Sarah Miller moves into a retirement community with standard perks, a distant cousin, her high school friend Sophie, and the house that has been her home for forty-two years. When she reaches out and makes new friends, one entwines herself with Sarah and her friend Sophie to find the killer. 243 pages. C&T. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95
Together in search of the mysterious “Miku, the legendary delivery robot. The strange companions travel the stars with their producer, and of course hang out with her producer, and of course...
NEW FICTION

2779536 RED SONJA: Wrath of the Gods. By Luke Lieberman. The She-Devil with a Sword faces the gods themselves in a tale that explores the mysteries of her past, while presenting the malicious threat of Loki in the present. Can Thor, the God of Thunder, and Odin, the All-father, help her to prevent a fellow god from taking over the world? Collects all five issues of the mini-series. Dynamite. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

2779390 JAMES BOND, VOLUME 2: Eidolon. By Warren Ellis. James Bond is trapped in L.A. alongside another MI6 agent as a foreign intelligence service's attacks on his cover grow more than just one-tries to put them both in body bags. Collects issues #7-12 of Dynamite's James Bond comic book series. Dynamite. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

2779331 ATOMIC BLODE: The Coldest City. By Antony Johnstone. As communism collapses and the Berlin Wall crumbles, an alien MI6 spy is killed while carrying priceless information—a list containing the name of every spy in Berlin. MI6 sends in Lorraine Broughton to recover the list, but she walks into a powdery of secrets. Now a living picture starring Charlene Theron. In B&W. 171 pages. Oni Press. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

2779439 THE LONE RANGER OMNIBUS, VOL. 1. By Bret Matthews. Featuring the all-star creative team of Bret Matthews, Sergio Cariello, John Jackson, and John Cassaday, this is a must-have for long-time fans of America's favorite hero of the Wild West. Read the sympathetic story of how John Reid was transformed into the Lone Ranger, and along with his partner Tonto, set a new standard of action and storytelling. Collects #0-25. Dynamite. Paperback. Pub. at $39.99 $14.95

2779558 DAMSELS, VOLUME 1. By L. Moore & J. Reppion. Rapa, a redheaded girl with a fiery spirit and lost memories, discovers a conspiracy that threatens the peace among all the mythical creatures of the land. Joined by the Little Mermaid, the Frog Prince, and Red Riding Hood, Rapa journeys through faerie forests on a quest to foil the scheme! Collects #1-8. Dynamite Entertainment. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

2779412 KISS: The Demon. By A. Chu & E. Burnham. Amy Chu teams with co-writer Erik Burnham and artist Eman Cassallos to explore the secret history of KISS, the world's greatest rock & roll band. This must have story uncovers a haunted and abandoned city. 170 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

2779579 VAMPI OMNIBUS, VOL. 1. By David Conway et al. What was originally a reimagining of Vampirella, this sexy and exciting graphic novel series has taken on a life of its own. In a dystopian world filled with supernatural forces, a new hero has risen to do battle with the forces of evil. Collects Vamp! #1-18. Dynamite. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

★ 2780663 ANATOMY OF A METAHUMAN. By S.D. Perry & M.K. Perrett. In this third and final anatomical cross sections, this volume delves into Batman's detailed theories on the physiology of twelve key characters from the DCU's finest heroes and villains, offering insight into key abilities such as Superman's heat vision and Swamp Thing's regenerative capabilities. 160 pages. Insight Editions. Paperback. $37.95

★ 2780291 JUDAS. By Jeff Lovenss. Judas Iscariot is one of the most tragic figures in the Bible; an acolyte, a betrayer, and a villain. But if it wasn't for Judas, the story of Jesus would have been different. In a religion built on redemption and forgiveness, one man had to sacrifice himself for everyone—and it wasn't Jesus. Collects Judas #1-4. BOOM! Studios. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 278282X THE SPY WHO DON’T WANT TO BE. By K. Koning & D. Awe. A collection of short comics about America’s longest war. Seen through the eyes of Afghan and U.S. forces, as well as a Taliban ambassador, every story highlights the human element of war. These are the tales from the men and women who were there. Dead Reckoning. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

★ 2782948 HELLBOY IN HELL OMNIBUS, VOLUME 4. By Mike Mignola. Hellboy wanders through a strange and mysterious Hell full of family members and more familiar faces, where he can no longer avoid the truth about his destiny. Collects Hellboy in Hell Volumes 1 & 2, and the short stories The Magician and the Snake and The Exorcist of Vorsk. 268 pages. Dark Horse. $34.99 $17.95

★ 2780054 H.P. LOVECRAFT: He Who Wrote in the Darkness. By Alex Nikolovitch. As mythical as one of his own creations, his innumerable readers see Howard Phillips Lovecraft as having been a chosen English Heritage site, eight authors write in the Darkness. By L. Corrèia & B.T. Schmidt. Ed. of this volume. Paperback. $4.95

2780122 SUPER WEIRD HEROES: Unforgettable but Real. Ed. by Craig Yoe. A compendium of all the weirdest, wildest super heroes of the Golden Age of comics and beyond. Includes characters like the Kitten: a sweet little girl who mows down Nazis with her machine gun. Also, don’t miss the Black Cobra and the Cobra Kid—they wear skintight costumes and bash bad guys with a实施方案. Ed. by C. Yoe. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $3.95

2801450 THE COMPLETE JAMES BOND: GOLDFINGER: The Classic Comic Strip Collection 1960-66. By Anthony Haxton & Don Glut. Goldfinger is one of Bond's most famous features. Along with the 007's mission to defeat the Man with the Midas Touch is the introductory adventure in this collection of six classic 1960s comic strips. Also included are Roscio: From a View to a Kill; For Your Eyes Only; The Man with the Golden Gun; and The Living Daylights. In B&W. Titan. 11½x10¾. Import. Pub. at $39.99 $14.95

2801478 ARMY OF DARKNESS OMNIBUS, VOLUME 3. By James Kuhoric et al. This volume promises more gore chainsaw action, more buckshot blasts to undead faces and more Deadite threats than ever before! Features stories set in the time before Ash met Evil Dead and stories by Mike Mignola and Jim Kuhoric with art by Scott Cohn, Mario Gully, Dave Simons and Pablo Marcos. Collects #13-27. Dynamite Entertainment. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

2780928 RAGDOLL. By Daniel Cole. Wolf Fawkes arrives at a crime scene where the body of a murdered woman numbered parts of six victims, sewn together, a corpse that becomes known as the “Ragdoll.” When a list of names is received, with dates when the Ragdoll killer planted his strike next, Wolf finds his name on the list. Will he find the killer before the killer finds him? Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

2792230 IDENTICAL. By Scott Turow. Stiller and Stiller are twins who are elected mayor of Kindly County. His identical twin brother, Cass, is newly released from prison after serving time for murder. When ex-FBI agent Even Miller and PI Tim Brodie begin to look into the workings of the murder, they find themselves ensnared in a tangle of deception. 371 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $18.00 $3.95

2786911 HELL FIRE. By Karin Fossum. A graphic scene awaits Inspector Konrad Sejer in the oppressive summer heat—a woman and her young son lay dead in a pool of blood near a dank tractor—and he begins to search for the truth behind this senseless killing. 256 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

2794368 CHARCOAL JOE. By Walter Mosley. Levkot “Easy” Rawlins finds his life in transition. He’s ready—finally—to propose to his girlfriend, Bonnie, and start a life together. And he’s started a new detective agency. But inevitably, a new case gets in the way involving a rather strange figure from another world. 305 pages. Doubleday. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $6.95

★ 278228X THE LONG COUNT. By J.M. Guilin. Texas Ranger John Q has been called to the scene of a fellow war veteran’s death and although the police want the case shut down, he suspects that all is not what it seems. When his theory is backed up, he soon faces a race across the state as he unearths just how dark some secrets can be. 329 pages. Faber & Faber. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

★ 2790785 THE CHINESE ORANGE MYSTERY. By Ellery Queen. Arriving just in time to widen the discovery of a body in the offices of foreign literature publisher and renowned stamp collector Donald Kirk, Ellery Queen immediately launches an investigation. In this clue is too minor or too glaring to warrant careful consideration. Originally published in 1934. 250 pages. Penzler. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ 2780372 ROBICHEAUX. By James Lee Burke. Haunted by the demons of his past, Dave Robicheaux seeks deliverance one night at a local bar. That same night, the man who took the life of Dave’s beloved wife dies a violent death. His memory a blur, and his life in a shambles, Robicheaux may have committed the crime he’s been assigned to investigate. 447 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

★ 2787865 ROBERT B. PARKER’S COLD LULL. By Reed Farrel Coleman. Jesse Stone is back on the job after a stint in rehab, and the road to recovery is immediately made bumpy by a series of disturbing and apparently motivated crimes linked to the murder of an African American woman. 356 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

★ 2790718 HUNTING THE SATURDAY NIGHT STRANGELE. By C.M. Wendelboe. Hunter Crank’s nameless murder case haunts retired homicide detective Ann Anderson and TV reporter Ana Maria down a rabbit hole of ranchers and rustlers. When their investigation results in a desperate act of violence, they wonder whether they’re unwinding the killer’s twisted thread of clues—or unweaving their own. 275 pages. Midnight Ink. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95
NEW FICTION

**2778178 TALES OF VALHALLA: Norse Myths & Legends.** By Martyn & Hannah Woolcock. Discover and learn the story. Odin, Loki: the trickster. Thor on his many adventures, giants, Valkyries. Signir the dragon-slayer, and more. In this lively and accessible volume that builds these hallmarks of world literature into a new generation. 276 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

**2776553 BULLFINCH’S GREEK AND ROMAN MYTHOLOGY: The Age of Fable.** By Thomas Bulfinch. Republication of the work first published in 1855. Drawing on the works of Homer, Ovid, Virgil, and other classical authors, as well as an immense trove of stories about the Norse gods and heroes, this collection offers lively retellings of the myths of the Greek and Roman gods. 301 pages. Dover. Paperbound. $4.95


**2799596 THE LOVELY BONES.** By Alice Sebold. “My name is Salome, like the fish: first name, Susie. I was fourteen when I was murdered.” So begins the story of Susie, who comes home to find her new house on fire, a place that is not at all what she expected even though she was to be the fire’s lookout. She will quickly learn that it’s the humans who need to be housebroken, as she and Dash bring a serial killer to heel. 265 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. $16.00 $11.95

**2794667 ROB THY NEIGHBOR.** By David Thrulio. Charlie Henry and his friends have gathered for a cookout on a relaxing Sunday afternoon in Albuquerque. But just as they are about to bite into their burgers, a gunshot rings out next door. Museum curator Kody McCoy, doesn’t seem so sure its accidental. Brodie thinks the deaths are linked, and he needs help from Kody before it’s too late. 377 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**2798743 THE GUILTY DEAD.** By P.J. Tracy. Minneapolis is devastated when Gregor Norwood is found dead with a smoking gun in his hand. But the loot is never found. Forty years later, a computer genius is accused of a crime she didn’t commit. Imprisoned and desperate to break out, he fights to clear his name without incriminating himself. 210 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**2792932 I CAN SEE IN THE DARK.** By Karin Fossum. Riktor knows he is guilty of a terrible crime but is arrested for something totally unexpected. The crime he is being accused of is one he certainly didn’t commit. Imprisoned and desperate to break out, he fights to clear his name without incriminating himself. 210 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**2799229 A HELLL OF A DOG.** By Joel Lea Benjamin. Rachel Alexander and her canine sidekick, Dash, have just been hired as undercover security at a dog training symposium. They have barely infiltrated the terrifiedukanee community before they lose a teammate to one. She’ll quickly learn that it’s the humans who need to be housebroken, as she and Dash bring a serial killer to heel. 265 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. $16.00 $11.95

**2801086 MIDNIGHT SUN.** By Jo Nesbo. The man who calls himself Ulf travels to Norway’s far northern reaches to find one thing: closure. He heads from Oslo’s most notorious drug lord, the Fisherman. But in Kasunda a different need is recognized when Ulf meets Sami and her young son. At last, Ulf has hope for a future—but hope has always betrayed him in the past. 260 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $9.95

**2787202 SIRACUSA.** By Delia Ephron. An electrifying story about marriage and deceit that examines the character of Siracusa, a town on the coast of Sicily, where the secrets they have hidden from one another are exposed and relationships are unraveled. 288 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $26.00 $19.95

**2787122 PLAYING WITH FIRE.** By Tess Gerritsen. While in Rome, violinist Julia Andesani happens upon a piece of music—the Incendio Waltz—that has a life of its own. After returning to Boston, Julia plays the waltz on her violin and her young daughter seems violently transformed. Convinced that the waltz can help him solve his own mystery, John O’Malley sets out to discover the man and the meaning behind the Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00 $20.95

**2799561 THE GIRL BEFORE.** By JP Delaney. Emma wants a new place to live, which she finds in the city of Greenvale. Several rules: No books, no throw pillows, no photos or clutter or personal effect of any kind. Jane needs a fresh start. Both women end up at One Folgate Street. Module opens up about the ultimately terrible, death of the home’s previous tenant, a woman similar to Jane in age and appearance. 336 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

**2792273 MISSED MESSAGES.** By Brandon Sanderson. Six years after the traumatic disappearance of Elta Messenger, it’s clear that none of the members of her middle-class family have found mourning. As the impending requisite of the McRuth death nears, one of them, her mother, father, brother and high school sweetheart are shaken from their mournful routines by an unrelenting chain of...
**NEW FICTION**

- **278232 JUROR #3.** By James Patterson & N. Allen. Ruth Buzar, a newcomer to Mississippi, is also fresh to the Mississipi Bar, and is immediately tapped as defense counsel in a racially charged felony case. As lurid, interwoven investigations unfold, no one can be trusted, especially the two men impaneled on the jury. They may be hiding the most incendiary secret of all. 331 pages. Little. $21.95

- **2786856 STEAMPUNK FAQ: All That’s Left to Know About the World of Goggles, Airships & Time Traveling.** By Mike Perensch. Provides a historical exploration of steampunk’s literary and cinematic origins. Also takes a look at steampunk in its many guises, and while it may not be a perfect definition for steampunk, once you’ve taken a tour of steampunk’s alternate worlds in this volume, you’ll know it when you see it. Illus. 332 pages. Applause. Paperbound. $19.99

- **2784446 FANCY DANCER.** By Fern Michaels. Jake St. Cloud inherits a fortune and learns the whereabouts of his mysterious half-brother, Alex. After an accident, and a sentence on work, when Jake is thrown together with Alex, Fancy, and her mother Angelica Dancer, he begins to realize his greatest gift is not his inheritance. 248 pages. Kensington. $10.95


- **2780526 DEJA NEW.** By Mary Janice Davidson. As an insight, it’s Leah’s job to delve into the murky and often deadly former lives of her patients. And she knows a thing or two about danger after killing her mother’s murderer with the help of new beau, Archer Drake. Now she and Archer must try to figure out why his dad killed his wayward wife. 294 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. $15.00

- **2779943 YOU’RE GONNA LOVE ME.** By Robin Lee Hatcher. With the charming backdrop of small-town friends, beloved cousins, and strong family ties, this story is an exciting read. Can Samantha and Nick set aside the disastrous ending of their first try at love? Has Nick changed enough to meet Samantha in the middle? Can she average all in at that love might be worth taking? 310 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. $12.99

- **2779935 WHENEVER YOU COME AROUND.** By Robin Lee Hatcher. An unfortunate event sends Charity Anderson back to her hometown of Kings Meadow. When her dog causes an accident leaving her old classmate, Buck Malone, with a broken ankle and wrist she is obligated to help him recuperate. Will Buck’s influence on Charity overcome her fears? 254 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. $9.95

- **2794764 BITTERSWEET CREEK.** By Ally Kilpatrick. As teenagers, Romy and Julian were bitter rivals. But pscyhologist and ex-army man comes into her life—and now the two men are vying for her attention. 308 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. $14.99

- **2792257 LETTERS TO KATIE.** By Kathleen Fuller. Katie must dive into a letter she receives from the two since the two were children, but he’s never returned her affections. But before Johnny has a chance to tell Katie his true feelings, she’s struck by a serious illness. While Katie stays with her memories of Johnny, a new man comes into her life—and now the two men are vying for her attention. 308 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. $17.99

- **2787701 COWBOY BLESSING.** By Sandra Hill. Ethan Rutledge might never have wanted to own the local Christmas tree farm, but the holiday hasn’t been welcome in his home since Wendy Patterson left him heartbroken twelve years ago. And Wendy’s back. Can the spirit of Christmas and the spirit of the town help rekindle the romance between two people who thought they’d lost love years ago? 356 pages. Avon. Paperbound. $7.99

- **2780224 KATIE’S WAY.** By Mary Ryder. When Katie becomes involved with her Englisch friends in promoting Pennsylvania Dutch Days, some in town appreciate the new business it brings. But others are upset about the relaxed rules. When acts of vandalism threaten Katie’s shop, she turns to Caleb for comfort. 294 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. $7.99

- **2788835 MISTLETOE MIRACLES.** By Jodi Thomas. Griffin is desperate. If he can’t save his child from her father, he’s lost his chance. And is immediately tapped as defense counsel in a racially charged felony case. As lurid, interwoven investigations unfold, no one can be trusted, especially the twelve people impaneled on the jury. They may be hiding the most incendiary secret of all. 334 pages. Harperlin. Paperbound. $5.95

- **2788866 A SNOW COUNTRY CHRISTMAS.** By Linda Lael Miller. It’s not Christmas without a trip to Hollywood hoopla. Nick, back to Montana, has never forgotten the first Christmas he spent at the Rafter M. Will he let this be a lesson learned? 489 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. $7.99

- **2789442 SEASON OF WONDER.** By Ba吊ene Thayne. It’s a long way from New York to Idaho, but could Dani Capelli and her daughter Katie make it work? Adjusting to the charming mountain community isn’t easy, and her 13 year old begins to act out, while her six year old is becoming attached to her new neighbor, Ruben Morales. As the holidays draw near, Ruben takes a chance and shows Dani just how special Christmas in Haven Point can be. 317 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound Import. $16.99

- **2800969 ALASKAN HOLIDAY.** By Debbie Macomber. Before beginning her dream job as sous chef in one of Seattle’s hottest new restaurants, Josie Avery takes a summer position cooking at a lakeside resort in the remote Alaskan town of Halcott. But Josie’s rustic charms are a local community— including the quiet and intense Palmer Saxon. 243 pages. Harperlin. Paperbound. $12.95

- **2800983 CHRISTMAS ON MISTLETOE WAY.** By Brynn Farrell. With Christmas fast approaching, she has sent her irresistible handsome rival, Luke, to tempt her back home for the holidays. He’ll need a little bit of magic to earn Camryn’s heart. 334 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. $7.99

- **2787765 A SNOWY CHRISTMAS.** By Lori Foster. What do the words mean? Willa is certain she’s never seen so much snow in one day . Sure as sweet tea on a hot afternoon. But when a priceless relic is stolen, the rivals must align forces. For love is about to become the greatest treasure of all. 368 pages. Avon. Paperbound. $7.99

- **2787705 IT HAPPENED AT CHRISTMAS.** By Jenna Stevens. This is a sharp wit. Unfortunately, she has one annoying weakness: the dangerously handsome Duke of Ravenwood. The man who dared to break her heart. The man who has stolen her family’s pride, must align forces. For love is about to become the greatest treasure of all. 368 pages. Avon. Paperbound. $7.99

- **2798467 ROGUE GUNSLINGER.** By B.J. Daniels. Bestselling author T.J. Clementine thought she’d be safe with her sisters during the holidays. She was wrong. Now, she is running for her life, followed by T.J. to Whitehorse. The only person who can help TJ is ruggedly handsome Loner Silas Walker, if she can trust him. 456 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. $5.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author/Editor</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages/Publication Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHRISTMAS WITH YOU.</td>
<td>By Nora Roberts. Novels. In Gabriel’s Angel, all artist Gabriel Bradley wants is cold...</td>
<td>WaterBrook.</td>
<td>38 pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOPE IN THE HILL.</td>
<td>By roma dorothy. Novels. It’s 1920. Emma, a new resident in the small town of Greenleaf Village...</td>
<td>Harvest.</td>
<td>280 pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE CALL OF CTHULHU:</td>
<td>By H.P. Lovecraft. A vibrant retelling of H.P. Lovecraft's most iconic story. There is a cult that will never die, its secrets...</td>
<td>HarperLuxe.</td>
<td>882 pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE INHERITANCE OF BEAUTY.</td>
<td>By Nicole Setz. Maggie Black came of age in 1920, when the Great War was raging. ...</td>
<td>Avon.</td>
<td>320 pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A MODERN UTOPIA.</td>
<td>By Mark A. Latham. London, 1894. The Shadwell district of London. Victims appear in a...</td>
<td>HarperCollins.</td>
<td>463 pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$17.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRIGHT ON THE WATER.</td>
<td>By Jerry Pournelle. This futuristic novel is set on a space station in the...</td>
<td>HugoBooks.</td>
<td>240 pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$17.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE HEALING.</td>
<td>By Linda Byler. John is the youngest of seven boys and is constantly overlooked by his...</td>
<td>Avon.</td>
<td>288 pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE LAYRINOTH OF DEATH: SHADWELL SHADOWS: The Cthulhu Casebooks.</td>
<td>By James Lovegrove. Just returned from a nightmarish expedition in Afghanistan, Dr. Watson meets with Sherlock Holmes as he investigates a series of deaths in the Shadwell district of London...</td>
<td>Titan.</td>
<td>356 pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAN OF WAR.</td>
<td>By John Parnell. When Eric Steele, an elite clandestine operative assigned to a unit known as the “Program,” is assigned to...</td>
<td>Orbit.</td>
<td>368 pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE CALL OF CTHULHU:</td>
<td>By H.P. Lovecraft. A vibrant retelling of H.P. Lovecraft's most iconic story. There is a cult...</td>
<td>404 Press.</td>
<td>594 pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A MODERN UTOPIA.</td>
<td>By H.G. Wells. Republication of the work first published in 1921 by H.G. Wells. The...</td>
<td>Four Winds.</td>
<td>350 pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHADWELL SHADOWS: The Cthulhu Casebooks.</td>
<td>By James Lovegrove. Just returned from a nightmarish expedition in Afghanistan, Dr. Watson meets with Sherlock Holmes as he investigates a series of deaths in the Shadwell district of London...</td>
<td>Titan.</td>
<td>356 pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAN OF WAR.</td>
<td>By John Parnell. When Eric Steele, an elite clandestine operative assigned to a unit known as the “Program,” is assigned to...</td>
<td>Orbit.</td>
<td>368 pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE LAYRINOTH OF DEATH: SHADWELL SHADOWS: The Cthulhu Casebooks.</td>
<td>By James Lovegrove. Just returned from a nightmarish expedition in Afghanistan, Dr. Watson meets with Sherlock Holmes as he investigates a series of deaths in the Shadwell district of London...</td>
<td>Titan.</td>
<td>356 pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAN OF WAR.</td>
<td>By John Parnell. When Eric Steele, an elite clandestine operative assigned to a unit known as the “Program,” is assigned to...</td>
<td>Orbit.</td>
<td>368 pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE LAYRINOTH OF DEATH: SHADWELL SHADOWS: The Cthulhu Casebooks.</td>
<td>By James Lovegrove. Just returned from a nightmarish expedition in Afghanistan, Dr. Watson meets with Sherlock Holmes as he investigates a series of deaths in the Shadwell district of London...</td>
<td>Titan.</td>
<td>356 pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAN OF WAR.</td>
<td>By John Parnell. When Eric Steele, an elite clandestine operative assigned to a unit known as the “Program,” is assigned to...</td>
<td>Orbit.</td>
<td>368 pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$26.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEW FICTION

2802287 THE SUM OF ALL FEARS. By Tom Clancy. Peace may finally be at hand in the Middle East, as Jack Ryan, Deputy Director of Intelligence for the CIA, lays the groundwork for a plan that could end centuries of conflict. But ruthless terrorists have a final, desperate card to play: a nuclear device that hidden somewhere in the United States. 1202 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2781719 STAR WARS—RETURN OF THE JEDI: Beware the Power of the Dark Side! By Tom Angleberger. The evil Empire is constructing a second Death Star to crush the Rebel Alliance. But Luke Skywalker has other plans—destroy the Empire and stop the Emperor once and for all. Yet though the Rebel Alliance already has the Rebel Alliance’s advantage, the night is still young. Illus., some in color. 412 pages. Disney Lucasfilm Press. Pub. at $17.99 $14.95

2781700 STAR WARS—A NEW HOPE: The Princess, the Scoundrel, and the Farm Boy. By Alexandra Bracken. Although the Rebel Alliance has won a few battles against the Empire, hope is fading. The Empire is about to unveil the greatest weapon the galaxy has ever seen—the Death Star. The Rebel’s only chance to defeat it now lies in the unlikely hands of a princess, a scoundrel, and a farm boy. Illus., some in color. 317 pages. Disney Lucasfilm Press. Pub. at $19.99 $13.99

2780852 RING OF FIRE. By Brad Taylor. Pike Logan and Jennifer Cahill of the Taskforce are called to stop a plan for a spectacular terrorist attack called the Ring of Fire. But the Taskforce is no match for the enemy’s massive resources, and the ensuing chaos and terror will distract the Taskforce from the real truth no one sees. 446 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

2801518 EVEN IF IT KILLS HER. By Kate White. When Wiggins is asked by a college friend, Jillian Lowe, to help find her family member, she uncovers deeply guarded secrets, Bailey and Jillian find themselves in great peril as they discover the truth about the murders. 428 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $12.99

2798765 SEX, LIES & SERIOUS MONEY. By Stuart Woods. Stone Barrington arrives home to find an unexpected new client on his doorstep. Everything is not as it seems when the client reveals the true nature—and value—of his recent turn of fortune. From luxury New York offices to the gentlemen’s clubs of Ginza, Stone quickly learns that easy money isn’t always easy. 339 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.95 $21.95

2801558 GONE AGAIN. By James Grippando. Sashi Burgette vanished three years ago on her way to school. The night after the teenager’s disappearance, ex-con Dylan Reeves was stopped for drunk driving. An investigation by Stone Barrington is derailed when Dylan is found dead in his truck. Now, days from Reeves’s execution, Sashi’s mother visits lawyer Jack Swyteck, and delivers the shocking news: “Sashi’s in the woods,” says her mother. “I’m going to find her.” 390 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $16.99 $13.99

2801612 HOUSE OF SPIES. By Daniel Silva. Terrorists leave a trail of carnage through London’s glittering West End. The attack is a brilliant feat of planning and secrecy, except for one detail: the single, white carnation left by the assassins. Picasso and Jennifer uncover will put them on the trail of the imminent threat, but it’s one that they might be unable to stop. 433 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $27.00 $22.95

2799642 RING OF FIRE. By Brad Taylor. Taskforce operators Pike Logan and Jennifer Cahill come face to face with an insidious threat to strike terror into the heart of America. But the terrorists have one thing Stone Barrington never uncover will put them on the trail of the imminent threat: it’s one that they might be unable to stop. 433 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $27.00 $22.95

2785687 GOOD AS GONE. By Amy Gelbly. As Anna tries to reconnect with her daughter Julie, who is miraculously home after her abduction eight years ago, Anna begins to see holes in Julie’s story. Things just don’t add up. She hates to think it, but is her daughter lying to her? And if she is, then is it Julie, then what is she wants? 273 pages. HMH. Pub. at $23.00 $17.95

2787121 GHOSTS OF HAVANA. By Todd Moss. For State Department Crisis Manager William Taddeo, the lessons from History have been simple. Relations between Cuba and the United States were thawing, right? More travel, easing of trade, a presidential visit? So why was the Havana now, fighting for his life? 351 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $22.95

2787985 REVELATIONS OF THE RUBY CRYSTAL. By Barbara Hand Clow. A beautiful young Catholic graduate student from Boston studying at the Vatican Library for her thesis on the first Christian heretic is being courted by two utterly different men. After a terrible encounter with the dark side at a castle in Tuscany, the only man she can trust is a roguish thief with a ruby crystal—the third eye of an ancient Buddha Bear & Company. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

2788551 THE GOLDEN KEEL. By Desmond Bagley. An expedition plans to unearth Mussolini’s treasure, which disappeared in 1943 while being moved north to safety. But the expedition’s reckless mission is being followed by enemies who are even more ruthless as they seek the treasure. 295 pages. Collins. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

2796082 DUEL TO THE DEATH. By J.J.ANCE. After taking down the man responsible for his best friend’s death, Stuart Ramey wrongly thinks the case is finally closed. To sort out his confusing emotions, and for good, he enlist the help of Ali Reynolds and the rest of his cybersecurity colleagues at High Noon Enterprises. 417 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2786293 NEVER ALONE. By Elizabeth Hayfill. Sarah lives with her two daughters in a farmhouse, high on the North Yorkshire moors. She isn’t exactly lonely, but when an old friend needs a place to stay she welcomes him in. But he has secrets, and if he gets what he wants, Sarah realizes there are far worse things than being alone. 370 pages. Myriad. Paperback Import. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

2790025 THE OTHER GIRL. By Erica Spier. When a shadowy group, whose ultimate identity is unknown, uses a group of activists to investigate the grisly murder of a local college professor. Soon another local turns up dead, this time it’s a retired police officer. Two killings of two very different men who on the surface have nothing to do with each other, but for fathers and daughters, it’s all in the family. Miranda, 310 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

2788578 LANDSLIDE. By Desmond Bagley. When Bob Boyd, a geologist with the Wagner clan, he discovers dark twisted secrets, jealous siblings, and blackmail, making him a target. 293 pages. Altia. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

2797847 THE PEOPLE VS. ALEX CROSS. By James Patterson. Alex Cross is on the wrong side of the law, and all of his nemesis are dead, and Cross is charged with gunning them down. As he prepares to prove his innocence, his former partner John Sampson brings him a grisly and bizarre disappearance of several young girls. And despite his suspension, Cross can’t refuse the case. 411 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2798181 IN WINDSHEAR TERRORS. By Clive Cussler & B. Morrison. Two thousand years ago, an emperor charged a small group with an impossible mission: to find an object to haunt her forever. Stella becomes obsessed with uncovering the truth and the haunting events of that day. 468 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

2782103 GHOST GIRL. By Lesley Thomson. Terry Danrell was a detective with Hammersmith police. Now his daughter Stella has found an old book that uncovered hidden crypts in a Hammersmith basement. One photo dates from 1966, when a ten year old girl witnessed something that would haunt her forever. Stella becomes obsessed with uncovering the truth. 351 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

2781948 POISON. By John Lescroat. When Grant Wagner is murdered and leaves a multimillion dollar inheritance, Disnas Hardy is convinced that Abby Jarvis, Wagner’s bookkeeper, who insists she’s innocent. As Disnas investigates the Wagner clan, he discovers dark twisted secrets, jealous siblings, and blackmail, making him a target. 293 pages. Altia. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

2781832 BIG SISTER. By Gunnar Staalesen. Pi Yang Veum gets a visit from a woman who looks herself as her half sister. She wants him to find her nineteen year old god-daughter who suddenly vanished. Soon Veum’s investigation leads to a gang of extramarital group whose dark intent is hidden by the anonymity of the internet. 259 pages. Orenda. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

2780193 DEATH IS NOT ENOUGH. By Karen Rose. Defense attorney Thomas Stone wakes up in bed with a dead woman, her blood on his hands and no recollection of how he got there. Whoever is trying to frame him is about to lead Thomas down the rabbit hole of his past, something he thought was left behind. Just how far will this person go to bring him down? 612 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

2797944 THE PEOPLE VS. ALFRED CROSS. By James Patterson. Alfred Cross is on the wrong side of the law, and all of his nemesis are dead, and Cross is charged with gunning them down. As he prepares to prove his innocence, his former partner John Sampson brings him a grisly and bizarre disappearance of several young girls. And despite his suspension, Cross can’t refuse the case. 411 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2781816 IN WINDSHEAR TERRORS. By Clive Cussler & T. Morrisson. Two thousand years ago, an emperor charged a small group with safeguarding a powerful secret. They went down in legend as the Nine Unknown Men. And projections of their descendants are fighting a mighty battle. Juan Cabrillo and the crew of the Oregon find themselves caught between two warring moguls. 387 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00 $21.95
NEW FICTION

**2790099 MIND GAME.** By his Johansen. Jane Macrae is plagued by dreams of a girl in danger, dreams she can't ignore. But when she learns the girl is her own, she must face the truth. Who is this girl, and what is she trying to tell Jane? Will Jane figure it out before it's too late, for her and the mysterious young woman? Things are about to get dangerous when Eve Duncan finds Jane with news of her own. 437 pages. Zaffire. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

**2790235 WIDOWS.** By Lynda La Plante. A security van heist goes disastrously wrong and three women are left widowed. When Dolly Rawlins discovers her late husband's plans for the failed hijack, an idea starts to form. Could she and the other widows finish the job their husbands started? 455 pages. Zaffire. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

**2782251 WOLVES IN THE DARK.** By Gunnar Staalesen. Varg Veum has descended into a self-destructive spiral. When traces of child pornography are found on his computer, he's accused of being part of a pedophile ring and thrown into prison. When a chance presents itself, Varg finds himself on the run. With the police on his trail, he takes his late wife's, Susan's, most personal case yet. 305 pages. Orenda. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.95.

**2783126 THE GREATEST COWBOY STORIES EVER TOLD: Incredible Tales of the Western Frontier.** By Glenn L. Greenberg. The cowboy is more than a man or a myth—he is an identity, the soul of a country that started out as wild and unruly and has risen to become civilized and respected. This collection includes 23 exciting stories from a variety of contributors such as Mark Twain, Max Brand, and more. 333 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**2787113 FLIGHT PATTERNS.** By Karen McManus. Georgia has spent her high school years among other people’s plans while trying to forget her own. But her work as an expert on fine china requires her to return to the town she’s been forced to see herself. Seeing her family after all this time, Georgia realizes that something has been missing, and she’ll have to find the courage to confront the ghosts of her past to heal this rift. 401 pages. New American Library. Pub. at $26.00. $5.95

**2801043 FALL FROM GRACE.** By Danielle Steel. Sydney’s perfect life with her wealthy, devoted husband vanishes when he dies in an accident and she discovers he has failed to include her in his will. Naive and penniless, she returns to her former career in the fashion industry, only to quickly find herself wrongfully facing criminal prosecution. 368 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $5.95

**2788772 THE CHRISTMAS SISTERS.** By Sarah Morgan. As Suzanne’s dreams of the perfect McBride Christmas unravel, she must rely on the magic of the season to bring her daughters together. But will this new togetherness teach the sisters that their close knit bond is strong enough to withstand anything? Just in time for Christmas, this novel is a perfect holiday gift. Paperback Import. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

**2797860 KATALIN STREET.** By Magda Szabo. In prewar Budapest three families live side by side on gracious Katalin Street, their lives closely interwoven. Then a tragic event in 1944 by the German occupation, after which only one of the three families will survive. 231 pages. NYRB. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. $6.95

**2785714 COURTNEY’S WAR.** By Jonathan Kellerman. Read by John Rubinstein. Novel. Child psychologist Alex Delaware has taken on a new case, one that is expected to test his character status. This collection features several shorts of the Panther and his ever deepening relationship with his comic foe, the establishment “Little Man.” 138 minutes. Harper. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**2787105 THE BONE GARDEN.** By Tess Gerritsen. Read by Carolyn McCormick. Novel. Boston, 1830. Norris Marshall has joined the ranks of local “resurrectionists”; those who dig up dead cadavers to sell to black market, to pay for his education. Present day: Julia has made a horrifying discovery on the grounds of her new home in rural Massachusetts; a female skull with the unmistakable marks of murder. Abridged. Five hours on 4 CDs. Random House Audio Books. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

**2787229 WHEN THE BOUGH BREAKS.** By Jonathan Kellerman. Read by John Rubinstein. Novel. Child psychologist Alex Delaware has taken on a new case, one that is expected to test his character status. This collection features several shorts of the Panther and his ever deepening relationship with his comic foe, the establishment “Little Man.” 138 minutes. Harper. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**CD 2791587 EASY AMERICAN IDIOMS.** A simple and straightforward program that can help you master hundreds of useful and common idiomatic expressions. Includes twenty entertaining lessons, a bonus idioms trainer, and a listener’s guide with conversations, idioms lists, and definitions. Four CDs. Living Language. Pub. at $27.99. $8.95

**CD 2781148 HIDE.** By Lisa Gardner. Read by Maggi Meg Reed. Novel. It was a case that brought Bobby Dodge to this dirty town that nearly killed him and changed his life forever. Now, the gruesome discovery of sixummiliated corpses resurrects his worst nightmare: the return of a killer he thought dead and buried. Abridged. Five hours on 4 CDs. Random House Audio Books. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95


**CD 2787180 PRIOR BAD ACTS.** By Tami Hoag. Read by Erik Bergmann. Novel. When an unknown assailant attacks Judge Moore in a parking garage, Detective Sam Kovac and his wife are called upon to solve the crime and keep the judge from further harm. But when the murderer in the case she is hearing escapes, everything changes, and the case of the century is over in just 5 hours. Five hours on 4 CDs. Random House Audio Books. Pub. at $14.99. $4.95

NEW MUSIC

**MOVIE DVD: BATMAN: The Dark Knight Returns, Part 1.** Widescreen. Another night falls over Gotham City and with the darkness out crawls the crime and villainy from the shadows. The days of Batman and other heroes are but faded memories. But when injustice becomes corruption once again, Bruce Wayne dons the cape and mask once more. Stars Peter Weller and Ariel 76 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

**MOVIE DVD: MANU ScHULz.** By Average Joe. Fullscreen. Go Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

**MOVIE DVD: THE BEST OF BUGS BUNNY.** Fullscreen. Warner Bros. £5.95

**MOVIE DVD: JERRY STERN S Tricks & Treats.** Fullscreen. Tom and Jerry are in for spooks galore in this monster collection. With 20 eerie cartoons and two bonuses, your goodie bag will be overflowing with fun. Includes the one cartoon that started it all, every turn, from ancient Egypt to Transylvania, from creepy haunted houses to haunted forests, the hair-raising hilarity is non-stop. English SDH. 161 minutes. Warner Bros. £5.95

**MOVIE DVD: LEGO NEXO KNIGHTS: Season One.** Widescreen. The king’s jester, Jestro, has gone rogue and stolen the strange talking Book of Monsters. No place is safe. Jestro, the book, and its monsters are on the loose, causing havoc all over the kingdom. It’s up to the brave Nexo Knights to stop the Collectors all 15 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Warner Home Video. £5.95

**MOVIE DVD: GUMBYS BEST EPISODES: 16 Claymation Classics!** Fullscreen & Widescreen. Pokey as they find adventure and learn valuable lessons in these 16 classic episodes from the Original Adventures series. From programming robots to composing wonderful music and helping the King save his daughter, Gumbys claymation journeys are as charming today as they were 50 years ago. 90 minutes. Legend Films. Pub. at $14.95. $3.95

**MOVIE DVD: RUSTY’S RODEO.** By Average Joe. Fullscreen & Widescreen. In The Million-Hare, Bug mixes it up with rival Daffy Duck in a race for the Big Prize! In Napoleon Bunny-Part, Bugs finds the answer to the one equation he can’t solve: the extended media coverage has awoken a far worse evil at Arkham Asylum. The Joker! Destined to be Batman’s mortal enemy, The Joker has a diabolical scheme that may pull Batman down, just when his enemies are starting to believe that their lives without their partner. Stars Peter Weller and Ariel Winter. English SDH. 77 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $19.98. $5.95
NEW DVDs

DVD 2788101 FRAGGLE ROCK: Season 1, Volume 1. Fullscreen. Dance your cares away as you return to the magic of Fraggle Rock in six Season One episodes, featuring Gobo, Red, Mokey, Wembley, Boober and the adventurous Travelling Matt. Geared not only for music, magic and mayhem from the iconic Jim Henson that continues to capture the imaginations of adults and children alike. 149 minutes. Cinedigm. $14.95

DVD 2796323 BATMAN: The Second Season, Part One. Fullscreen. These first 30 episodes of the Second Season will take you on more perilous plots with feline foes trying to undo our undaunted heroes! From the torturous King of the Strait Catwoman to the provoking Joker, Batman (Adam West) and Robin (Burt Ward) take on a cape full of calamity. English SDH. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

DVD 2796267 THE BREAK-UP. Widescreen. Vince Vaughn and Jennifer Aniston star in this charming and unpredictable comedy. After two years together, Gary and Brooke’s relationship seems to have reached a stall. The couple is growing tired of the routine, and their feelings for each other are coming out. English SDH. 107 minutes. Universal. $5.95

DVD 279811X FIRST THURSDAY: The 1st Season. Fullscreen. Open the door to true crime series like crawling with psychological suspense and spine-tingling mysteries you won’t want to miss. Includes all 26 wickedly good Season One episodes. Stars Louise Robey and John Dye. May. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $11.95

DVD 2794055 MOBY DICK: The Epic Mini-Series Event. Widescreen, Herman Melville’s classic tale comes to life like never before in this epic miniseries. Directed from Francis Ford Coppola. The Pequod is a Nantucket whaling ship under the dubious command of Captain Ahab (Patrick Stewart) as he pursues with vengeance against a beast that stole the lives of his former crew. Also stars Gregory Peck, Henry Thomas, and Ted Levine. Three hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

DVD 2796444 GOTHAM: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. This gripping series follows Bruce Wayne only beginning to discover his compelling stories of this popular action hero. The action is non-stop and the storylines range from freeway gridlock to wild roadways. Stars Ben McKenzie and Donal Logue. English SDH. Sixteen hours on six DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $11.95.

DVD 2796406 BATMAN: The Second Season, Part Two. Fullscreen. These final 30 episodes of the Second Season will bring more locusting and mysterious mayhem designed to defeat our Caped Crusaders! With feloious foes lined up for revenge, like the venomous Black Widow, chilling Mr. Freeze and cagey Penguin, Batman (Adam West) and Robin (Burt Ward) must match wits with the wildest. English SDH. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

DVD 2796430 DC’S LEGENDS OF TOMORROW: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. The creators of The Flash and Arrow deliver a new spinoff series that combines characters from both shows with new heroes from the DC pantheon. Includes all 16 Season One episodes featuring a dynamic team with one extraordinary mission—save our world! Stars Brandon Routh, Caity Lotz, Victor Garber and Wentworth Miller. English SDH. Over 11 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $14.95

DVD 2794089 SMALLVILLE: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Between the boy Clark Kent thought he was and the man he is destined to become lies the compelling stories of this popular action series. That reimagined Superman saga is rooted from its. Collects all 21 Season One episodes. Stars Tom Welling and Kristin Kreuk. Over 15 hours on six DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $22.95

DVD 2798093 ANALYZE THIS/ANALYZE THAT. Mob boss Paul Vitti’s going a little wacky. His shrink’s afraid of getting whacked. Rob Lowe is a former prison inmate turned crime-family racketeer and Billy Crystal is the psychiatrist in these two comedies. Also stars Lisa Kudrow, and Chazz Palminteri. Rated R. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.98. $5.95

DVD 2795833 MY COUSIN VINNY. Widescreen. When Bill and Stan are mistakenly accused of murder on a trip to New York, they recruit Bill’s cousin Vinny (Joe Pesci), a New York lawyer who’s never gone to trial, to represent them. Will justice follow Vinny and his girlfriend (Marisa Tomei) in an Oscar winning courtroom mini-series event? All 27 episodes. $9.95. They try to save the day? A comedy classic for the ages! Rated R. 2 hours 30 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

DVD 279942X K-9 THE PATROL PACK: The Franchise Collection. Widescreen. Detective Thomas Dooley (Jim Belushi) is the squeaky-clean police officer who teams up with canine partner K-9 to solve crime with an appetite for destruction, in this hysterical action-comedy trilogy. Witness the split-second antics of these unlikely partners in these three adventures: K-9, K-9:1, and K-9:2. Over 4 hours on a double-sided DVD. $16.95

DVD 2780034 POLICE ACADEMY FILM COLLECTION. Widescreen. Police Academy 3: Back in Training. The final academy film finds the commandant tired of the usual trouble and sends out the Academy in the wilds of America during the civil war. DVD. $5.95

DVD 2799983 WEIRD SCIENCE. Widescreen. Trends change, the computer whizzes (Anthony Michael Hall and Ilan Mitchell-Smith) as they set out to create the “perfect woman” (Kelly Lebrock), what’s a little crazy. Written and directed by John Hughes. English SDH. 94 minutes. Universal. $4.95

DVD 2789034 POLICE ACADEMY 3-FILM COLLECTION. Widescreen. The bumbling Academy bobbies at it again. This triple feature includes Police Academy, Police Academy 2: Their First Assignment and Police Academy 3: Back in Training. Stars Steve Guttenberg and Kim Catrall. Over 4 hours on two DVDs, one double-sided. Warner Bros. Enter. $14.95

DVD 2789096 THE BEST OF LAUREL & HARDY. Premium Collector’s Edition. The groundbreaking Laurel & Hardy duo whose antics defined silent comedy, Laurel & Hardy and their Golden Age guttuaws remain as entertaining as ever. Compiling everything from early screen appearances like "The Big Hoofer" to later gems like "The Flying Deuces" and even home movies, this collectible set is an essential gallery of slapstick mastery. DVDs are set in the pages of a lavishly illustrated book, with photographs and trivia. In B&W. Eleven hours on 6 DVDs. Go Entertainment. $7.95
NEW DVDs

**DVD 2794063 POLITICAL COMEDIES TRIPLE FEATURE.** Widescreen. Kevin Costner, Peter Newman, and Chris Conroy star in three side-splitting political comedies. In Swing Vote, an ordinary dad finds the presidential election coming down to just one vote. In an attempt to save his town, he gets embroiled in a political career conflicts with his attraction to a New Orleans stripper. And in Wrong Is Right, a globe-trotting reporter falls into a web of terrorism, nuclear weapons and the CIA. Some. Rated R. Nearly 6 hours. Mill Creek. $3.95

**DVD 2793997 BEACH BODIES: 6-Pack.** Widescreen. Stif S’s up in six sizzling summer comedies from the ’80s and ’90s: Hardbodies; Private Resort; Side Out; Calendar Girl; Spring Break; and Loveladies. Stars include Johnny Depp. Jason Priestley, Joe Pantoliano, Greg Bradford, C. Thomas Howell, Mary Beth Evans, and others. Most. Rated R. Over 9 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $11.95

**DVD 2800212 GUN SHY.** Widescreen. The only way Charlie (Liam Neeson), a D.E.A. undercover cop, can continue to do his job, is with the embarrassing treatments of his attractive nurse (Sandra Bullock) and the questionable psychotherapy provided by his highly unstable support group. He can only hope to take his tough as nails image long enough to make one last bust. Rated R. 101 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95

**DVD 2789078 GOOD TIMES.** Widescreen. In their one and only onscreen pairing, singing duo and television stars Sonny and Cher star in this happy, affectionate and lovable surreal film about who else? Sonny and Cher! Also stars George Sanders and Norman Alden. 91 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $13.95

**DVD 2789058 IT’S PAT.** The Movie. Widescreen. This comic gem stars Frank, a hard-boiled, literature-bred, gender-bender delivers an outrageously funny adventure, with a cast of nutty characters obsessed with discovering Pat’s true secret. The hilariously entertaining cast includes: Dave Foley, Charles Rocket, Kathy Griffin, Tim Meadows, Kathy Najimi, Timothy Stack, Mary Scheer and Larry Hankin. 77 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95

**DVD 27889X0 HIGH HEELS AND LOW LIFES.** Widescreen. Minnie Driver and Mary McCormack star as best friends who take on low life thieves in this hilarious high energy action comedy. It begins when the friends make off with a fortune. They make contact and demand a cut. But when the felons refuse to hand over a penny, the tough as nails girls give the thugs a run for their money. 96 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95

**DVD 27889X5 THERMA TODD & ZASU PITTS: The Hal Roach Collection 1931-33.** Fullscreen. Collects 17 sexy, pre-code, two-reel comedies showcasing Thelma Todd’s timeless beauty and impeccable comedic ability and the acrobatic Zasu Pitts, a veteran character actress with wonderful comedic timing and delightful comedic gestures who proves a fine comedic foil to the blonde beauty. In B&W. Over 5 hours on 2 DVDs. MVD. Visual. Pub. at $39.95

**DVD 27889X7 IN SEARCH OF DR. SEUSS.** Fullscreen. Take off with a原件 (Kathy Najimi) in search of the real Dr. Seuss (aka Fred Gerbel). Enter the most widely creative world ever seen, combining wacky live action and wackier animation. The legendary Seuss star-filled group leads the way: Eileen Brennan, Christopher Lloyd, Patrick Stewart, Robin Williams and more. In Color and B&W. CC. 90 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $5.95

**DVD 27884X8 WITCHBLADE: Complete Series.** Widescreen. New York homicide detective Sara Pezzini (Yancy Butler) doesn’t know why she has been chosen to possess the living weapon called the Witchblade. The exotic Salome dances, and the mute Swallow performs feats of strength. “An erotic Salome, a mystery novel, fantasy and sci-fi, all wrapped up in one 90-minute episode” (Shelf). Rated R. In Portuguese with English subtitles. 91 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

**DVD 27831X1 BYE BYE BAY.** The Caravan Rollies ride into town with the gypsy lord at the mike; he does magic tricks, the erotic Salome dances, and the mute Swallow performs feats of strength. “An erotic Salome, a mystery novel, fantasy and sci-fi, all wrapped up in one 90-minute episode” (Shelf). Rated R. In Portuguese with English subtitles. 91 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

**DVD 278823 NFL SUPER BOWL XXI-XXV: Collector’s Set.** Relive the greatest moments in the most beloved NFL Super Bowl games in history. This dynamic set features over 10 hours of spectacular game footage, interviews, and insights from the players, coaches and commentators. Five DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $49.99

**DVD 278847X NFL FILMS-LEGENDS OF AUTUMN. VOLUMES 1-III.** Fullscreen. Hosted by Steve Sabol, this three-volume set takes us through the history of NFL Films—from their launch as a small group called Blair Markel, to the company that transformed the amulet and “keepers of the Flame” for the NFL—allowing us to relive the moments and savor the history of the greatest filmmakers in sports. On 8 hours on three DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $39.95

**DVD 278943O EARTHSEA.** Widescreen. The Amulet of Peace has ensured harmony between humans and dragons for centuries in Earthsea. The future of that utopia is thrown into jeopardy when the temple is invaded and the amulet broken. Now there’s a new battle between good and evil to prevent the invasion of evil forces: a boy named Ged (Shawn Ashmore). Also stars Isabella Rossellini and Kristin Kreuk. 173 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

**DVD 2794230 THE MAFIA COLLECTION.** Discover the most infamous names in the history of organized crime with this unique gift set. From legendary godfathers like Al Capone to Joseph “The Rat” Valachi, the first mobster to break the notorious code of silence, it traces the history of the Mafia for more than 150 years. DVDs are set in the pages of a lavishly illustrated book, packed with photographs and trivia. Over 10 hours on six DVDs. Go Entertainment. $5.95

**DVD 2782449 THE QUEEN: China with the Commemorative Edition.** The history of the royal family and Queen Elizabeth’s remarkable 60-year reign comes to life in this collection of four fascinating documentary programs. Includes The First Windsors; The King Who Saved the Crown; Coronation Britain; The Making of a Queen; and The Queen for All Seasons. On 6 hours on four DVDs. Go Entertainment. $5.95

**DVD 2802465 VIETNAM, 1946-1975: History Revealed.** This premium collection, comprising the feature length documentary Vietnam: The War That Changed America; and an assortment of replica memorabilia and battle maps, pays tribute to the brave soldiers who fought in a war that was far from simple and easy, and far from over. In Color and B&W. 104 minutes. Go Entertainment. $3.95

**DVD 2802406 CLASSIC SPORTS CARS.** Take an exciting drive down memory lane with this lavish boxed set. Four fascinating programs profile the five greatest names in the automotive industry: Aston Martin; Jaguar E-Type; Ferrari; and Porsche. Then, explore a unique collection of replica memorabilia, from a wide range of attracting posters and color artwork to a rare reproduction of the first Highway Code manual, published in 1931. Six hours on 4 DVDs. Go Entertainment. $5.95

**DVD 2798514 ROBOCOP TRILOGY.** Widescreen. Paul Verhoeven’s action classic introduces us to good cop Alex Murphy (Peter Weller) who is turned away by ruthless thugs, scientists and doctors piece him back together as the unstoppable crime-fighting machine, RoboCop. Detroit’s robot protector then takes on rival cyborgs and a mercenary army in Robocop 2 and Robocop 3. Some. Rated R. English SDH. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $11.95

**DVD 2786018 EARTHSEA.** Widescreen. The Amulet of Peace has ensured harmony between humans and dragons for centuries in Earthsea. The future of that utopia is thrown into jeopardy when the temple is invaded and the amulet broken. Now there’s a new battle between good and evil to prevent the invasion of evil forces: a boy named Ged (Shawn Ashmore). Also stars Isabella Rossellini and Kristin Kreuk. 173 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98
NEW DVDS

DVD 2798204 THE HITMAN. Good cop Cliff Garrett (Chuck Norris) is betrayed and left for dead by his crooked partner (Michael Parks). Miraculously he survives and he will have his revenge. Going undercover as a hit for the mob, he earns enough money and truth needed to infiltrate the city’s criminal infrastructure. Rated R. 94 minutes. Cannon. $5.95

DVD 2798212 J. EDGAR. Widescreen. Clint Eastwood directs Leonardo DiCaprio as J. Edgar Hoover, head of the FBI for nearly 50 years. Freely adapted and revised, Hoover could distort the truth as easily as he upheld it. But behind closed doors, he held secrets that would have destroyed his legacy, his career and his life. Also stars Naomi Watts and Judi Dench. Rated R. 176 minutes. Line Home Enter. $5.95

DVD 2798220 JACKIE CHAN’S FIRST STRIKE/MR. NICE GUY. When members of the Russian Mafia pose as KGB agents to steal a nuclear missile, the CIA calls on martial arts master Jackie Chan to stop them in Jackie Chan’s First Strike. And in Mr. Nice Chan, Chan is a celebrity chef turned secret agent. 176 minutes. Line Home Enter. $5.95

DVD 2798229 SHARKNADO 3: OH HELL NO! Widescreen. When a mass of sharknadoes threatens America’s East Coast, chainsaw-wielding hero Fin must again risk his life to save his children on spring break. But as he fights his way south, the sharknadoes merge and grow bigger than ever before. Stars Ian Ziering, Tara Reid, and David Hasselhoff. 93 minutes. Syfy. $5.95

DVD 2798200 DIRTY HARRY/ABSOLUTE POWER/TIGHTROPE. Widescreen. In one of his signature roles, Clint Eastwood plays a streetwise San Francisco police chief, Harry Callahan. Stars in and directs Absolute Power, based on David Baldacci’s political thriller. Finally it’s Tightrope, wherein Eastwood plays a conflicted lawyer who takes the wrong side of the law. All Rated R English SDH. Over 3 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

DVD 2794012 THE FIRE NEXT TIME. Fullscreen. In the near future, unremitting heat waves and coastal flooding brought on by the greenhouse effect are ravaging the planet. Tapped in the movie’s astonishingly prescient storyline is the hope, the survival, the will to survive in the face of nature’s cataclysmic wrath. Stars Craig T. Nelson and Bonnie Bedelia. Over 3 hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98

DVD 279804X THE DEAD LANDS. Widescreen. Hong (James Rolleston), a Maori chieftain’s son, must avenge his father’s murder if he is to bring peace and honor to the souls of his slaughtered loved ones. Vastly outnumbered, Hong’s only hope is to pass himself off as Dead Lands and forge an alliance with the mysterious Warrior (Lawrence Makoare). Rated R. English SDH. 107 minutes. Magnolia Home Enter. $3.95

DVD 2798766 O PIONEERS! Fullscreen. Academy Award winning actress Jessica Lange heads an extraordinary cast in this breathtaking adaptation of Willa Cather’s turn of the century epic saga of settlers carving a home from the wilderness and finding dreams of a lifetime. Also stars David Strathairn, Tom Aldredge, and Anne Heche. 98 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

DVD 2798137 1 MILE TO YOU. Widescreen. When a teenager (Graham Rogers) loses his once in a lifetime girlfriend in a tragic accident, he finds that running keeps him on track. Chasing her memory drives him to run faster and to win for his new coach (Billy Crudup). Before long, however, he meets aFolderPath is behind schedule caught between keeping the past alive while making new memories. 106 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $4.95

DVD 278517X AMERICAN ROMANCE. Widescreen. One of the FBI’s most wanted serial killers leads a writer, a retired FBI agent and a lawyer. Based on theIJN Surrey and the Madding Crowd. Widescreen. Thomas Hardy’s classic is given a sumptuous adaptation by director John Schlesinger in this 1967 epic. Roguish soldier Terence Stamp, rich landowner Peter Finch, and rough-hewn shepherd Alan Bates play the ferment in a world of feuding landlords and local people. Based on the John Grisham novel. Stars John Glenn. 99 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

DVD 2797965X IN FROM THE NIGHT. Fullscreen. A late night knock at Victoria Miller’s (Marcia Gay Harden) door changes her life in ways she never could have imagined. Her teenage nephew Bobby (Taylor Hanson) has a drug addiction from a deeply troubled home life. The two of them begin to unravel the events of their family’s history and trick realizes Bobby isn’t the only one whose life is about to be turned upside down. Rated R. English SDH. 109 minutes. Warner Bros. Pub. at $14.98

DVD 2799512 THE GLEN CAMPBELL MUSIC SHOW. Widescreen. In this episode (one of his 70s favorites, Campbell hosts a wave of talented young singers to deliver a breathtaking adaptation of Willa Cather’s turn of the century epic. Stars Shaquille O’Neal, Francis Capra, Ally McBeal, Elton John, Barbra Streisand, and more. 207 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

DVD 2789020 LADY ICE. Widescreen. In this sleek thriller set in the Windy City, detective Andy Hammer collaborates with an insurance company to investigate a murder. The $3 million! Enter the lovely Paula Booth and her father, who deals in stolen goods. Stars Donald Sutherland and Jennifer O’Neill. 93 minutes. Scorpion. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

DVD 2802139 KAZAAM. Widescreen. After 5,000 long years of captivity, Kazaam is set free to grant three wishes to a new master. From then on, he’s captivated to one wild adventure after another—from becoming the largest rap sensation to unearthing an outrageous mob of starlings. Stars Shaquille O’Neal, Francis Capra, Ally Walker and Efren Ramirez. 93 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.00

DVD 2802042 TITANIC: 100 YEARS BELOW. For the hundredth anniversary of this famous day, this special collection brings together the fascinating 48-minute documentary Titanic: A Tale of Two Journeys; an audio CD featuring 25 songs from the Titanic’s era, a stunningly illustrated book on the ship’s history, and an array of memorabilia beautifully recreated from original materials at The National Archives in London, England. Co. Entertainment. $6.95

DVD 2798144 GUN CAMPBELL/JOEY CAMPBELL. Fullscreen locally recorded in Doncaster, England, this full concert features the multi-talented country favorite playing a large selection of memorable hits, including “This Ole House,” “Wichita Lineman,” “Galveston,” “Gentle on My Mind,” and more. 22 more. 80 minutes. Pegasus Entertainment. $6.95

DVD 2798666 THE GLEN CAMPBELL MUSIC SHOW. Widescreen. In this episode, a young Anne Murray, performing solo songs and duets like “The Most Beautiful Girl,” “Dream Lover,” “America’s Song,” “Time in a Bottle,” and more. 45 minutes. Pegasus Entertainment. $5.95

DVD 2785072 SOLD. Fullscreen. Based on true stories, this film tells the unforgettable tale of Lakshmi, an extraordinary girl who risks everything for freedom after being trafficked from India to a brothel in Nepal to a prison brothel in India. The film gives a voice to millions of children who disappear every year. Stars David Arquette and Gillian Anderson. 94 minutes. Magnolia Home Enter. $4.95

DVD 2794136 FILTH. Widescreen. James McAvoy plays Detective Sergeant Bruce Robertson a scheming, manipulative, misogynistic man who spends his time in cowboy, Virginia, Little Britain, and an array of memoirabilia beautifully recreated from original materials at The National Archives in London, England. Go Entertainment. $4.95


DVD 2799278 DOPE. Widescreen. Malcolm (Shameik Moore) is a geek into old-school rap who finds himself in the middle of an adventure involving shady drug dealers, street wiseguys and a backpack that can make or break his chance of getting into Harvard. Also stars Tony Revolori and Kiersey Clemons. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. Fox. $4.95

DVD 2788055 FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD. Fullscreen. The story of Irena Sendler a social worker who was part of the Polish underground in World War II and was arrested by the Nazis for saving 2,500 Jewish children by smuggling them out of the Warsaw Ghetto. Stars Anna Paquin, Paul Giamatti, and James D’Arcy. Based on the John Grisham novel. Stars John Glenn. 99 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

DVD 2797633 THE COURAGEOUS HEART OF IRENA SENDLER. Widescreen. The story of Irena Sendler a social worker who was part of the Polish underground in World War II and was arrested by the Nazis for saving 2,500 Jewish children by smuggling them out of the Warsaw Ghetto. Stars Anna Paquin, Paul Giamatti, and James D’Arcy. Based on the John Grisham novel. Stars John Glenn. 99 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

DVD 2799694 FREEDOM. Widescreen. In 1856, Samuel Woodward (Cuba Gooding, Jr.) and his family escape a Virginia plantation and begin a dangerous trek to Canada on the Underground Railroad. In 1748, Captain John Newton (Bernhard Forcher) is about to set off across the sea to be a slaver, an FBI agent and back again. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. ARCT Entertainment. Pub. at $20.99

DVD 2799294 HARVEY/SPARTACUS/ TOUCH OF EVIL. Fullscreen. The most iconic names in cinema unite! The producers of Harvey engage this trio of must-have classics. The charming Harvey (B&W) stars James Stewart and Josephine Hill; the powerful epic of Spartacus stars Kirk Douglas, Laurence Olivier, and Tony Curtis; and Orson Welles’ masterful noir Touch of Evil (B&W) also stars Charlton Heston and Janet Leigh. English SDH. Nearly 7 hours on three DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $19.98
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**NEW DVDS**

**DVD 2797714 A SMILE AS BIG AS THE MOON.** Widescreen. John Corbett stars as Mike Kersjes, a special education teacher who helps his students achieve their impossible dream—to attend Space Camp at the U.S. Space and Rocket Center in Huntsville, Alabama. Their inspiring journey is based on a true story. 95 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $6.95

**DVD 2786145 I'M IN MY DREAMS.** Widescreen. Natalie and Nick are frustrated with their luck in romance. After tossing coins into a fountain, the two then begin dreaming with their luck in romance. After tossing coins into a fountain, the two then begin dreaming.

**DVD 2796511 10 FILMS STARRING CRITICALLY-ACCLAIMED ACTORS.** Collects ten star-studded films: Silkstream; The Wild Ride; Mesmerized; Guilty Conscience; Death Sentence; The Big Ill; Power, Passion and Murder; Gangster Story; The Terror; and David and Goliath. Stars include Jack Nicholson, Nick Nolte, Orson Welles, Michelle Pfeiffer, Kirk Douglas, Bill Paxton, and Jodie Foster. In Color and B&W. Over 13 hours on two DVDs. Echo Bridge. $9.95

**DVD 2788268 THE REMAINS OF THE DIRT: Special Edition.** Widescreen. Anthony Hopkins stars as Serafino, a Serenafino, a Italian bank robber who serves his master Lord Darlington (James Fox) who is being duped by the Nazis in trying to establish a rapport between themselves and the British government. Also starring Emma Thompson and Christopher Reeve. CC. 134. Minutes. Columbia. $5.95

**DVD 2787962 BARABAS.** Widescreen. This is the fictional story of Barabas based on a fascinating passage in the New Testament, when Pontius Pilate asks the people of Jerusalem whom they want to free. Jesus of Nazareth or Barabas. Stars Anthony Quinn, Silvana Mangano, Arthur Kennedy, Jack Palance, and Ernest Borgnine. CC. 137 minutes. Columbia. Pub. at $14.94 $5.95

**DVD 2794179 LOUISE'S DIARY 1942.** Widescreen. A dramatic true story of forbidden love in WWII unfolts through the eyes of an elderly man reading a diary from the German Occupation of France in 1942. It follows Louise, a young Jewish woman who had her heart changed with the help of Hans, a young SS officer who rejects the Nazi ideology. In French with English subtitles. 85 minutes. Arzura. Pub. at $19.98 $4.95

**DVD 2779641 CROSSROADS: A STORY OF FORGIVENESS.** Fullscreen. When the wife and daughter of Bruce Murakami (Dean Cain) are killed in a tragic accident, he begins a research to find out what actually happened, aided by a determined lawyer (Peri Gilpin). His desire for revenge, however, is soon replaced by a greater desire to transform his family’s tragic loss into something positive. 98 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

**DVD 2779706 SKYLARK.** Fullscreen. The beloved family from Sarah: Plain and Tall is reunited in a heartwarming sequel. When a sad, far more exciting, and dangerous descends on the family, they must make a difficult decision. Now a painful separation will test their courage and teach them that home is not just a piece of land, but a place within the hearts of those we love. Stars Glenn Close and Christopher Walken. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

**DVD 2798715 PRETTY ROSEBUD.** Widescreen. Everyone thinks career woman Cissy has an ideal life, but when the “perfect girl” at home and at work has left her on the verge of a breakdown. The cultural abysms dividing Cissy and her traditional Asian parents drives her in a rebellion against expectations, waking something so primal it is shocking. Unrated. 82 minutes. MVD Visual. $5.95

**DVD 2785161 ALL WE HAD.** Widescreen. Katie Holmes makes her directional debut and stars in this richly atmospheric drama. As the dark side of the American dream threatens her home and tests their bond, a resilient mother and daughter find strength in each other. Also stars Luke Wilson, Rachel Griffiths, and Judy Greer. 106 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $4.95

**DVD 2786958 FEMME FATALES COLLECTION.** Women are center stage in these six films; Whistle Stop (Avant Gardner, George Raft, Victor McLaglen), Aigles (Hedy Lamarr, Charles Boyer), Dishonored Lady (Lamarr, Dennis O’Keefe, Margaret Hamilton), The Strange Woman (Lamarr, Gene Lockhart), Cause for Alarm! (Loretta Young), and The Naked Kiss (Constance Towers). In B&W. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. Pop Flix. $3.95

**DVD 2779056 1:54.** Widescreen. Tim, a shy 16-year-old athlete with a natural gift for running, is dealing with the loss of his mother as well as his sexuality. After a personal video is posted to social media, he is offered $500,000 to run in the public eye. Soon, Tim finds himself pushed to the edge where human limits reach a point of no return. Stars Antoine-Olivier Pilon. In French with English subtitles. Breaking Glass. $9.95

**DVD 2796554 ANGEL EYES.** Widescreen. Officer Sharon Pogue is looking into the barrel of a scumbag’s handgun when a mysterious stranger saves her life. Was the rescue luck or destiny? The new movie reveals the truth: this is not the first time she and this mysterious man have met. Stars Jennifer Lopez and Jim Caviezel. Rated R. CC. 103. Minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

**DVD 5435236 KINGS MAN: THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD.** Widescreen. This epic is an inspiring, grand-scale recreation of the life of Jesus of Nazareth, from his humble birth and teachings to his crucifixion and ultimate resurrection. Savion’s goal is to make it all cost of a $20 million—an enormous amount for the time—and honored with five Academy Award nominations. Stars Max Casella, Paul Giamatti, and Jim Sturgess. CC. 114 minutes. Warner Home Video. $14.95

**DVD 279814X DRIVING MISS DISS.** Alfred Uthy’s moving Pulitzer Prize-winning play became 1989’s Academy Award-winning Best Picture. Jessica Tandy stars as the title role, but strong-willed Atlant matron Daisy, paired with Morgan Freeman as her patient but equally determined chauffeur Hoke, driving down a country road between friendship and love. CC. 99 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

**DVD 2780639 DOCTOR ZHIVAGO: Anniversary Edition.** Widescreen. David Lean directs this Academy Award-winning adaptation of Boris Pasternak’s epic of the Russian Russia divided by war and hearts torn by history. Also stars Alec Guinness, English actor, and Elizabeth Taylor. Widescreen. Chronicles film maker Cassie Jaye’s yearlong odyssey following the polarizing Men’s Rights Movement. This film explores today’s gender war and asks the question “What is the future of gender equality?” Jaye’s journey exploring an alternative perspective on gender equality, power and privilege forces her and others to question their own beliefs. 117 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $4.95
NEW DVDS

**DVD 2785153** AFTER PORN ENDS 2. Widescreen. This sequel picks up where its predecessor left off and not only turns back the clock to meet the oldest living stars in adult film’s history, but goes in depth with some of its most current retirees and juxtaposes those experiences in a live after. Unrated. 99 minutes. Graves Ventures. $6.95

**DVD 2798567** QUEER NATION. Widescreen. In this gripping documentary you’ll see the toxic atmosphere in Argentina, created from the well-established Catholic church and machismo along with the complexity of class, historical and rural-urban divides for gays, lesbians, and transsexuals. 59 minutes. Wowow Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**DVD 2797364** THE EUGENICS CRUSADE: American Experience. Widescreen. Tells the story of the unlikely—and largely unknown—movement that turned the fledging scientific theory of heredity into a powerful instrument of social control. The goal of the movement was simple: to eradicate social ills by limiting the number of those considered to be genetically unfit. 120 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $19.95.

**DVD 2797358** THE MAYO CLINIC: Faith, Hope, Science. Widescreen. Tells the story of the renowned institution that has been called a “Medical Mecca,” “Supreme Court of Medicine,” and “the place for hope when there is no hope.” Combines the history of the Institution with intimate stories about present day patients. English SDH. 115 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 2795998** ONE OCTOBER: A Nightmare in Las Vegas. Widescreen. It was the worst mass-shooting in U.S. history. Over 500 people were shot and 58 killed by a gunnman unleashing over 1,100 rounds of ammunition in just 10 minutes. Using interviews, eyewitness testimony and cell phone footage, this film recreates the scene from that harrowing night in Las Vegas and pieces together the variables surrounding the incident. 95 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

**DVD 2793799** WONDERS OF MEXICO: Forests of the Maya/Mountain Worlds/Burning North. Widescreen. Mexico, our neighbor to the south, is a country rich in culture and history. This series of four specials explores the hidden underworlds, diversity of life, and a mosaic of vast landscapes that create a festival of life. English SDH. 160 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 2785300** UN SEX ABUSE: COURT FRONTLINE. Widescreen. Investigates how and why the problem of sexual abuse and exploitation by peacekeepers has persisted despite the UN’s efforts to stamp it out. Gripping and eye opening, this special explores the failures and constraints of the UN—which has the authority to fire people, but not prosecute them. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 2808045** LOVE, CECIL. Widescreen. An examination of Cecil Beaton’s singular sense of the visual, which dictated a style that set standards of creativity that continue to resonate and inspire today. Beaton was a photographer, writer, painter, and Oscar winning costume designer who captured both the front lines of war and the Queen’s official portrait. 98 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95

**DVD 2871429** DREAM BIG: Engineering our World. Widescreen. Narrated by Academy Award winner Jeff Bridges, this documentary is a spectacular look at man made marvels that will forever transform the way you think about engineering. It celebrates human ingenuity behind engineering marvels big and small and shows how engineers push the limits of human innovation. English SDH. 120 minutes on two DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $26.97. $19.95

**DVD 2797953** ROLLING STONE: Stories from the Edge. Widescreen. Chronicles the last 50 years of American music, politics, and popular culture. This special offers the unique perspective of a celebrated magazine that always understood that rock ’n roll was more than just music—it is a cultural force that shaped America and defined generations. Narrated by Jeff Daniels. Over 4 hours. DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $26.97. $19.95

**DVD 279733X** DARK MONEY. Widescreen. Examines one of the greatest present threats to American democracy: the influence of untraceable corporate money on our elections and elected officials. Follow an intrepid local journalist as they work to expose the real life impacts of the US Supreme Court’s Citizens United decision. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 2849463** FALSELY ACCUSED. Widescreen. Shelly Yates desperately wants to find out who is responsible for the murders of her family members. She’s convinced that a disgruntled farmer and his alcoholic son are responsible for the murders. She’s fuelled to find the truth at any cost. Stars Emma Holzer, Jon Gries and Rosanna Arquette. 81 minutes. Graves Ventures. Pub. at $4.95.

**DVD 2799318** PREDATORS: 4 Movie Midnight Marathon Pack. Widescreen. These four thrillers will have you on the edge of your seat! Includes The Watcher starring Gérard Depardieu and Martin Short; Fear with Mark Wahlberg and Reese Witherspoon; Raising Cain starring John Lithgow and Lolita Davidovich; and Cry Wolf starring Michael Ironside. 88 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. Pub. at $19.95.

**DVD 2787388** 12 MONKEYS/MERCURY RISING/THE JACKAL. Widescreen. Bruce Willis leads three pulse-pounding thrillers. He joins Brad Pitt in Terry Gilliam’s 12 Monkeys, a time traveler sent back from a deadly virus. In Mercury Rising, an autistic boy capable of deciphering a billion-dollar secret code. And in The Jackal, a former CIA agent who is forced to disrupt a high-powered government official. Rated R, English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 2786643** BROKEN HORSES. Widescreen. Jacob (Anton Yelchin) returns to his desolate hometown to discover that his obsessed doctor father was once a notorious gang. The gang’s ruthless boss (Vincent D’Onofrio) has exploited Buddy’s simple mind and turned him into a ruthless killer. The only way to save Buddy is to take down the government official. Rated R, English SDH. 101 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $26.95. $19.95

**DVD 2785021** NEEDLESTICK. Widescreen. A young intern races to save a dying young dancer, his ex-girlfriend, and his best friend from his mentor, an obsessed doctor who believes the centuries-old vampires of this town are fighters. The origins of “zero tolerance,” and reveals the journeys and voices of children who were separated from their parents. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.95. $19.95

**DVD 2975810** WRAITH. Widescreen. After living in an old mansion for almost 10 years, the luminous family suddenly discovers a ghost-like presence trying to communicate with them. The spirit wants to become part of the family. Will they let it? Stars Jason Hurst and Ali Hills. 100 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $4.95

**DVD 2798026** NORTH BY NORTHWEST. Widescreen. Cary Grant is pursued by a narcissistic, ruthless killer. The only way to save Buddy is to take down the government official. Rated R, English SDH. Over 6 hours. Universal. $6.95

**DVD 279666X** THE CONTRACT. Widescreen. A beautiful woman, drunk and despondent over love, meets a sinister stranger in a bar. She rants about her boss, husband, baby-sitter, friend and even a grocery clerk. He promises to solve her problems, if she’ll just sign her name to a napkin. She thinks nothing of it, until the killings begin. Stars Jeff Fahey and Camilla O’Doherty. Unrated. 91 minutes. First Look. $9.95

**DVD 2797804** PROOF THICK COIL. Widescreen. Two of Hitchcock’s most celebrated masterpieces, North by Northwest and Vertigo, are combined into one timeless, suspense-filled thriller. Stars Cary Grant, Grace Kelly, Hermoine Gingold, and James Stewart. $4.95

**DVD 2796767** MOTHER. Widescreen. A “A student’s life” is turned upside-down when photos appear on her online profile. When she learns that even her life is in danger, her mother steps in, prepared to protect her daughter at any price. Stars Kirsten Proulx and Daryl Hannah. Unrated. 90 minutes. Asylum. $3.95

**DVD 2784955** ELEMENT. Widescreen. North Maxfield is shot and his wife is killed in a random shooting. After awakening from a coma with lapses in memory, North turns to hypnotherapist Dr. Sara Carlson who he under goes deep trance hypnosis and reconnects with his wife in an alternate reality. Driven to avenge his wife’s death, he’ll do anything to discover the truth. Stars Michael Ironside. 88 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $4.95

**DVD 2788330** STRANGERS ON A TRAIN/NORTH BY NORTHWEST. Two of Hitchcock’s most celebrated masterpieces, North by Northwest and Vertigo, are combined into one timeless, suspense-filled thriller. Stars Cary Grant, Grace Kelly, Hermoine Gingold, and James Stewart. $4.95

**DVD 2763145** 48 HOURS TO LIVE. Widescreen. Wyatt, an aspiring director in the center of the Hollywood dance underworld, has been in and out of trouble with the law and is forced by the DEA to work undercover in a nightclub known for their illegal activities. But when he falls in love with the club owner’s daughter, his life is turned upside down. Stars James Maslow and Caitlin McHugh. 103 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $4.95

**DVD 2796962** THE USUAL SUSPECTS. Widescreen. It’s a story of a con man with a boat explosion. Two survivors. U.S. Customs special agent David Kujan (Chazz Palminteri) is determined to find out who and what’s behind the deal. Just as the clues together Kujan soon finds out this story actually begins with five criminal minds and one infamous mastermind. Also stars Kevin Spacey. Rated R. English SDH. 106 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

---

*DVD 2784955* ELEMENT. Widescreen. North by Northwest is shot and his wife is killed in a random shooting. After awakening from a coma with lapses in memory, North turns to hypnotherapist Dr. Sara Carlson who undergoes deep trance hypnosis and reconnects with his wife in an alternate reality. Driven to avenge his wife’s death, he’ll do anything to discover the truth. Stars Michael Ironside. 88 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $4.95
defined the horror genre and are still regarded as some of the most unforgettable films ever. In B&W. Over 47 minutes. $79.95

**DVD 2782901** THE HELL OF DIXIE. Deep in the woods of southern Louisiana, a masked killer stalks members of a local hunting club. As blood trails begin to connect the victims, police deputy Ned Annison finds himself caught in the middle, pursuing a killer he believes to be the town sheriff, who believes Ned is the man responsible. Unrated. Stars Eric F. Adams. 127 minutes. Independent Entertainment. $3.95

**DVD 2798380** DOPPELGANGER. Drew Barrymore stars as Holly Gooding, a young woman who apparently stabs her mother to death in New York then shows up on the doorstep of young L.A. screenwriter Patrick (George Newbern) whose looking for a roommate. Things get scary when Patrick becomes convinced Holly is being pursued by some psychics and tries to doppelganger? Rated R. CC. 104 minutes. S’more Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95

**DVD 2789077** TROUBLE ALONG THE WAY. The John Wayne Collection. John Wayne portrays football coach Steve Williams, who has been banned from the major conferences and is making ends meet as an oddsmaker. Then St. Anthony’s College calls. Williams is the last hope for college basketball, and maybe the last hope for Williams. Also stars Donna Reed, Charles Coburn, and Sherry Jackson. In B&W. 110 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

**DVD 2785801** LOVE LEVON. Some of the best musicians on the planet convened to honor the beloved drummer and singer, Levon Helm. Features 27 performances, including The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down by Roger Waters and My Morning Jacket; Up on Cripple Creek by Joe Walsh and Robert Randolph; Rockin’ Chair and Chest Fever by Dierks Bentley, and more! Over 4 hours. StarVista. $9.95

**DVD 2785048** ORION. Widescreen. In a future dark age after civilization has collapsed, a wanderer fights to save a virgin mother from a powerful magician and, with her, searches for a mythical city containing the world’s last survivors. Stars David Ruffalo, Gorkan Kosic and Lucy Cole. 105 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $4.95

**DVD 2785099** STARDAYS. Saber Raine (Casper Van Dien), an inter-galactic gun for hire, must rescue an Aresian prince and rescue a group of alien outcasts and renegade mercenaries while an ancient danger awakens to threaten the universe. 83 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $4.95

**DVD 278503X** ONE UNDER THE SUN. Widescreen. Katherine Voss, the only survivor of an international Mars mission is separated from her family and forced to go on the run. As a government discovers she has returned to Earth with an extraordinary power that could end war. Stars Pooja Batra and Gene Farber. 101 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $4.95
NEW DVDS

**2796570** ASTEROID VS EARTH. Widescreen. When a shower of massive meteors threatens Earth with destruction, the world’s greatest minds devise a dangerous plan that will take the planet off its axis to avoid impact. Stars Tse Carrere and Robert Davi. 91 minutes. Asylum. $3.95

**2796724** HELL. It was once the source of life, light, and warmth. But now the sun has turned the world into a barren wasteland. Marie, her sister Leenie and Phillip are heading for the mountains because rumor has it there is still water there. When they are lured into an ambush, their real battle for survival begins. Rated R. In German with English subtitles. Also released as Apocalypse. 90 minutes. ARC Entertainment. $3.95

**2796678** DRAGON CRUSADERS. Widescreen. A group of fugitive Knights Templar attacks a pirate ship and they are cursed to turn into hideous monsters. To fight the curse and ultimately save the world, they must defeat the wizard-dragon who is determined to destroy it. Stars Dylan Jones and Cecily Fay. 90 minutes. Asylum. $3.95

**2785005** HIDDEN PEAKS. Widescreen. Jarred, a warrior with a tragic past, and Eliza, a woman desperate to find her missing fiancée, are left stranded alone in an apocalyptically derelict world where vicious monsters called Reapers run amok and hunt for human flesh. When Eliza is kidnapped, Jarred has no choice but to face his own demons and embark on a rescue mission. 90 minutes. Arc Entertainment. $3.95

**2794020** INTO THE SUNSET: 5 Movie Collection. Widescreen. Five contemporary westerns about the price of young women in a Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania pro-wrestling school, and the often harsh realities of the lifestyle that awaits them. Featuring an appearance with Bruiser Bruiser, Fuller, Blanchard, and directed by award-winning filmmaker, BC Furtney. 82 minutes. Paramount. $14.95

**2787693** COMIN’ AT YA! Tragedy strikes as two ruthless brothers kidnap a bride during her wedding. Hurt and angry, H.H. Hart (Tony Anthony) embarks on a quest to find the love he lost and take vengeance upon the wicked. Directed by spaghetti western pioneer Ferdinando Baldi and stars Tony Anthony and Victoria Abril. Unrated. 91 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. $3.95

**279845X** HORROR OF THE BLOOD MONSTERS. In the near future with an intergalactic vampire plague threatening Earth, an expedition is sent to a distant galaxy in hopes of discovering the plague’s source. As they explore a planet, the group discovers living dinosaurs, a race of vampire ciphers, and other strange creatures. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Omega. $9.95

**2798107** APPALOOSA THE ASSASSINATION OF JESSE JAMES. Ed Harris and Viggo Mortensen stand together as Jesse James and his brother, in a bullet-hard Western based on Robert B. Parker’s novel. In The Assassination of Jesse James, starring Brad Pitt, friendship becomes rivalry and the quest for fame becomes obsession in this virile epic. Rated R. English SDH. Over 4 hours two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

**2796686** ECHOES OF WAR. Widescreen. In post-Civil War Texas, two neighboring families, the Ryders and the McCluskys are grieving tragic losses. When Seamus Riley’s brother in law returns from fighting for the Confederacy, he discovers the Ryders have been stealing animals from his family’s trap. He takes matters into his own hands and yet another senseless war begins. Stars James Badge Dale. Rated R. 99 minutes. ARC Entertainment. $3.95

**2788581** UNFORGIVEN: Two-Disc Special Edition. Widescreen. Clint Eastwood and Morgan Freeman play retired outlaws who pick up their guns one last time to collect a bounty. Richard Harris is an ill-fated gun for hire, and Gene Hackman is a lawman of shy charm. Eastwood Best Picture Oscar winner. Rated R. CC. 131 minutes, plus a second disc of extras. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $26.98. $6.95

**2802422** JOHN WAYNE: 6 Movie Collection. Widescreen. John Wayne is forever celebrated, and celebrated in this lovingly compiled DVD featuring six classic movies: The Trail Beyond; The Dawn Rider; The Desert Trail; The Lawless Frontier; Paradise Canyon; and Rainbow Valley. Over 8 hours. Go Entertainment. $3.95

**2785129** BRANDED. Widescreen. Living in exile in post-apocalyptic California for killing his brother, Alexander Dante is stunned when he receives a letter stating his brother is very much alive and living in a nearby village. Traveling to the village, he’s overjoyed to see his brother but he’s tormented as he knows he has killed him. Now, Alexander must root out the truth. Stars Jeremy and Jason London. 73 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $4.95

**2794020** INTO THE SUNSET: 5 Movie Collection. Widescreen. Five contemporary westerns about the price of young women in a Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania pro-wrestling school, and the often harsh realities of the lifestyle that awaits them. Featuring an appearance with Bruiser Bruiser, Fuller, Blanchard, and directed by award-winning filmmaker, BC Furtney. 82 minutes. Paramount. $14.95

**2798448** LOOKING FOR ORNETTE. Jacques Goldberg goes on a quest to find out who was Ornette Coleman, the saxophonist and composer whom we owe the invention of free jazz. The second film Apparitions aims at summoning the spirit of this free jazz godfather, 117 minutes on two DVDs. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. $3.95

**2798949** BACKSTAGE RAW. Fullscreen. Find out what really goes on backstage at an adult film shoot. This candid carnival of carnal delights was never meant to be shown to the public, but it just couldn’t be held back. Rated X. 88 minutes. All Media. $14.95

**2787598** THE GREAT SCOUT AND CATHOLIC THURSDAY. Widescreen. In this ribald adventure, a frontier scout (Lee Marvin) and his half-breed partner Oliver get $60,000 stolen by their arch enemy. Instead they end up saddle bagged with a bevy of Wild West prostitutes, one almost virginal young lady, and an acid tongued ex-prostitute to boot. 101 minutes. CTS. $14.95

**2788926** TRILOGY OF TERROR. DVD. In B&W. Over 5 hours on four DVDs. The three episodes adapted from the popular 1975 television series. Includes: The House That Would Not Die, a carnival of carnal delights was never meant to be shown to the public, but it just couldn’t be held back. Rated X. 88 minutes. All Media. $14.95

**2788876** THE ROLLER DERBY CHRONICLES. From its beginnings in the Great Depression to its early 70s as a touring and TV sensation, the history of the Roller Derby often parallels that of America itself—equal parts invention, salesmanship and hard work. This special set brings that story to life, revising archival material in documentaries, footage from six classic games, and more. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. VSC. $6.95

**2797015** THE BEST OF RAW: 15th Anniversary Collection. DVD. In B&W. That unforgettable moment when WWE Raw has had its share of wild and unforgettable moments, and this set brings those moments back into your living room. Pelleve. The first episode of Raw; the original ECW invasion; the Stone Cold Steve Austin beer truck; Kane’s unmasking, and more. Nine hours on 3 DVDs. WWE. Pub. at $14.95. $7.95

**2788403** THE NEW AND IMPROVED DX. DVD. In B&W. Covers the reformulation of the group, from the early hints at Wrestlemania, through the skits, promos, chaos, and matches that reunited the duo. This collection includes all the highlights, including backstage interviews and segments, their imitation of the Maharcons, the hijacking of the Raw production truck, and much more. Nine hours on 3 DVDs. WWE. $7.95

**2797970** THE BEST OF RAW: 15th Anniversary Collection. DVD. In B&W. That unforgettable moment when WWE Raw has had its share of wild and unforgettable moments, and this set brings those moments back into your living room. Pelleve. The first episode of Raw; the original ECW invasion; the Stone Cold Steve Austin beer truck; Kane’s unmasking, and more. Nine hours on 3 DVDs. WWE. Pub. at $14.95. $7.95

**2802414** FLASH GORDON COLLECTION. Get ready for an action-packed voyage to the stars with sci-fi hero Flash Gordon. Buster Crabbe plays the interstellar adventurer in Flash Gordon Conquers the Universe, in which Flash tracks down the group, from the early hints at Wrestlemania, through the skits, promos, chaos, and matches that reunited the duo. This collection includes all the highlights, including backstage interviews and segments, their imitation of the Maharcons, the hijacking of the Raw production truck, and much more. Nine hours on 3 DVDs. WWE. $7.95

**2788321** STAR TREK: Alternate Realities Collective. Gathered together 20 of the strangest episodes from all five Star Trek television series, broken into sub-themes: Mirror Universe; Parallel Dimensions; Twisted Realities. More than 15 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. $3.95

**2797735** HEROIC COMICS: OVERJOURNEYED. DVD. In B&W. This chilling series charts the adventures of blue-collar heroes, and much more. Over 20 hours on five DVDs. Paramount. $14.95

**2796213** THE HISTORY OF ROCK ‘N’ ROLL: My Story – Plugging In. Fullscreen. Features: The History of Rock ’n’ Roll; The Murder of John Lennon; The Assassination of John Lennon; The Murder of Jimi Hendrix. Nine hours on 3 DVDs. WWE. Pub. at $14.95. $7.95

**2802284** BLACK OPS: 2-Disc Special Edition. Widescreen. A chilling series charts some of the most complex, controversial and iconic Special Forces missions ever executed. From the Mumbai terror attacks, the Moscow theater siege, the Entebbe airport raid, and the Berlin truck; Kane’s unmasking, and more. Nine hours on 3 DVDs. WWE. Pub. at $14.95. $7.95

**2796902** WWFE: Rampage Across Europe. Gather most of the best films on the war in Europe: Target for Today; The Battle of Britain; D-Day, The True Glory; San Pietro; The Liberation of Rome; Denmark Fights for Freedom; and Target for Today. In B&W. Over 5 hours on four DVDs. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95. $6.95
**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 2788195 | MIKE TYSON MYSTERIES: Season One.** Widescreen. Mike Tyson takes the fight from the ring to the streets in this animated adult comedy. Knocking out other people's problems

**DVD 2797852 | SID CAESAR: The Works.** Fullscreen. A collection of the best work of Caesar and his castmates including two episodes featuring George Burns, Gracie Allen, and Jack Benny. Titles include The Bank President; Free Trip to Hawaii; Gracie's Cooking Account; Harry Morton's Male Secretary; Jack Benny. Titles include One Man's Alaska; Voices from the Ice; The Age of Alaska; Incident on the Chugach; Discovering Alaska's National Forests; The Green's Last Frontier: A Commitment to the Land; and Cheechako. Three hours. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99

**NEW BLU-RAYS**

**Blu-ray 2797542 | PEYTON PLACE: Part Five.** Fullscreen. Exploring the interconnected lives and loves among the residents of a New England town, this story offers drama and romance and continues to do his veiny of your favorite prime time soap operas. Collects all 33 Part Five episodes. starring Dorothy Malone, Mia Farrow, and Jane Wyman. Over 13 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $34.99


**Blu-ray 2799340 | REVELATIONS.** Widescreen. Dr. Richard Matson (Bill Murray), a gastro-intestinal surgeon who’s convinced that all worldly events can be explained by science. He is challenged by Sister Joseph Montalbano, who leads him on a quest through a world of true believers who are then transported into a deepening mystery when they discover evidence that the world has reached the end of days. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $7.95

**Blu-ray 2788136 | MAN DEPRESSED.** Blu-ray. From the prolific mind of the ever-curious and always entertaining Steve Coogan comes a pair of adventure-comedy hits. Steve plays Larry, night watchman for the Museum of Natural History, who discovers that as the sun goes down the thrills and laughs continue with the sequel, Night at the Smithsonian. English SDH. Over 3 hours. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95

**Blu-ray 2797370 | IT’S PAT: The Movie.** Widescreen. In America’s favorite Las Vegas male secretarial gender-bender (Julee Sweeney) comes to the big screen and delivers an outrageously funny adventure, with a cast of nutty characters obsessed with discovering Pat’s secret true. The hilarious cast includes Dave Foley, Charles Rocket, Kathy Griffin, Tim Meadows, Timothy Stack, Mary Scheer and Robin Williams. Widescreen. Over 96 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $12.95

**Blu-ray 2787518 | MEMOIRS OF AN INVISIBLE MAN.** Widescreen. Just a quick nap and weary stock analyst Nick Holloway is sure he’ll emerge as good as new. He’s wrong. After 5,000 years of captivity, Kaan is set free to grant three wishes to a new master. Also starring Francis Capra. 93 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**Blu-ray 2789974 | THE BLACKLIST: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. One of the most wanted fugitives, ex-government agent Raymond “Red” Reddington (James Spader) has surrendered with an explosive offer; he’ll help the government capture other criminals under the condition that he only speaks to FBI profiler Elizabeth “Liz” Keen (Megan Boone). All 22 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 15 hours on five Blu-rays. NBC Universal.
**Blu-ray 2787644 LADY ICE.** Widescreen. In this sleek thriller set in the Windy City, detective Andy Hammon collaborates with an investigative team that uncovers a web of diamonds—worth $3 million! Enter the lovely Paula Booth and her father, who deals in stolen goods, Stars Donald Sutherland and Jennifer O’Neill. English SDH. 93 minutes. Scorpion. Pub. at $29.95

**Blu-ray 2757275 CUT AND RUN.** Widescreen. An ambitious television reporter and her cameraman investigate a series of grisly murders as well as the disappearance of their boss’ son. But when they trace both stories to the depths of the jungle, they discover he is the prisoner of a drug cartel. Starring Lisa Zane and Willie Aames. 89 minutes. Anchor Bay. Pub. at $18.95


**Blu-ray 2796783 MYSTIC PIZZA.** Widescreen. For Daisy (Julia Roberts), Kat (Lori Petty), and Jojo (Uli Taylor), the summer after high school is a summer they’ve never forget. The girls share their hopes, dreams and plans for future. But when Daisy meets a wealthy young man, they all think she’s found her ticket out, but they soon learn he’s not the man they think he is. R. English SDH. 104 minutes. MGM.

**Blu-ray 27096651 CALVARY.** Widescreen. Father James (Brendan Gleeson) is a good priest who feels sinister forces causing him to be threatened by a mysterious pantomimist. As he continues to help troubled members of his community—including his own fragile daughter (Kelly Reilly)—Father James begins to wonder if he will have the courage to face his own personal Calvary. R. English SDH. 100 minutes. British Lion.

**Blu-ray 2799405 BLEED FOR THIS.** Widescreen. Miles Teller stars as Vinny Pazienza, a boxer from Rhode Island who shot to stardom after winning two world title fights. After a car accident leaves Vinny with a severed spine, he is told he may never walk again. Against doctor’s orders, renowned trainer Kevin Rooney (影响力) trains Vinny—against all odds—to return to the ring for the last fight of his life. R. English SDH. 117 minutes. Universal.

**Blu-ray 2779730 KILLING JESUS.** Widescreen. From executive producer Ridley Scott, and based on the New York Times best seller, comes an epic motion picture event that chronicles the life and death of Jesus as never before. Filmed on location in the Moroccan desert, the all-star cast includes limited edition cast members, Kelsey Grammer, and Haaz Sleiman. Widescreen. 220 minutes. Century Fox.

**Blu-ray 2796775 MR. TURNER.** Widescreen. Spanks the last 25 years in the life of J.M. Turner, one of the revered painter. This film is a remarkably rich portrait of a complex, contradictory man whose relationships with his family, friends, and the volatile English society at the turn of the century, as turbulent as the canvases he painted. Rated R. English SDH. 108 minutes. Sony Pictures.

**Blu-ray 2796821 RAIN MAN.** Widescreen. Winner of four Academy Awards, including Best Picture, Best Actor (Dustin Hoffman), Best Actress (Robin Williams), and Best Supporting Actress (Molly Ringwald), this is the story of Charlie Babbitt (Tom Cruise) and his autistic brother Raymond (Hoffman). Charlie, an irresponsible bank clerk, thinks his life is as successful as his brother’s, and learns to touch with the things that really matter. Charlie and his brother band together to win a million in one million dollar lottery ticket and decide to drive from Visalia, California to Chicago in the summer of 1979, discovering that some talents are too special to keep hidden. Also stars Juliette Lewis. English SDH. 119 minutes. Universal.

**Blu-ray 2799413 DENIAL.** Widescreen. When Deborah Lipstadt (Rachel Weisz) speaks out against Holocaust denier David Irving (Timothy Spall) over his falsification of history, she discovers that the stakes are higher than ever in the battle for historical truth. Based on the actual denials of five 1986 Holocaust Academy Award nominations. Stars Max von Sydow, Dorothy McGuire, Chaltion, and Martin Landau. Edinburgh. Over 106 minutes. Lions Gate.

**Blu-ray 2803235X THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD.** Widescreen. This glorious epic is an inspiring, grand-scale recreation of the life of Jesus of Nazareth, from his humble birth and teachings to his crucifixion and ultimate resurrection. The latest telling, with five 1965 Academy Award nominations. Stars Max von Sydow, Dorothy McGuire, Chaltion, and Martin Landau. Edinburgh. Over three hours. 20th Century Fox.

**Blu-ray 2783118 THE TRIP TO BOUNTIFUL.** Widescreen. Trapped in a tiny apartment under the care of her cowardly son and his shrewish wife, Carrie (Meryl Streep), makes her way back to her childhood home. Carrie sets out on an unforgettable journey. Stars Geraldine Page and Rebecca Fanning. English SDH. 78 minutes. Universal.

**Blu-ray 2787871X I HEARD THE OWL CALL MY NAME.** Fullscreen. A young Anglican priest is sent by his bishop to investigate the strange behavior of the proud Indians of the Northwest. The beauty, simplicity, and fundamental truths of human existence in this primitive locale provide a backdrop for Brian’s rediscovery of life. Stars Tom Hanks, Courtenay and Dean Jagger. English SDH. 78 minutes. Scorpion. Pub. at $29.95

**Blu-ray 280087X YOU NEVER KNOW WOMEN.** Fullscreen. This striking silent film of 1926 is a thrilling romance that constructs a combustible love triangle between a Russian dancer, a handsome escape artist, and a wealthy Englishman who leads her to ultimate illusion, one that would change their lives forever. Stars Lowell Sherman and Florence Vidor and Claire McDowell. B&W. 71 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $18.98

**Blu-ray 279750X MARY SHELLEY.** Widescreen. Sarah is forever be remembered as the writer who gave the world Frankenstein. But the real life story of Mary Shelley—and the creation of this horror genius—is nearly as fantastical as her fiction. Stars Elle Fanning, Douglas Booth, and Stephen Dillane. English SDH. 120 minutes. Universal.
NEW BLU-RAYS

**Blu-ray 2788918** SANGAREE. Fullscreen. After the Revolutionary War, General Darby becomes the first Georgia plantation to Dr. Carlos Morales, the son of an indentured servant who has been raised and educated by Darby. The general’s daughter tries to break into a business in order to control the estate. Stars Fernando Lamas, Arlene Dahl, and Patricia Medina.

Includes 2-D and 3-D versions. 94 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $34.95.

**Blu-ray 278758X** GOOD TIMES. Widescreen. Husband and wife singers Sonny and Cher couldn’t be hotter—they even have an offer to star in a movie. Trouble is, Cher doesn’t want to do it and the script stinks! So Sonny spends ten days to write a new script. 91 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95.

**Blu-ray 2787526** NATIONAL PARKS ADVENTURE. Widescreen. The power of America’s national parks is undeniable. Millions have hiked through impossibly lush forests to gaze upon towering cliffs and deep plunging canyons and to share moments of wonder amid the protected treasures of his land. Narrated by Robert Redford. English SDH. Includes 4K UHD, 3D Blu-ray, and Blu-ray versions. 43 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.95.

**Blu-ray 2787437** DREAM BIG: Engineering Our World. Narrated by Academy Award winner Jeff Bridges, this documentary is a spectacular look at man made marvels that have transformed the way we think about engineering. It celebrates human ingenuity behind engineering marvels big and small. English SDH.

Includes 4K UHD, 3D Blu-ray, and Blu-ray versions. 23 minutes on two Blu-rays. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.95.

**Blu-ray 2787607** ROLLING STONE: Stories from the Edge. Widescreen. Chronicles the last 50 years of American music, politics, and popular culture. This special feature offers the unique perspective of a celebrated magazine that always understood that rock ‘n roll was more than just music—a cultural force that helped shape America and defined generations. Narrated by Jeff Daniels. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $34.93.

**Blu-ray 2796856** TAKEN 1 & 2. Widescreen. Brace yourself for a double-barreled blast of thrilling action with the first two entries of Liam Neeson’s hit thriller series. In Taken, he hunts down the criminals responsible for his daughter’s abduction. In Taken 2, he and his wife are taken hostage by a kidnapper seeking revenge. Includes English SDH. Three hours on 2 Blu-rays. Unrated versions. 20th Century Fox.

**Blu-ray 2796872** UNFAITHFUL. Widescreen. Edward and Connie (Richard Gere and Diane Lane) seem to have the perfect marriage. But when Connie’s chance encounter with a handsome stranger erupts into a sexually charged affair, desire becomes obsession and the consequences of her betrayal take a deadly turn. Directed by Adrian Lyne. Rated R. English SDH. 124 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

**Blu-ray 2799252** THE BOY NEXT DOOR. Widescreen. Jennifer Lopez stars as Claire, who is struggling to break in the dating game after separating from her cheating husband (John Corbett). She has a moment of weakness that leads to an international relationship with a 17-year-old neighbor, Noah. But when Noah’s attraction turns into a dangerous obsession, Claire is forced to her limits. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Universal.

**Blu-ray 2794101** APOCALYPSE. Widescreen. The sun has turned the world into a baked and barren wasteland. Even the nights are dazzling bright. Stuck in this ferocious reality are Marie, Leonie and Phillip, heading for the mountains where they hear skill still exists in the way they recruit a mechanic, but can this stranger be trusted? Rated R. German.

Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions of the film. 90 minutes. ARC Entertainment. Pub. at $20.99.

**Blu-ray 2780409** THE FOREST OF THE LOST SOULS. Widescreen. Two strangers meet in a forest notorious for suicides and decide to learn more about each other. Soon it becomes clear that one of them is suffering from a much more disturbing reason, and is actually a psychopathic killer there to prey upon others and end their sorrow for them. Not Rated. In English SDH.


**Blu-ray 277064X** STRAIT-JACKET. Widescreen. After a woman spends twenty years in a mental institution for the double murder of her loving husband and his mistress, she thinks her nightmare is over—or is it? When a spate of ax murders start occurring in Townsville, she is the prime suspect. She thinks she has reverted to her old ways. and Leif Erickson. 93 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $15.95.

**Blu-ray 2787675** THE SEVENTH SIGN. Widescreen. The time is coming. The third day of this beast, Judgement is at hand. As the signs of the apocalypse come to pass, only one woman can stop the impending supernatural doom in this taut and riveting thriller. Stars Demi Moore and Michael Beehn. Rated R. 97 minutes.

**Blu-ray 278747X** LOWLIFE. Widescreen. When you throw together one fallen Mexican wrestler with serious rage issues, one ex con with a regrettable face tattoo, and one recovering junkie motel owner in search of a kidney? The result is the most bloodsplattered and wickedly entertaining feature. Not Rated. English SDH. 96 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $22.97.

**Blu-ray 278631X** GOLD. Widescreen. A ruthless global cabal of financial wizards, unleashed by Michael Myers for a bloody roller coaster of a rampage like fans have never seen before. In Halloween II, Myers has returned home to Stageland, where the spirit of a young man combines with the legacy of his family business. Stars Malcolm MacDowell and Tyler Mane. Both Rated R. Over three hours.


**Blu-ray 2787666** THE URBON. Widescreen. A young wife suspects that a mystery ombud is after her family. Also released as Blood. Wide screen.


**Blu-ray 2797690** WILD AT HEART. Widescreen. Virgile filmmaker David Lynch brings his singular vision to the screen once more. Nicolas Cage and Laura Deern star as Sailor and Luna, a pair of young lovers on the run from Lula’s mother. Their journey takes them to the dark heart of America where dangers and temptation lurk. Also stars William Dafoe. Rated R. English SDH. 124 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.99.

**Blu-ray 2787321** THE SPIRAL. Widescreen. A man is targeting disabled young women in a New England town, and Helen, a mute servant in a Gothic mansion, is terrified she’s next. But as Helen is packing her things, she may be too late as a murderer is closer than she ever imagined. Stars Dorothy McGuire and B. W. 83 minutes. Kino Lorber. Unrated. Pub. at $10.95.

**Blu-ray 2789375** THE VISIT. Widescreen. When Becca and Tyler are sent to their grandparents’ secluded Pennsylvania farm for a weekend stay, they quickly discover something is not right with the elderly couple. Faced with strange rules and increasingly frightening behavior, the children soon realize it will take all their wit to make it home alive.


**Blu-ray 2794448** KRAMPUS. Widescreen. Disillusioned by his dysfunctional family’s clash over the holidays, Max turns his back on Christmas. Little does he know, his lack of festive spirit has unleashed the wrath of Krampus—a demonic force intent on punishing non-believers. All hell breaks loose as beloved holiday icons take on a monstrous life of their own. Stars Adam Scott and Toni Collette. English SDH. 98 minutes. Universal.

**Blu-ray 2787894** AN AMERICAN WEREWOLF IN LONDON. Widescreen. A tale with a wide-eyed sense of humor, director John Landis delivers a contemporary take on the classic werewolf tale in this story of two American tourists who, while traveling in London, find their lives changed forever when a vicious wolf attacks them during a full moon. Stars David Naughton and Jenny Agutter. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes.

**Blu-ray 2788276** HALLOWEEN/ HALLOWEEN II. Widescreen. Director Rob Zombie revives the ultimate slasher franchise with a bloodbath that has Michael Myers for a bloody roller coaster of a rampage like fans have never seen before. In Halloween II, Michael Myers has returned home to Stageland, where the spirit of a young man combines with the legacy of his family business. Stars Malcolm MacDowell and Tyler Mane. Both Rated R. Over three hours.


**Blu-ray 2787666** THE URBON. Widescreen. A young wife suspects that a mystery ombud is after her family. Also released as Blood. Wide screen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 2797558</strong> RETOUR DE LA VIE, PART II</td>
<td>Widescreen. The horror begins again as burned barrels bounce off of an Army transport as it passes through a new housing development and land near an abandoned cemetery. Mischievous neighborhood boys discover the barrels and open them, unaware of the evil contained within. Rated R, 89 minutes.</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 2798704</strong> WILDLING.</td>
<td>Widescreen. A teenage girl's coming of age arrives with a terrifying twist in this spellbinding tale on the werewolf legend. Unable to adjust to a normal life, she finds herself drawn instead to the wild freedom of the forest while struggling to resist the growing pull of her family's power. Rated R, English SDH 92 minutes.</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 2797445</strong> GHOST STORIES.</td>
<td>Widescreen. Experience three chilling tales of lost dreams. A debunker of all things paranormal, Professor Goodman has devoted his life to exposing phony supernatural shenanigans. But his skepticism is tested when he is roped into a case file on three inexplicable incidents. Stars Martin Freeman and Andy Nyman. English SDH 98 minutes.</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 2798453</strong> THE WHITE STRANGLER.</td>
<td>Fullscreen. Surface the truth in Seattle, Kolchak uncovers another maddening mystery: Every 21 years--for the past century--a serial killer commits a spree of bizarre murders, only to be found and then quietly disappears. But Kolchak is onto this monster and is about to discover a shocking underground lair. Stars Darren McGavin. 90 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 2797658</strong> THE TINGERL.</td>
<td>Widescreen. Vincent Price stars as an obsessed doctor who discovers a parasitic creature which grows on the spinal cords of terrified people. If they scream, the Tingerl can be destroyed. If they don't, it will devour the spinal column and kill them. Also stars Judith Evelyn, 82 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95.</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 2797445</strong> GHOST STORIES.</td>
<td>Widescreen. Experience three chilling tales of lost dreams. A debunker of all things paranormal, Professor Goodman has devoted his life to exposing phony supernatural shenanigans. But his skepticism is tested when he is roped into a case file on three inexplicable incidents. Stars Martin Freeman and Andy Nyman. English SDH 98 minutes.</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 2798453</strong> THE WHITE STRANGLER.</td>
<td>Fullscreen. Surface the truth in Seattle, Kolchak uncovers another maddening mystery: Every 21 years--for the past century--a serial killer commits a spree of bizarre murders, only to be found and then quietly disappears. But Kolchak is onto this monster and is about to discover a shocking underground lair. Stars Darren McGavin. 90 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 2798588</strong> THE BABY.</td>
<td>Widescreen. In this unsettled occult nightmare, Leah finds solace from the recent death of her father by dabbling in the dark arts. It seems like harmless fun--until an argument leads her to do the unthinkable: put a death curse on her mother. Stars Nicole Munoz and Laurie Holden. Not Rated. English SDH 88 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $22.97.</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 2797461</strong> IN THE MOUTH OF MADNESS.</td>
<td>Widescreen. A best selling author's latest thriller is literally driving readers insane. When he inexplicably vanishes, his publisher sends special investigator John Trent to track him down. Drawn to a town that exists only in the book, Trent crosses the barrier between fact and fiction. Stars Sam Neill and Charlton Heston. Scream Factory. Pub. at $34.94.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 2794117</strong> MEMORIES WITHIN MISS AGGIE.</td>
<td>Widescreen. In the middle of nowhere lives middle aged Aggie, with her wheelchair bound companion Richard. As she plays through a series of possible scenarios of how they met, each one becomes increasingly dark, leading to the unexpected and shocking reality of her relationship with Richard. Rated R, 75 minutes. Audible.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 2797704</strong> WILDLING.</td>
<td>Widescreen. A teenage girl's coming of age arrives with a terrifying twist in this spellbinding tale on the werewolf legend. Unable to adjust to a normal life, she finds herself drawn instead to the wild freedom of the forest while struggling to resist the growing pull of her family's power. Rated R, English SDH 92 minutes.</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 2796805</strong> ONE FINE DAY.</td>
<td>Widescreen. Melanie (Michele Pfeiffer) is juggling single parenthood with a career as a architect. Jack (George Clooney) is a commitment-shy newspaper columnist who has his daughter every other weekend. When they kids miss a field trip, Melanie and Jack agree to take shifts babysitting for the day–resulting in hilarious misadventures and an unexpected twist. English SDH 109 minutes. 20th Century Fox.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 27800829 I BOUGHT A VAMPIRE MOTORCYCLE.</strong></td>
<td>When a Satanist biker is killed by a gang of Hells Angels, a university professor (Neil Morrissey) agrees to take shifts babysitting for the day–resulting in hilarious misadventures and an unexpected twist. English SDH 109 minutes. 20th Century Fox.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 27800816 TRILOGY OF TERROR.</strong></td>
<td>Fullscreen. Three tales of horrific suspense. In Julie, an aggressive college student seduces and ultimately blackmails his shy English professor. In Milicent &amp; Therese, a middle-aged couple become embroiled in a devious plot. In Amelia, a woman falls prey to a murderous Zuni fetish doll. Stars Karen Black. Not Rated. English SDH 114 minutes.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 27800816 TRILOGY OF TERROR.</strong></td>
<td>Fullscreen. Three tales of horrific suspense. In Julie, an aggressive college student seduces and ultimately blackmails his shy English professor. In Milicent &amp; Therese, a middle-aged couple become embroiled in a devious plot. In Amelia, a woman falls prey to a murderous Zuni fetish doll. Stars Karen Black. Not Rated. English SDH 114 minutes.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 27800816 TRILOGY OF TERROR.</strong></td>
<td>Fullscreen. Three tales of horrific suspense. In Julie, an aggressive college student seduces and ultimately blackmails his shy English professor. In Milicent &amp; Therese, a middle-aged couple become embroiled in a devious plot. In Amelia, a woman falls prey to a murderous Zuni fetish doll. Stars Karen Black. Not Rated. English SDH 114 minutes.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The X-Files: The Complete Series Blu-ray

Unrated. Over 5 hours on three Blu-rays. Paramount.

English SDH. Over 17 hours on five Blu-rays. Flatiron.

English SDH. Nearly 9 hours on three Blu-rays. Sony Pictures.

The X-Files is a challenging series. Fox Mulder and Dana Scully face terrifying danger and bizarre phenomena as they struggle to unravel deadly conspiracies and solve challenging cases. Fox Mulder and Dana Scully (David Duchovny and Gillian Anderson) face terrifying danger and bizarre phenomena as they struggle to unravel deadly conspiracies and solve challenging cases, Fox Mulder and Dana Scully (David Duchovny and Gillian Anderson) face terrifying danger and bizarre phenomena as they struggle to unravel deadly conspiracies and solve challenging cases. Fox Mulder and Dana Scully (David Duchovny and Gillian Anderson) face terrifying danger and bizarre phenomena as they struggle to unravel deadly conspiracies and solve challenging cases.
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NEW MUSIC CDs

**CD 2792866 SWEET Lorraina:** Three Classic Albums. This digitally remastered collection spans Lorraina’s career from 1960 to 1962 and includes 24 tracks. Collects three classic albums: the Soul Society; The Chant, and Down Home. Features the voices of Lorraina and her backup singers. $19.95

**CD 2792862 JIMMY CLEVELAND:** Four Classic Albums Plus Bonus Tracks. This four CD set that features 44 tracks gives an excellent glimpse into the career of this legendary jazz trombonist. Collects four albums: Introducing Jimmy Cleveland and His All Stars; Cleveland and His All Stars; Cleveland and His All Stars; Cleveland and His All Stars. $19.95

**CD 2792863 RONNIE ROSS:** Seven Classic Albums (Pick 3 for $14.95). Collects six of Ronnie Ross’s most famous hits and David Bowie’s saxophone tutor, but he also released the seven classic albums featured in this collection. Ken Moule Arranges For; Don John Ogden’s Knees; Playtime; Ronnie Ross Quintet; Stompin’; and The International Youth Band. Newport Jazz. Four CDs. Real Gone Music. $14.95

**CD 2792864 GENE QULL:** Four Classic Albums Plus Bonus Tracks. This American alto saxophonist is known for his bebop jazz records. Enjoy four of these albums in this four CD collection that features 44 tracks. Collects the albums: Paking Off; Four All; Quill; and Quill and Phi Talks with Quill. Real Gone Jazz. $14.95

**CD 2792937 MINIATURES:** Hollywood Classics. Real Gone Music. $11.95

**CD 2792745 DAVE PIKE:** Three Classic Albums. Swing and boogie with this collection by jazz vibraphone and marimba player, Dave Pike. This collection features 21 tracks over the three following albums: It’s Time for Dave Pike; Pikes Peak; and Bossa Nova. Real Gone Jazz. $14.95

**CD 279253 DON ELLIOTT:** Six Classic Albums. This American jazz trumpeter and mellophone player recorded over 60 albums during his expansive career. Explore a collection of six albums from this hard working jazz master: The Don Elliott Quintet; Mellophone; Countertop for Six Valves; A Musical Offering by Don Elliott; At the Modern Jazz Room; and Jamaica Jazz. Four CDs. Real Gone Jazz. $14.95

**CD 279237 BUDDY COLLETTE:** Six Classic Albums. Celebrate the legacy of this true jazz master with 61 timeless tracks, featuring six original albums: Man of Many Parts; Nice Day with Buddy Collette; Calm, Cool, and Collette; Mark Made Broadway; Jazz Loves Paris; and The Polyhedral Buddy Collette. Four CDs. Real Gone Jazz. $14.95

**CD 2792877 MANNY ALBAM:** Seven Classic Albums. This four CD set features 65 tracks and collects seven original albums from the original saxophonist, including Jazz Workshop; The Drum Suite; West Side Story; Jazz New York; Steve’s Songs; Drum Feed; and Real Gone Jazz. $19.95

**CD 2795922 ERROLL GARNER:** The Classic Album Collection. This wonderful collection includes 85 tracks from eight original LP’s from 1923 to 1956. Tracks include: Songbird; Silver Smiles Again; The Way You Look Tonight; Mack the Knife; Ol’ Man River; Misty; Sweet Lorraine; You Are My Sunshine; and many more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 2798441 HARRY JAMES:** Mona Lisa. A popular song inspired by the Mona Lisa. A collection of 10 songs from the acclaimed blues man, Look on Yonder Wall; Hurts Me Too; Coming Home; The Sky Is Crying; Standing at the Crossroads; Hand in Hand; Trouble in Mind; and Tumbling; Mean Mr. Macavity; Stomp and Whistle; Out of the Dark; Don’t Send Me Home; Guys and Dolls; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 2798476 LEARNIN’ THE BLUES:** The Jazz Stars Play the Sinatra Songbook. This collection twenty-five appropriations of the Sinatra Songbook performed by some of the finest names from the Golden Age of jazz including Gertie Mulligan performing The Lady Is a Tramp; Illinois Jacquet; Lee Konitz; Lenny Mahan; Wooppeee by Red Garland and All the Way by Lee Morgan, on 2 CDs. Real Gone Jazz. $12.95

**CD 2795973 KING PLEASURE:** Interpretation of Moods. Collects nine songs from the acclaimed jazz vocalist Moody’s Mood; All of Me; Don’t Worry Bout Me; No Not Much; Golden Days; Tomorrow is Another Day; Parker’s Mood; “I Don’t Get Scared” and more. The New Symphonic SFL. Classic World Productions. $11.95

**CD 2798468 THE JAZZ CRUSADERS:** The Classic Pacific Jazz Albums. Collects the entirety of six full albums including Freedom Sound; Lookin’ Ahead; At the Lighthouse; Tough Talk; Heat Wave; Jazz Waltz with Les McCann; Stretchin’ Out; and The Thing. Features 68 tracks on four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2796341 BOBBY TIMMONS:** The Riverside Albums Collection. This 4 CD collection brings together the entire studio recording output for Riverside, featuring eight albums originally released between 1957 and 1964 including: The Bobby Timmons Trio in Person; This Here Is Bobby Timmons; Easy Does It Bobby Timmons Trio; Bobby Timmons Sweet and Soulful Sounds; and John Jenkins, Cliff Jordan, and Bobby Timmons. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2792974 SAMMY DAVIS JR.** Seven Classic Albums. This collection has Sammy singing the apex of his powers and swinging like there’s no tomorrow. This career spanning collection of 7 classic albums features: I’ve Got a Crush on You; The Boy Next Door; Singin’ in the Rain; I’m in the Mood for Love; I’ll Never Fall in Love; Come on Be Nice; Love Made Me Your Fool; and many more. Four CDs. Real Gone Music. $14.95

**CD 2792850 LEADBELLY:** The Last Sessions. This 9 track collection is a testament to the richness of this seminal blues/rock artist’s legacy. Featuring hits like I was Standing in the Bottom; Black Betty; Stoney End; White lies; Hey Joe; Bound; Death Letter Blues; Sweet Mary; Leaving Blues; Irene; Relax Your Mind; Sassy Dog; and many more. Four CDs. Real Gone Music. $14.95

**CD 2792989 SUNNYLAND SLIM,** 1947-1961. A digitally remastered collection of 81 tracks that span the career of this American blues pianist from 1947 to 1961. Featured tracks include: Fly Away Home; Sweet Lucy Blues; Hard Times Down Home; Child; Bassology; The Devil Is A Busy Man; Gin Drinkin’ Baby; Shake It Baby; Mary Lee; and more. Four CDs. Real Gone Music. $14.95

**CD 2790018 LONNIE JONES:** VOLUME ONE, 1925-1929. This collection of 99 original songs celebrates the blues pioneer who inspired artists like Robert Johnson and B.B. King. The tracks highlight the blues genre like Bed of Sand; Love Story Blues; Nile of Genago; Baby, Will You Please Come Home; Black Cat Blues; Blue Ghost Blues; Two Tone Stomp; and many more. Four CDs. Real Gone Music. $14.95

**CD 2799114 THE GREATEST HITS OF ELMORE JAMES:** Legends of Blues. Collects 10 songs from the acclaimed blues man, Look on Yonder Wall; Hurts Me Too; Coming Home; The Sky Is Crying; Standing at the Crossroads; Hand in Hand; Trouble in Mind; and Tumbling; Mean Mr. Macavity; Stomp and Whistle; Out of the Dark; Don’t Send Me Home; Guys and Dolls; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $11.95

**CD 2798301 BROOK BENTON:** The Singles Collection 1955-62. Features all 53 of Benton’s releases during the first eight years of his recording career, including 30 chart hits. These 57 tracks include It’s A Matter of Time; For Love; Help; I Could Have Danced with You; San Remo; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobut. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2798378 EARL KING:** The Singles Collection 1955-62. This 41 track set comprises the A & B sides of just about all of King’s releases as a solo artist during the first decade of his career. Songs include Have You Gone Crazy?” and “I Met A Stranger.” Eating and Sleeping; It Must Have Been Love; I Met A Stranger; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobut. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2792895 MUSICALS, VOL. 1:** Six Classic Sound Track Albums. Collects a vast, breathtaking stage–the musicals have it all! With this four CD collection you’ll become acquainted with the following six musicals that are essential to any great soundtrack collection: Oklahoma; My Fair Lady; Carousel; The King and I; South Pacific; and West Side Story. Real Gone Music. $14.95

**CD 2796052 THE WAY WEST:** Original Motion Picture Soundtrack Recording. The music for this western classic starring Kirk Douglas and Robert Mitchum was composed by Bronislav Kaper and featured by the legendary Andre Previn. Collects 13 tracks, including The Way West; Water & Billy’s Death; We’re Crossing First; Recluctant Mercy; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 2796048 THE ROOTS OF HELL’S ANGEL, THE PICTURES, SOME LIKE IT HOT:** Original Soundtrack. The music for The Roots of Heaven is remarkable in that it creates a vivid listening experience, whether or not the listener has also seen the film. Just as the film has scope and grandeur, so does this sound-track. Includes: Overture; Main Title; Wild Elephant; More’s Camp; The Sandstorm; Return to Blond; and many more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2795987 HOW THE WEST WAS WON:** The Original Sound Track Recording. This 1959 American Western was directed by the legendary Billy Wilder and starred Marilyn Monroe. Tony Curtis and Jack Lemmon. Fourteen tracks are compiled, including Runnin’ Wild; I Wanna Be Loved By You; and I’m Through with Love by Marilyn Monroe. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 2796015 SOME LIKE IT HOT:** The Original Music from the Motion Picture Soundtrack. This 1959 American musical classic was directed by the legendary Billy Wilder and starred Marilyn Monroe, Tony Curtis and Jack Lemmon. Fourteen tracks are compiled, including Runnin’ Wild; I Wanna Be Loved By You; and I’m Through with Love by Marilyn Monroe. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 2796023 TRAPEZE:** Music from the Soundtrack. This film starred Burt Lancaster, Gina Lollobrigida and Tony Curtis. The film’s musical score was composed by Malcolm Arnold and collects 12 tracks, including Lola’s Theme; Farfare and Elephant’s Walk; Trapeze; Juke Box; Stars and Stripes; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

NEW MUSIC CDs

**CD 2798492** LYNDR SKYRNYD: Live in Concert/The Early Years. Their signature three-guitar attack coupled to superb songwriting and massive on stage charisma has earned them a reputation as one of the greatest live bands of all time. Here are 128 tracks from this 1981-1985 period, including two EPs, The Greatest Live Band in the World!, and an acoustic Nelson Eddy: Simple Songs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

**CD 2798387** AN ENCHANTED EVENING WITH EARL WRIGHTSON. One of America’s finest baritones, this 26 tracks feature his rendition of some of the most well-loved ballads of Broadway including They Call Me Lonesome on the Stars; Some Enchanted Evening, Shenandoah; Anywhere I Wander; Without a Song; When a Fella Needs a Friend; and more. Two CDs. Supra. Pub. at $13.99. $9.95

**CD 2798466** ELMER GANTRY: Original Soundtrack from the Motion Picture. Collects 12 tracks with music composed and conducted by Andre Previn. Tracks include Long Distance; Mr. Babbit; Not as My Lover; Under the Pier; Stand Up for Jesus; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $13.99. $9.95

**CD 2795981** THE LONGEST DAY: Original Film Soundtrack. Collects 1,013 original tracks from the original soundtrack of Darryl Zanuck’s widely acclaimed film, starring Henry Fonda, John Wayne and Robert Mitchum. The music was composed by the legendary Maurice Jarre and narrated by provided by Lowell Thomas. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $13.99. $9.95

**CD 2796325** 1001 ARABIAN NIGHTS: The Original Motion Picture Soundtrack. Composed by George Dunning and Jimmie Bond, the album features the music from the 1983 release of the legendary rock ‘n’ roll band, including Rock Around the Clock; Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On; See You Later Alligator; Shake, Rattle and Roll; Blue Suede Shoes; It Hurts Me, and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**CD 2796007** SHIRLEY TEMPLE’S HIT FROM HER ORIGINAL FILM SOUNDTRACKS. Shirley Temple returns in this album once again to capture the hearts of millions all over the world. Nineteen songs are collected, including On the Good Ship Lollipop; The Little Colonel; and many more. Polly Wolly Doodie: That’s What I Want for Christmas; Oh My Goodness; Baby, Take a Bow; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $13.99. $9.95

**CD 279828X** AMERICA: The Archives. This 55 track, 4 CD set features a collection of live FM Broadcast performances including from Sigma Sound Studios, Philadelphia in 1972; TV Studio 5, Baden-Baden, Germany, 1976; and Universal Amphitheatre, Los Angeles, 1978. Includes Ventura Highway; Riverside; You Can Do Magic; Submarine Lady; Horse with No Name; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**CD 2798425** GRATEFUL DEAD: The Wharf Rats Come East. From a live FM Broadcast recorded at the Capitol Theater, Port Chester, N.Y., 1971, come these 18 tracks that include Casey Jones; Me and My Uncle; Hats to Husband; Playing ‘In the Band; Sugar Magnolia; Truckin’; Next Time You See Me; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**CD 2798573** THE SHADOWS: The Complete Releases 1959-62. Featuring all their A & B sides plus all the tracks from EPs and the tracks from their first two LPs The Shadows and Out of the Shadows. On 2 CDs include Feelin’ Fine; Apache; Man of Mystery; The Savage; Chinchilla; Sweet Dreams; Shadoogie; See You in My Drums; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

**CD 2798492** LYNDR SKYRNYD: Live in Concert/The Early Years. Their signature three-guitar attack coupled to superb songwriting and massive on stage charisma has earned them a reputation as one of the greatest live bands of all time. Here are 128 tracks from this 1981-1985 period, including two EPs, The Greatest Live Band in the World!, and an acoustic Nelson Eddy: Simple Songs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

**CD 2798352** THE DOORS: Radio Broadcasts. This collection of live performances brings together the most televised appearances that the Doors made during their short and chaotic career. Tracks include Break on Through; Break the Knife; Alberton Song; Back Door Man; You’re Lost Little Girl; Love Me Two Times; Wild Child; and more. Digital Legends. Pub. at $13.99. $9.95

**CD 2798353** THE ORIGINAL ANIMALS: Before We Were So Rudely Interrupted. This was the comeback album from a band with unfinished business having been ten years since the band had played together, this they felt was Mother Mountbatten and the Seesaw (A Second Chance); I’m Sick; Just Make One Claim; and more. Reader’s Digest. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2798789** KAY STARR: A 10 song compilation from the amazing Kay Starr, including In the Mood; I’m Gonna Cry; Them There Eyes; I’ve Got My Love to Keep Me Warm; Honeysuckle Rose; and more. Classic Writings. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95


**CD 2798291** PEGGY SEEGER: Five Classic Albums Plus EP’s. This collection celebrates this folk singer’s career with 62 tracks across live albums; Folk Songs of Counting and Complaint; Animal Folk Songs for Children; America at Play with Guy Carawan; Folksongs and Ballads; Peggy Seeger Presents Originals; Acoustic; Peggy Seeger; and Come Along John. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**CD 2798556** SEAN WILSON: 60 at Sixty. This release celebrates Wilson’s performing and recording career and coincides with his 60th birthday. Featuring 40 tracks on two CDs, and 20 tracks on a DVD, the songs include Better Than Today; Three Wooden Crosses; Love Me, and many more. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**CD 2798603** TOM WAITS: UNDER THE BRIDGE. From a live FM Broadcast recorded at The Bridge School Benefit, Shoreline Amphitheatre, Mountain View, CA, 1999 and for KCRU, Santa Monica, CA in 1998. Twenty tracks include The Jockey Full of Bourbon; Hold On, Chocolate Jesus; Great Guy; Dear Mr. Summer: I’ll Be Seeing You; Tango Til’ They’re Sore; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**CD 2798522** NEIL YOUNG: Transmission Impossible. This three CD set features rare broadcast recordings by Neil Young, originally transmitted from live shows he performed in the 1970s and 1980s. Tracks include Are You Ready for the Country?; Ain’t That a Lot of Love; Lookin’ for a Love; Don’t Let It Bring You Down; and more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**CD 2798338** CARLOS SALVANA & JOHN MCLAUGHLIN: A Love Supreme. From a live FM Broadcast recorded at the International Amphitheater, Chicago, IL, 1973, these 17 tracks include A Love Supreme; Jazzie B; God Bless the Child; A Love Supreme, This is Our Time; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95
Order all you want for one low $4.00 Postage & Handling charge.

*DVD 2799723* A STREET CAT NAMED BOB. When James Bowen stumbled upon an injured street cat, he had no idea how much his life was about to change. Living hand to mouth on the streets of London, the last thing he needed was a pet. But as he rescued Bob back to health, he found himself transforming in ways he never thought possible. 103 minutes, MVD Visual. Paperbound. Pab at $19.95

*DVD 2787083* XENA-WARRIOR PRINCESS: The Complete Series. Full screen. She has outwitted gods, defeated massive armies and found redemption through conquering insurmountable tasks. Lucy Lawless is unforgettable as the mighty warrior princess in one of the most beloved TV series of all time. Collects all 134 episodes from all six seasons. English SDH. Over 98 hours on thirty DVDS. Universal. Pab at $45.95

*2794373* DEATH OF A GHOST. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Police Sergeant Hamish MacBeth and his policewoman Charlie Caron are investigating reports of a haunted castle when Charlie falls through the floor into the cellar. They find a dead body propped against a wall, and when they go outside to summon help, the body vanishes. 246 pages. Grand Central. Pab at $26.00

*2799650* TURKEY TROT MURDER. By Leslie Meier. At a state of utmost descents on Tinker’s Cove, part-time reporter Lucy Stone, is thrown into a full-scale investigation into the death of Alison Franklin, daughter of a wealthy investor. In a race against time, Lucy must beat the killer to the finish line—or she can forget about stuffing and cranberry sauce. 247 pages. Kensington. Pab at $25.00

*2795020* BELOW THE BELT. By Stuart Woods. Novel.撼动的波浪 where Stone will have to use his stealth and subtlety, fortunes rise and fall on the turn of a dime, and it may be that Stone holds the key not just to one man’s fate, but to the fate of the nation. 325 pages. Purnam. Pab at $28.00

*2786532* THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO LYME DISEASE. By Rafal Tokarz. If you’re suffering from Lyme disease, you need clear, easy to understand information. Written by a leading expert in infectious diseases, this is a comprehensive resource for living with Lyme disease. Learn about all aspects of the disease, how to prevent it, and how to find the best medical care. 322 pages. St. Martin’s. Pab at $27.99

*2794349* CURTAIN OF DEATH. By W.E.B. Griffin & W.E. Butterworth IV. Novel. Germany, 1946. Two WACs are kidnapped by four Soviet agents. One of the WACs works for the new Directorate of Central Intelligence, and three of the men end up dead. The Cold War is about to become very personal in this dramatic new novel in Griffin’s Clandestine Operations series. 467 pages. Purnam. Pab at $29.00

To allow the lowest prices, we do no billing and do not accept credit cards. However, the same items may be obtained from www.HamiltonBook.com using MasterCard, VISA, or PayPal.